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1.1 What is a Public Investment
Framework?

The PIF combines spatial planning strategies with processmanagement based on a partnership approach between the
public sector led by CoCT and the citizens of Manenberg led
by the Manenberg Steering Committee. It uses the services
of an intermediary to facilitate this process of a delivery
model that is defined by citizen engagement, working towards
a whole of society approach where the principles of the
Integrated Development Plan of the CoCT are grounded on a
neighbourhood level in order to meet the needs of the citizens.

The City of Cape Town [CoCT] has identified Manenberg as
a priority area for upgrading and investment via the Mayoral
Urban Regeneration Programme [MURP]. Violence Prevention
through Urban Upgrade NPC [VPUU NPC] has been appointed
by the CoCT to develop the Public Investment Framework [PIF]
for Manenberg during the first months of 2015 as part of the
VPUU Programme Phase 4.
The scope of the PIF is to provide an integrated public
investment strategy based on a participatory planning
approach which aligns in a synergic way to the efforts of
municipal [CoCT] and provincial [WCG] Line Departments. In
reading Manenberg’s challenges and potential, derived from a
community diagnostic of the current status quo and following
the Community Action Plan [CAP] process conducted by the
VPUU NPC in strong collaboration with the MURP team; the
PIF identifies and prioritises projects for implementation in the
following financial years; covering short, medium and long term
investments. These projects are clustered into:
•
•
•
•

1. Introduction

Community cohesion projects to increase the social capital,
Violence prevention projects,
Protection projects for a safe community and;
Research and Development projects to establish evidence of
the difference achieved through the programmatic approach.
• In traditional ways, these projects would be called
capital projects and operational projects or investment in
infrastructure and investment in people.
The objectives of the Manenberg PIF include:
• Establishing an ongoing active participation with the
community,
• A synergic coordination amongst the municipal and provincial
line departments,
• Identifying the role of Manenberg neighbourhood within the
metropolitan context,
• Identifying challenges and opportunities,
• Identifying strategic projects and programmes for public
investment.
This document has been compiled in a short period of 6
months, taking into consideration the community’s challenges
and proposals consolidated in the CAP, as well as the proposed
and on-going projects from several municipal and provincial line
departments. During this period, serious gang violence erupted
which impacted on the processes since the professional team
and officials were not able to access the area as desired. The
local leadership has been extremely supportive in ensuring that
the process continued despite the problems in Manenberg. The
spatial and socio-economic readings grounding the proposed
interventions focuses on the suburbs of Manenberg, its
surroundings and its role within the metropole.
The challenges which Manenberg is facing are extreme, but
certainly not exceptional within in the metropolitan context.
In this respect, the PIF aims to also explore pilot projects,
programmes and design strategies which could be replicated in
other areas.
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1.2

Acknowledgments

1.3

This report has been compiled by the VPUU NPC in
collaboration with Tarna Klitzner Landscape Architect [TKLA].
The report is the result of a collaborative process which
involved the following stakeholders:

Executive summary

As part of the MURP, Manenberg has been identified as
an area in dire need of urban transformation, following the
VPUU methodology. This will be achieved by building social
cohesion as a precondition for successful urban infrastructural
development, with the aim to improve the Quality of Life of
citizens through a partnership approach. Over the past months,
two guiding documents were developed: the Community Action
Plan and the Public Investment Framework. The implementation
of both the CAP and the PIF needs to fulfill the vision of the
community by moving Manenberg from a dormitory area to a
safe, secure, diverse, vibrant, innovative, attractive, cohesive,
and sustainable neighbourhood.

• Manenberg Steering Committee [MB SC],
• CoCT under the leadership of SPUD and MURP and,
• WCG under the leadership of DEADP.
There have been a number of workshops that assisted and
guided the development of this document namely:
• The community processes such as the Profiling Workshop,
leadership training sessions and the CAP;
• The walkabouts and design workshops with the community in
Manenberg;
• The diagnostic workshop with CoCT line departments hosted
by SPUD/MURP;
• The Intergovernmental Technical Working Group, in particular
around the proposed Regional Hospital and the PIF at large,
hosted by DEADP;
• Numerous one on one discussions where people shared
valuable information.
In particular, we want to thank Patsy Daniels and Jonathan
Jansen from the Manenberg SC for assisting with numerous
community engagements, visits and verification processes in

In order to achieve this vision, a true participatory process
has been engaged upon around trust building and partnership
in order to shift the government’s delivery model towards a
delivery model that takes guidance from the needs of the
citizens, ensuring that community leadership and public sector
leadership are partners in the development. The CoCT and
WCG make use of an intermediary as a facilitator to assist in
the design and implementation phase of this process.

outcomes in order to ensure smooth implementation,
operation, management and maintenance of the proposed
development.
• Detail planning, budgeting and supply chain management
processes.
• Run immediate implementation of elements from the CAP
and the PIF. Prioritising investment in social cohesion
through investment in people and organisations is proposed.
Including the improvement of the safety of spaces, after
school programmes, leadership trainings, mediation courses
and to establish a Social Development Fund [SDF] to support
community-based initiatives.
A high level costing of the PIF has been included in the
document amounting to R7.5bilion in total; that is R3.8billion
from CoCT and National Government sources and R3.7billion
from WCG.

The above mentioned intentions are best achieved through two

guiding our team.

main categories of intervention -investment in people or noninfrastructure projects and capital investment or infrastructure
development. This PIF intends to provide guidance for both
types of interventions. It is recognised that there are a number
of interventions that have an impact on both capital and people
investment; such as Operation, Maintenance and Management
of spaces.

The authors would like to thank the Manenberg SC as well
as the CoCT and WCG officials and political leadership for their
trust in the participatory process and the professional work of
the team in developing a guiding document for the regeneration
of Manenberg.

The PIF presents defining elements for the restructuring of
Manenberg and proposes to follow the Urban Hub typology of
the National Treasury to upgrade the neighbourhoods. The two
main defining elements are: firstly, the Youth Lifestyle Campus,
that aims to particularly address the social ills amongst the
youth and to provide a lasting legacy by building sustainable
communities; and secondly the Nyanga Station Urban Hub
which is the main Public Transport Interchange that is shared
with the neighbouring community of Gugulethu and Nyanga
[GUNYA].
The Youth Lifestyle Campus has been detailed in 6 distinct
precincts that link the system of open spaces, the schools
and the talent of Manenberg into a cohesive model. Life Long
Learning, Social Cohesion, Safe Communities, Innovation, and
Evidence of good practice are key strategies for the YLC.
The Nyanga Junction Station Hub is made up of 3 key Public
Investment Areas, including issues around service provision,
employment and income generating economic development,
a mixed used town centre, safe communities and bridging the
racial divide since this precinct runs along a pre-existent racial
line between so called Coloured areas and so called Black
areas. Henceforth, it offers a unique opportunity to overcome
stereotypical thinking and conditions.
While it is recognised that further planning needs to take
place on precinct and site development level, the backlog of
development requires a three-pronged approach that has to run
parallel in order to:
• Seek agreement and contractual clarity between the spheres
of government, the community, strategic partners and service
providers; regarding roles, responsibilities and expected
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2.1

VPUU vision

The VPUU methodology works in Safe Node Areas [SNA]
and implements an area based approach that illustrates the
transversal work towards the whole of society approach. It
works toward “sustainable neighbourhoods” with an improved
“Quality of Life” through the reduction of social, cultural,
economic and institutional exclusion.

The PIF forms part of the MURP which applies the VPUU
methodology.
The VPUU programme started as a partnership between the
CoCT and the German Development Bank in collaboration
with National Treasury to make a difference through
participatory processes toward the Quality of Life of citizens,
on a neighbourhood level in particular; by increasing
safety and improving the living and social conditions of the
affected population through urban improvement and social
interventions to transform apartheid dormitories into sustainable
neighbourhoods. The programme has been extended to include
the Western Cape Government [WCG] and of July 2014, uses
the services of a dedicated Public Benefit Organisation [VPUU
NPC] to assist the public sector with the dialogue between
citizens organised in the SCs and to assist the implementation
of a programmatic approach. Strategic partnerships are formed
with NGOs, CBOs and other development organisations. Within
the CoCT, the VPUU programme was incorporated into the
MURP.

During the participatory process the main implementing
partner, the community leadership of the area of intervention,
the municipal officials, the provincial officials working on the
programme as well as the VPUU NPC provide input into the
CAP which is aligned to and based upon the VPUU strategy
matrix. The CAP is made up of a variety of projects that are
implemented through dedicated champions. In its sum of
interventions, there will be a positive impact on the Quality of
Life. This process is seen as an example of the new service
delivery model which is defined by citizens, demand driven and
negotiated between the partners in the development.
The overall programme is based on five spheres of
interventions:
•
•
•
•
•

The participatory methodology that seeks to strive for
negotiated solutions through cooperation with communities
has been a strong result of success to date. It is an 8 step
methodology, based on research and consensus, building
around a local area strategy known as a Community Action Plan
[CAP].

Situational crime prevention,
Social crime prevention,
Institutional crime prevention,
Community participation and,
Knowledge management.

2. Methodology
OUTCOME

Social
Compact,
Profiling

Mature representative local leadership,
Baseline Survey
Development of Local Area Strategy
[CAP] linked to the 5 pillars of the IDP,
Business plans, Resource allocation

Implementation

Operation
Maintenance
Management

Social
Crime
Prevention

Assets [physical and non-physical]

Safety
Community Delivery of Service

ministrati
o
Ad

n

Knowledge Management
Quality assurence

Institutional
Crime
Prevention

Sustainable Neighbourhoods
Fig.2. VPUU methodology
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2.2

Infrastructural development - the construction of safe public
spaces

A ‘violence prevention model’ has been developed, based on
local and international best practices, including the UN-Habitat
Safer Cities Programme and the World Health Organisation
[WHO] public health approaches. It agrees on the need for
integrated and comprehensive crime and violence prevention
strategies, using a range of policy and programme tools from
traditional legal and criminal justice, public health, urban
planning and management approaches. It is a strategy used to
implement the strategic goals of the Integrated Development
Plan [IDP] on a neighbourhood level.

This includes the construction of safe pedestrian walkways,
small neighbourhood buildings called “Active Boxes”, sport
facilities, cultural facilities, libraries and business premises. All
buildings are multi-functional.
Social development - support for victims of violence and
preventing people from becoming victims
This includes connecting Community Police Forums [CPFs]
with networks in gender-based violence, free legal advice on
civil matters, the setting up of a SDF and of Early Childhood
Development [ECD] programmes.

VPUU STRATEGY MATRIX

VPUU strategy
Life Long learning

EARLY CHILD
DEVELOPMENT [ECD]

PREVENTION

SCHOOLS/YOUTH

The four particular elements of the strategy are woven together
as follows:

Institutional development - community delivery of services
[CDS], training and mentoring

EMPLOYMENT AND
INCOME GENERATING
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

PREVENTION

Community-based groups and people are assisted in looking
after and managing the public facilities provided. Training of
groups, mentorship of the groups and access to opportunities
are amongst key elements.

The long life learning approach aims to assist and enable
a healthy and less violent community within the sustainable
neighbourhood. It does so by supporting targeted interventions
over the whole cycle of human life; including ECD, Youth,
school aged interventions, employment and income generating
economic development.

Community participation - partnerships in development
For each area, a CAP is drafted in cooperation with
the community. It defines short, medium and long term
interventions. Partnerships with City, Provincial and National
departments, local development forums, the NGO sector,
private businesses and international organisations are formed
to assist in the implementation of projects.

COHESION
The community-based social capital approach puts the
local assets, linkages and developmental potentials within a
community at the centre of the development. This approach
is key for the development of the neighbourhood through
participatory community-based processes around negotiated
development; partnering with communities to deliver services
within the programme area aims to increase active citizenship.
Urban Management, in particular that of public spaces and
facility management, are essential components of this element.

Knowledge management - monitoring and evaluation
An efficient knowledge management system is being developed
to ensure that impact is measured and that knowledge gained
and lessons learnt are shared with the relevant stakeholders.

Community Social Capital

COMMUNITY
MOBILISATION

COHESION

COMMUNITY
DELIVERY OF
SERVICES [CDS]

Safe Community

URBAN
MANAGEMENT
[PUBLIC SPACE
AND FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT]

PROTECTION

PROTECTION
The safe community approach combines spatial planning
efforts by the local authorities and other state institutions
with community-based protection measures. This includes
the local application of the policy framework such as Crime
Prevention through Environmental Design [CPTED] measures,
linkages between volunteer popular protection systems i.e.
Neighbourhood Watches [NHW] and, access to justice for
residents.

SPATIAL PLANNING

PUBLIC SAFETY

LEGAL AND JUSTICE

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
The evidence approach describes knowledge management
efforts to enable evidence development processes, capacity
building, sharing of knowledge and the ability to replicate and
mainstream tested and proven intervention and processes.

Evidence

PROGRAMME
PLANNING,
MANAGEMENT, M&E

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

INFORMATION
SHARING AND
MANAGEMENT

Fig.3. VPUU strategy matrix
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RESEARCH AND
CAPACITY BUILDING

2.3

Participatory process

The CAP aims to provide a strategy for implementation;
including IDP items which guide local government development,
other spheres of government development initiatives and
community and Non-Governmental Organisation [NGO]
partners’ development initiatives. Thus, it is intended to be a
guiding document for an area-based approach on inclusive
development.

The process of a participatory multilevel and comprehensive
programme is well encapsulated in the community action
planning. This tool allows the development of a complex
programme to be people-centred, people-driven; based on
local assets, resources and constraints; appropriate to the local
context, to be phased and to promote a partnership approach.
It involves the community, the local author and partners in the
formulation and implementation of interventions identified in
the action plans. The action planning is an important process to
build trust and consensus in a community.

The PIF is the result of a participatory and collaborative
approach. A continuous engagement with community and
municipal and provincial line departments has informed
and edited the PIF. The process is described in detail in the
following paragraphs below.

2.4 Engagement with the
community
To achieve an effective and authentic participatory approach,
the community has been involved right from the start and
throughout the making of the PIF. It is important to notice
that the community participation will have to actively continue
throughout the future implementation phases of the framework.
The election of a steering committee [SC] was done in March
2014, including a group of 16 members from the Manenberg
community. Each member has been assigned to a specific
workstream. There are 5 workstreams, namely: safety and
security, social and cultural, institutional, economic and
infrastructure.

COMMUNITY PROFILE WORKSHOP
In order to identify the community challenges, a Community
Profile Workshop was conducted on the 18th October 2014.
The challenges identified during the workshop can be found in
chapter 4.

Fig.5. CAP 27.02.2015

VERIFICATION OF BASELINE 2010

YOUTH

Other
groups

WCG /
DoPW

WCG /
DoHS

CoCT /
DoH
Community
of Manenberg

LEADERSHIP TRAINING

CoCT /
TCT

SC

WCG /
Dept of
Premier

CoCT / SPUD

CoCT /
CP

FACILITATORS
VPUU + TKLA

WCG /
Education
Dept

WCG /
DCAS

The baseline survey for Manenberg was conducted in 2010 by
VPUU and has been verified by the SC members during the
community profile workshop. During this process, the SC was
provided with the 2010 baseline in order to verify or amend it
with new issues that have arisen since the 2010 survey. The
baseline validation was therefore confirmed in September 2014.

CoCT / MURP

WCG /
Dept of
Health
WCG /
DoAC

WCG /
DEADP

CoCT /
others
depts

Capacity building in terms of goal setting, leadership and
management processes must run parallel to the process
of active participation. Therefore, in order to enable the SC
members to fulfil their role in an effective development process,
a series of leadership training sessions took place before
and after the CAP Workshop. The first session involved the
introduction of the VPUU methodology and processes. It
informed the leaders on how VPUU functions and provide them
with the right set of tools for developing the CAP. The second
session was conducted before the CAP workshop, involving
planning processes, to ensure that the leaders are well
prepared for the actual CAP workshop. The third session was
about leader governance, enabling the leaders to play their role
in relation to CAP. The last two sessions focused on the leaders
portfolios and their alignment with the interventions. Thereafter,
the leadership sessions that followed covered the following
topics: trust building, governance, planning and portfolio
responsibilities.

Fig.6. CAP 27.02.2015

WCG /
DoLS

Fig.4. Manenberg PIF - Stakeholders diagram
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COMMUNITY ACTION PLAN WORKSHOP

underlining challenges, issues and the potential of each site.
The first walkabout included about 8 key points around the
centre of Manenberg, below Turfhall Rd. It focused on the
highest crime-prone areas, the poor living conditions of public
housing, the under-utilised sport facilities, the future housing
developments, the waterfront and Nyanga station. Through the
storytelling from the community members, the fact that certain
environmental conditions facilitate the gangster related activities
clearly emerged. After the walkabout, some community
members presented their on-going projects, regarding future
housing development and the Manenberg waterfront.

The CAP is a plan of strategies and actions to be undertaken
in the geographic area focus [SNA], which is used as the
key reference continuously guiding the whole process. It
is formulated in a workshop, based on community profile
information arising from the Community Profile Workshop
and the Baseline Survey. Thus, it is founded on evidence and
data that is locally generated and owned by the community.
This is overlaid with the knowledge from within the public
sector. Hence, both stakeholders are able to work on a joint
development plan, including the local leadership via the SC and
the local authority via the line departments [Area Coordinating
Team]. Once consensus is achieved, the plan is elevated via
Sub-councils into the mainstream IDP system. However, being
owned by the local community representative committee, it is a
much broader development approach then the IDP - which is to
guide public sector investment only.

The second walkabout was conducted in the north of
Manenberg, above Turfhall Rd. It focused on the under-utilised
open spaces, parks and small sport facilities. The youth group
clearly described the crime dynamics that continually take place
in public open spaces; they also described their desires for the
future development of Manenberg.

The Manenberg CAP workshops were held on the 28th of
February and 1st of March 2015 with the SC. During the
workshops, the committee was asked to envision a series of
interventions that address the challenges identified during the
Community Profile Workshop. The compilation of all these
projects and sub projects for the 5 workstreams generated the
Manenberg CAP. The community members also identified who
will be responsible for each project and sub-project and the
level of priority of each project. It is important to notice that the
CAP undergoes an annual review.

VISIONING EXERCISES

WALKABOUTS

During the CAP, the community members also did a map
exercise that involved identifying: positive places of different
interests and negative places affect by crime or other negative
issues. This map confirmed the crime baseline survey
conducted in 2009 by VPUU. The main crime hotspots did not
change in the last 6 years. The community members discussed
specific spaces; such as parks, schools, the station, the library,
public housing regarding safety, accessibility and missing
components.

The envisioning exercises took place after the first walkabout
and reoccured on several other occasions. Sitting around a
large 1:500 scaled floor-map of Manenberg; using lego blocks,
colourful cardboard and stickers, the community members were
able to express and visualise their ideas that emerged during
the CAP as well as some ideas from the local authorities. All
of the emerging ideas have been taken into account in the PIF
design.

COMMUNITY HEALING PROCESS
There has been an agreement with Healing of Memories to
conduct community healing exercises. As a result of challenges
at a local level, these sessions have been postponed and have
not yet taken place.
All the findings from the community engagement are
documented, in detail, in chapter 4.

Fig.9. Walkabout I - 12.03.2015

The visioning exercises conducted with the community have
been of two different natures. Firstly, there was a reflective
moment which took place during the CAP workshop, where
the community members reflected on their suburb’s spatial
conditions in general. Secondly, throughout the PIF design
process, there were a few envisioning moments where the
community visualised their wishes and ideas of various areas in
Manenberg through paper charts and lego blocks.

The design process has been conducted hand-in-hand with the
community. As starting point, 2 walkabouts with the community
took place in Manenberg on the 12th of March 2015 and on the
23rd of April 2015. The itinerary of the walkabout, including key
stopping points was compiled by the community. At each stop,
a community member gave a short description of the place, its

Fig.10. Walkabout I - 12.03.2015 / Walkabout II - 23.04.2015

Municipal line department

Community
Partipation

CAP

Baseline
Survey

Approval Sub-council

IDP

Fig.8. Linkage between CAP and IDP, source: VPUU, A manual
for safety as a public good, fig. 8 pg. 159.
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2.5 Engagement with CoCT and
WCG line departments

Housing, Human Settlements: Public Housing [Collections],
Electricity, Metro Police: Traffic, Metro Police: Law Enforcement.
External Parties that were invited include: Safety Lab
[Nathaniel]

The overall process has been based on continuous
engagement with several municipal and provincial line
departments, through a series of collective and one-on-one
meetings. From February 2015, when the process started,
regular events and discussions have taken place over a
duration of 5 months with a number of line departments from
the CoCT and WCG;

Parallel to this engagement with line departments; meetings
with Ward Councilors, portfolios and Mayoral Committee
members took place to ensure that the PIF process is
embedded into the Mayors Urban Regeneration Committee
processes of the MURP.
Following the Issues Workshop, there has been a series of one
on one meetings with several line departments.

• Issues Workshop with a number of CoCT line departments
[not all departments attended]
• One on one meetings with several CoCT departments,
namely: storm water, catchment area, existing housing, new
housing, TCT IRT, TCT concrete road, TCT NMT, City Parks
• Regular Technical Working Group meetings with the
CoCT/MURP, CoCT SPUD and the following WCG line
departments: DEADP, Dept of Premier, Dept of Health,
Western Cape Education Dept and Dept of Public Works.
• Meetings with other provincial departments include: Dept of
Cultural Affairs and Sports, Dept of Heritage Services, Dept
of Library Services, Dept of Art and Culture.

On a provincial level, the discussions have been coordinated by
DEADP via the HOD, in particular the VPUU/RSEP office. This
included regular HOD meetings as well as technical meetings.
On an intergovernmental level, the PIF was discussed at the
beginning of the process via the Intergovernmental Committee
(IGC). This encouraging cooperation at intergovernmental level
was followed through by the technical working group, led by the
DEADP and SPUD, who met on a regular basis and provided
input and guidance around the PIF.

ISSUES WORKSHOP

All the findings from the engagement with municipal and
provincial line departments are documented in detail in chapter
5.

To open the discussion with all CoCT Line departments, the
Issues Workshop was held on the 6th of February 2015.
Each department presented in a 3-6 slide PowerPoint,
presenting their current activities, operating and capital budgets
of the medium term expenditure framework [2014/15/16/17],
key challenges and future plans regarding Manenberg and
Hanover Park. In addition; the desires, visions and goals of
each department; despite funding and finance constrains, were
discussed during the workshop. All of this information can be
found in annex. xx “Issues Workshop minutes” on pg. xx.

3. Why Manenberg

During the workshop, the following issues emerged:
•
•
•
•
•

Illegal dumping
Vandalism
Gangsterism
Lack of safe open spaces
Proactive policing [there is a request for at least 4 teams of 6
people each]
• Crime hot spots need to be reconsidered as an area of
opportunity and not only a constraint
• Insufficient public lighting
• Lighting vandalism
• The town centre and market are not economically viable
• Lack of integration amongst Line Departments
• Severe budget shortages affecting operational ability
• Illegal informal trading
• CRU flats as mono-functional dormitory
Amongst the invited line departments, the following attended:
City Parks [Desmond Baart and Cythna Minnaar], Economic
Development [Hanief Tiseker and Paul Williamson], Metro
Police, CCTV [Kevin Cole and Glen Alexander], Metro Police
[Raymond Arnold], Human Settlements, Informal Settlements
[Craig Moorgas], City Health [Mr Vivian Malgraff], TCT: NMT
[Greg Hendricks], Electricity Service and Public Lighting [Shaun
Kemp].
Amongst the invited line departments, the following did not
attend: PBDM, Social Development, Sports and Recreation,
Solid Waste, Facility Management, Policy and Strategy, TCT:
IRT, TCT: Facilities Management, TCT: Maintenance, TCT:
Roads and Stormwater, District Implementation, Human
Settlements: Informal Settlements, Human Settlements: New
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3.1

About Manenberg

Park and Sherwood Park. Tambo village is a more ethnically
diverse area. The central part of Manenberg, between Turfhall
road and the Downs road, is the most problematic in terms of
crime and poor living conditions.

Manenberg suburb is located in the Cape Flats, 20 km away
from Cape Town city centre, its topography is rather flat. It
is divided into four sub-places: Manenberg, Sherwood Park,
Primrose Park, Surrey Estate and Sand Industria. Parts of
Manenberg are included in Wards 46, 45 and 42.

HEIDEVELD

KLIPFON

• Nyanga Junction; including a railway station, a shopping
mall [about 10000m2] and vibrant informal markets on the
Gugulethu side.
• The abandoned and highly vandalised, GF Jooste Hospital.
• The dysfunctional and vandalised Manenberg Town Centre
along the Downs road.
• The Consol Mining industry, which has been under
debate for a number of years as the potential to become the
Manenberg Waterfront.
• The Manenberg Industrial Platform, which attracts workers
from all the surrounding areas, especially Hanover Park and
Gugulethu.
• 15 primary and secondary schools, distributed across the
suburbs, and
• The Greens, a large open sport facility.

Following the apartheid planning logic, the suburb of
Manenberg is predominantly residential - a dormitory area.
It has a few entry points and it is clearly separated from
its surroundings by large infrastructure lines, an industrial
platform and a sand mining industry. The north of Manenberg
is separated from the Heideveld suburb by Klipfontein Road.
On the west side, the railway line, connecting the city centre
to Mitchell’s Plain and Khayelitsha, divides Manenberg from
Gugulethu. Aside from two pedestrian bridges; one being a
pedestrian connection over Nyanga junction and the other a
pedestrian bridge from Tambo Village, the neighbourhoods are
completely disconnected - following the apartheid logic. On
the east side, Vanguard Drive freeway separates Manenberg
from Gatesville, Hatton, Newfields and Hanover Park. While on
the southern edge, Lansdowne road forms a barrier between
Manenberg and the Edith Stevens wetland as well as the Phillipi
horticultural area. Within the suburb, Manenberg is clearly
further divided by fast motor routes, namely; Duinefontein road
and Turfhall road. Manenberg includes the following different,
relatively wealthier residential areas: Surrey estate, Primrose

MANENBERG STUDY AREA

TEIN ROA

Manenberg is characterised by the following elements:
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Fig.13. Manenberg
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3.2

Some data about Manenberg

MANENBERG
CENSUS BOUNDARY

According to the 2011 Census, Manenberg suburb comprised
of 61 615 people over an area of 3.35 km2/ 335ha; while in
2001 it showed a population 54 499 people. It is important to
notice that the Census data regarding Manenberg includes
the following sub-places: Manenberg, Primrose Park, Sand
Industria and Surrey Estate [fig. xxx]. In 2011, the majority of
the population [85%] classified themselves as ‘coloured’, 10%
less than in 2001. 10% of the residents classify themselves as
‘black africans’. This statistic has doubled since 2001 with the
development of Tambo village as a more diverse community.
Tambo village was established along the railway line in an
empty zone that was used as a ‘buffer’ to separate Manenberg
and Gugulethu during the apartheid regime.

25 to 64 years
28 601 people
46.4 %

SURREY
ESTATE

MANENBERG
PRIMROSE
PARK

Education is still a critical social issue: 50% of the population
has secondary education, only 5% more than in 2001. The
percentage of the population which has completed grade 12
has increased from 15% in 2001 to 22% in 2011.

0 to 4 years
6 446 people
10.5 %

completed primary
2 976 people
7.8 %

active. About 61% of the total population earns a monthly
household income of less than R3200.
The majority of the population live in formal households
[90%]. Despite the poor housing conditions, the infrastructure
is relatively good for Cape Town standards: 90% of the
households have access to a flush toilet connected to the public
sewer system, 89% of households have access to piped water
in their dwelling, 99% of households have their refuse removed
at least once a week and 99% of households use electricity for
lighting in their dwelling.

65 years +
3 702 people
6.0 %

Fig.16. Manenberg age groups.
Source: 2011 Census by Statistic South Africa, CoCT July2013

SAND
INDUSTRIA

Amongst the population aged 15 to 64 years, comprising of 40
452 people, only 34.5% is actually employed; while the rest is
divided according to the following: 19.6% currently unemployed,
5.3% discourage work-seekers and 40.6% not economically

5 to 14 years
11 020 people
17.9 %

15 to 24 years
11 847 people
19.2 %

Fig.15. Manenberg suburbs areas included in the 2011 Census
study

some secondary
19 167 people
50.3 %

grade 12
8 451 people
22.2 %

some primary
5 277 people
13.8 %

higher
1 473 people
3.9 %

no schooling
642 people
1.7 %

other
120 people
0.3 %

Fig.17. Manenberg adult education [for all aged 20+].
Source: 2011 Census by Statistic South Africa, CoCT July2013

labour force / unemployed
7 923 people
19.6 %

61 615 people

12 834
households

labour force / employed
13 885 people
34.5 %

not economically actice /
other not economically active
16 419 people
40.6 %

not economically actice /
discouraged work-seekers
2 148 people
5.3 %

4.8 average
household size
2 668 housing
backlog
Fig.14. Manenberg population and households data.
Source: 2011 Census by Statistic South Africa, CoCT July2013
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Fig.18. Manenberg labour force indicators [population aged 15 to 64 years = 40 452 people].
Source: 2011 Census by Statistic South Africa, CoCT July2013
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3.3

formal dwelling
11 542 du
89.9 %
informal dwelling / shack in backyard
1 701 du
8.3 %
informal dwelling / shack NOT in backyard
37 du
0.3 %
other
182 du
1.4 %

Crime in Manenberg

In 2009, a Baseline Survey on Crime and Violence was
conducted by VPPU in Manenberg. The research method used
was the Participatory ‘Rapid’ Urban Appraisal, strongly focused
on participatory and qualitative aspects. The information was
gathered through 10 focus group discussions for a total of
120 leaders, drawing on working and living sectors within the
community. The survey revealed drug-related crime [13%],
robbery [16%] and rape [12%] as the three priority crime types.
It is important to note that these numbers are based on the
perception of crime, not on the incidence of crime events. From
the priority crimes descriptions [Fig.23], it is important to notice
how robbery and rape are also highly related to drugs.

Fig.19. Manenberg type of dwelling.
Source: 2011 Census by Statistic South Africa, CoCT July2013

rented
7 509 du
58.5 %

owned but not yet paid off
1 344 du
10.5 %

Drugs

occupied rent-free
450 du
3.5 %

owned and fully paid off
3 376 du
26.3 %

other
155 du
1.2 %

Robbery

Most dangerous day:
Seven days a week. Particularly
paydays or festive season

Victim profile:
The victims of drugs are felt to include virtually everyone except the dealers.
Respondents mentioned drug users, their families including the young children
of the household, teenagers and the elderly. The relationships between couples
and different generations were also seen as victims of drug use.

Most dangerous time:
All times of the day are mentioned,
but it is most frequent during the
evening.

Perpetrator Profile:
Identified perpetrators were mostly male of organised crime. There is a
connection to shebeen and tuckshop owners that is made by respondents,
as these are known sources of drugs. There are also female drug dealers, as
well as those who make drugs [instead of selling]: this is true of ‘Tik’. There is
no information about age of perpetrators, but most live locally and are known
within the community.

Most dangerous day: Weekends,
but also throughout the week,
especially on payout days for grants
or pensions.

Victim profile:
Robbery is a crime that targets those with known resources, especially if they
are more defenseless members of the community. Those receiving state cash
payments, single mothers, the elderly and the disabled were identified as highly
vulnerable members.

Most dangerous time:
Early and late commuters, as well
as after payout of grants.

Perpetrator profile:
Typically the perpetrators are young, male, unemployed, using or addicted to
drugs and a member of a gang.

Most dangerous day:
Fridays and Saturday

Victim profile:
Victims tend to be female, but the rape of young boys was also mentioned.
Victims are often living in overcrowded conditions, in households that are
disrupted by drugs and the absence of parents. Those who have to cross open
spaces are vulnerable. Several mentions were made of female children being
vulnerable on school grounds, even during school hours.

Most dangerous time:
After school hours, after dark.

Perpetrator profile:
Perpetrator are felt to be male, using drugs and often a member of a gang.
They are likely to be frustrated outside and within the home. Some are seen
as men who cannot attract a woman because they lack the social skills or any
money to entertain themselves with.

Fig.20. Manenberg tenure status.
Source: 2011 Census by Statistic South Africa, CoCT July2013

R1 - R1 600
3 360 du
26.2 %

R1 601 - R3 200
2 895 du
22.6 %

R102 400 +
30 du
0.2 %

R3 201 - R6 400
2 340 du
18.2 %
R6 401 - R12 800
1 368 du
10.7 %

R51 201 - R102 400
108 du
0.8 %

R12 801 - R25 600
771 du
6.0 %

no income
1 539 du
12.0 %

R25 601 - R51 200
423 du
3.3 %

Fig.21. Manenberg monthly household income.
Source: 2011 Census by Statistic South Africa, CoCT July2013
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Rape

Fig.22. Manenberg priority crimes description, source: Baseline Survey: crime and violence, Manenberg. Compiletd by Chris Giles, VPUU,
July 2009.
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Rape/Domestic
Violence














































Attractors:
• Much open space.
• Poorly lit.
• Unfenced.
• Little natural surveillance.

Enablers:
• Lack of mature adult supervision
in private space.
• Since it is not mentioned, little
expectation of police.

Hotspot routes:
• Along Arries Road canal
• Vygiekraal Road

Hotspot places:
• Behind Hall in Tambo
• Behind Cashbuild Hardware
• Tik houses

Hotspot areas:
• The Greens
• School grounds
• Waterfront
• Irvine Street field










Generators:
• Culture of aggressive disrespect
and intoxication.
• Frustrated men and women
with low self-esteem in crowded
homes.










Hotspot areas:
• Around GF Jooste Hospital
• Tambo canal
• Irvine Street canal area










Hotspot places:
• Footbridge in Tambo Village
• Caltex garage
• Nyanga Junction






























































Hotspot routes:
• Yusuf Dadoo Road
• Across Silvertree towards station























































































Enablers:
• Low level of protest from victims.
• Victims know violence will be
used if they resist.









  

 


 























Attractors:
• Many drunk people over
weekends.
• Large numbers of vulnerable
people get cash payouts on
known days.










Generators:
• Poverty coupled with widespread
addiction among those with no
legal income source.
• Known payout days for
vulnerable residents.
• Easy access to weapons.
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Hotspot areas:
• The ‘Sevens’







Hotspot places:
• Pecos ‘Mall’
• Thames Walk
• Broken Palace
• Tuck shops
• Tik houses
• Many others





 
  


 


















 
 















Hotspot routes:
• None identified











Enablers:
• None identified.
• Local ‘acceptance’ results in no
counter education and use going
unpunished.
• Police and policing are hardly
mentioned.





































Attractors:
• It is very easy to find drugs, you
can buy them at some local
shops like any other commodity.





































 














Generators:
• Taking drugs is almost normal:
young children grow up seeing it.
• Youth see no future, are bored,
frustrated, do not have skills
to get employment or start
enterprises.













































 























RUIMTE ROAD
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HOT AREA - A hotspot area refer to a larger space which is felt
to be a dangerous place to be in or to cross through. This could
be a section of the community, it could be an open space or it
could be a school ground.

















HOT ROUTE - A hotspot route refers to a road or a pedestrian
walkway along which crimes takes place, but there is not one
special place that is most dangerous.











HOT SPOT - A hotspot place refers to a particular site. This
should be as exactly identified as possible. An example can be
at a crossroads, it can be where people have to walk through a
narrow dark passage or it can be a particular shebeen.

ENABLERS - Enablers of crime are factors that result in less or
in ineffective deterrence from society and local community.

MANENBERG
POLICE STATION





GENERATORS - Generators of crime are factors that result in
there being many potential victims of that crime.















 




Places with a high risk of crime

ATTRACTORS - Attractors of crime are factors that make it
easier for potential criminals to actually commit a crime







Factors that can contribute to high risk crime:
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Fig.23. Overall patterns of crime and violence in Manenberg, 2009, source: Baseline Survey: crime and violence, Manenberg. Compiletd by
Chris Giles, VPUU, July 2009.
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Fig.24. Summary of factors underlying priority crimes, source: Baseline Survey: crime and violence, Manenberg. Compiletd by Chris Giles,
VPUU, July 2009.
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25 575

MITCHELLS PLAIN
18 369

CAPE TOWN CENTRAL
KRAAIFONTEIN

11 158

WORCESTER

11 080
10 291

BELLVILLE
NYANGA

9 006

MANENBERG

8 869

STELLENBOSCH

8 847

KLEINVLEI

8 779

BISHOP LAVIS

8 681

Fig.28. Western Cape worst ten precincts in 2014, Largest number of reported crimes. Source: Crime Statistics SA 2014.

6 044

MITCHELLS PLAIN
3 765

MANENBERG
2 954

DELFT

Fig.25. Patterns of drugs-related crime in Manenberg, 2009,
source: Baseline Survey: crime and violence, Manenberg.
Compiletd by Chris Giles, VPUU, 2009.

BISHOP LAVIS

2 578

KRAAIFONTEIN

2 516
2 150

CAPE TOWN CENTRAL
PHILIPPI
KLEINVLEI
GUGULETHU
ATLANTIS

1 944
1 874
1 796
1 669

Fig.29. Western Cape worst ten precincts in 2014, Largest number of reported drug-related crimes. Source: Crime Statistics SA 2014.

215

MITCHELLS PLAIN
185

DELFT

176

MANENBERG
128

KHAYELITSHA

126

MFULENI
NYANGA

105

PHILIPPI

104

KRAAIFONTEIN

98

BISHOP LAVIS

97
94

ELSIER RIVER

Fig.27. Patterns of rape crime in Manenberg, 2009, source:
Baseline Survey: crime and violence, Manenberg. Compiletd by
Chris Giles, VPUU, 2009.

Fig.26. Patterns of robbery crime in Manenberg, 2009, source:
Baseline Survey: crime and violence, Manenberg. Compiletd by
Chris Giles, VPUU, 2009.
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Fig.30. Western Cape worst ten precincts in 2014, Largest number of unlawful possesion of firearms and ammunition. Source: Crime
Statistics SA 2014.
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According to Crime Statistics SA, Manenberg is number 7
on the list of the ten worst crime precincts in 2014, based on
absolute numbers of reported crimes in Western Cape. The
most recent crime statistics data show that the number of total
crimes has grown almost directly in line with the growth of the
population. While the population growth was 13% over the
past 10 years the total reported crimes grew by 15%. However,
drug-related crimes have increased exponentially during the last
10 years. The increase of over 7 times is rather significant. The
national average increased by 4,1 times and the Western Cape
provincial average increase was at 4,2 times over the same
period. In terms of drug-related crime, Manenberg is the second
highest Police station in absolute numbers in South Africa.
Mitchell’s Plain is at the top of the list with less than double the
amount of drug-related crimes than that of Manenberg. It is
important to notice that Mitchell’s Plain comprises of just over
300 000 people, 5 times the number of people of Manenberg.
This points to a problem in terms of the Police Statistics
since data is only available on police station level but not on
a ratio level of crimes per 100 000 inhabitants, which is an
internationally accepted practice. For Manenberg, the rate of

reported drug related crimes was about 6 000 crimes per 100
000 residents.
During the CAP workshop, the crime and violence baseline
survey has been confirmed by the community members as
the maps and charts on the following pages show. Certainly in
terms of drug-related crimes and gangsterism, Manenberg is a
priority area of intervention.

AGES 66 PLUS
AGES 36-65
AGES 25-35
AGES 20-24

8 869 TOTAL CRIME

7 659

AGES 13-19

ENGLISH

AGES 7-12

XHOSA

AGES 0-6

AFRICAAN

SNAC

OTHERS

0

3 766 DRUG-RELATED CRIMES

500M

1KM

0

500M

1KM

Fig.34. Languages in Manenberg [1 dot =10 people]. Source:
South Africa’s Census 2011.

Fig.33. Age groups in Manenberg [1 dot =10 people]. Source:
South Africa’s Census 2011.

524
2014

2004
Fig.31. Number of reported crimes and drug-related crimes between 2004 and 2014 in Manenberg.
Source: Crime Statistics SA 2014.

145

178
165

UNLAWFUL POSSESSION
OF FIREARMS AND
AMMUNITION
ATTEMPTED MURDER

137

TOTAL SEXUAL CRIMES

68

2-9
10-17

38
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ROBBERY

4
2004

2014

Fig.32. Number of reported between 2004 and 2014 in Manenberg. Source: Crime Statistics SA 2014..
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0

18-25

BLACK AFRICANS

26-30

COLOURED

34-38

ALL OTHERS

500M

1KM

0

Fig.35. Chronic medication in Manenberg [% on medication].
Source: South Africa’s Census 2011.

500M

1KM

Fig.36. Self-racial identification in Manenberg [1 dot =10
people].Source: South Africa’s Census 2011.
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8-10
10-15
15-20
20-25

0

HIGHER THAN GR 12

25-30

GRADE 12

30-35

SOME SECONDARY

35-40

GRADE 7

45-50

MORE THAN
R15,000/MONTH
GAP HOUSING
FINANCE RANGE

SOME PRIMARY

ECD

50-55

HOUSING SUBSIDY
BRACKET

NO SCHOOLING

AGES 0-6

55-59

NO INCOME

500M

1KM

0

Fig.37. Education in Manenberg [1 dot =10 people]. Source:
South Africa’s Census 2011.

500M

1KM

Fig.38. Early Childhood Development utilisation overlapping the
distribution of age group 0-6 [1 dot =10 people]. Source: South
Africa’s Census 2011.

0

500M

0

1KM

Fig.41. Employment in Manenberg [% employed]. Source:
South Africa’s Census 2011.

500M

1KM

Fig.42. Household income in Manenberg. Source: South
Africa’s Census 2011.
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OWNED
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HIGH SCHOOLS

FLAT

RENTED

AGES 7-12

AGES 7-12

HOUSE

FREE STAY

500M
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Fig.40. High school utilisation overlapping the distribution of
age group 7-12 [1 dot =10 people]. Source: South Africa’s
Census 2011.

Fig.39. Primary school utilisation overlapping the distribution
of age group 7-12 [1 dot =10 people]. Source: South Africa’s
Census 2011.
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Fig.43. Dwelling type in Manenberg. Source: South Africa’s
Census 2011.
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Fig.44. Dwelling type in Manenberg. Source: South Africa’s
Census 2011.
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Public Realm = highest risk areas

Fig.45. Positive spaces in yellow, Crime hot spots in orange, CAP 27.02.2015
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Fig.46. Positive spaces in yellow, Crime hot spots in blue, CAP 27.02.2015
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Grootkop Venster / It is a
restricted area, not viable
for gangsters to move
through.

There is no safe spaces in Manenberg

Tornado Area 1 / It
is safer because of
the housing type and
home ownership.

Jade Crescent / It is safe next to
Surrey estate.
Kariega St / It is safer because
it is close to schools and
surrounding housing types [free
standing homes].

Beatrix Lane and Scheldt Walk / Beatrix
Lane and Scheldt Walk are the most
dangerous area, orders from gangsters
originate here. One way lanes, these lanes
are so narrow that if a car is parked on the
side, no police can enter and break up what
is taking place. The inaccessibility of these
lanes make it easy for crime to take place.
The opinion is to completely remove the lane
and hereby remove the gang activities.

Ruimte Road / Seven houses are rented by gangsters in
this road. During fights breakout, gangsters run to this area
to hide often bringing violent activities to this road.

Irvine St / It is safer
for children to play.

Primrose Park / Primrose P
People that were relocated here
were from the higher income
group in District 6
Swimming pool, Merico Park, is
located in Primrose Park [gangs
have been introduced into the area
behind the pool]
Residents from Sherwood Park
and Primrose Park come into other
areas of Manenberg and cause
problems.

The Greens /
Gangsters play sports
and respect the sport
activites.

Storm River Way / Storm
River Way is known as ‘the
river of bloodshed, crime,
rape and unsafety’.

Turfhall Road / Lots of robberies and crime are taking place
along Turfhall Road because there is lack of lighting and no
houses are overlooking onto the road.

Container site /
Ever since the
container have been
around gang violence
has escalated.

Red Rive St / Red
River St is an area of
continuous pedestrian
movement. People
from Gugulethu walk
through Red River
St to access the
industrial area.

Sherwood Park / SP is perceived as a safe, middle
class area. The contributing factors are the spatial
arrangement, the type of housing and the lower
density. From those who live there, it is ‘perceived’
as safe to outsiders. Residents from outside SP also
perceive this area as safe enough to walk along and
sit outside. They walk their children to school along
a route through SP for safety reasons. Gangsters
refrain from Sherwood Park. Crime occurs where it
is overcrowded [flats], where people can jump into
front and backyards. Overcrowding also effects on a
street level, where people are constantly drinking on
the street. While the flats relate back to the apartheid,
Sherwood Park was not one of the relocated areas.
Most homes are owned privately.

Flats / The spatial
configuration of the flats
allow easy movement,
access and escape for the
gangsters.

Manenberg Avenue / Manenberg avenue is unsafe.
People from Gugulethu walking to the industrial area
often get robbed along the way.

The Sevens / The
Sevens is where the
gangster fights occur.

Fig.47. Where is the safest/most positive place in Manenberg? Source: CAP 27.02.2015
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Fig.48. Where is the most unsafe place in Manenberg? Source: CAP 27.02.2015
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3.4 Some historical snapshots
of Manenberg

1964

Manenberg was being
planned.

Aside from Surrey Estate, established during the 50s,
Manenberg developed mainly during the 60s [1966] as a
‘coloured township’ to house people evicted during the forced
removal. With a low income majority, the suburb was designed
on the outskirts of the city, adapting a logic to have an enclosed
community and put the non-whites at a disadvantage. The plan
of the area had a major impact on the community’s political
perception, which made Manenberg famous as a hub of
resistance to the apartheid regime between the ‘70s and the
‘90s.

1966

The establishment of
the coloured township
of Manenberg.
First 3 storey flats were
built.

LAND DISTRIBUTION

Housing cost: R7,386 817 million per 33922 people in
Manenberg:
5621 Dwellings were built

WETLAND
WATER
SAND DUNE

1648 House unit
543 Cottages
340 Double storey flats
1584 Flats in series of 3 storey flats
11 Detached cottage

In 1975, there were no adequate commercial facilities or
community services. The area included only 7 corner shops
and 2 liquor stores. The suburb has grown through successive
waves of displaced families from various part of Cape Town,
primarily from District 6. Due to its history, the suburb is socially
tied to different families or sectors of the community ranging
from District 6 in Cape Town’s centre to Simon’s Town. A
large portion of the population live in run-down public housing
stock, either triple or double storey. The housing condition is
inadequate, small and degraded apartments housing families of
4,8 people on average.

OLD FABRIC
NEW FABRIC

Building phase
lasted until

1930

1941

1952

1958

1973

1980

1993

2000

1970

1972

During the 80s, 364 new dwelling units were implemented
to deal with housing shortage and squatting, also known as
the ‘infill scheme’. Each of these units had 3 bedrooms, a
living room, a kitchen and a toilet. Together with the housing
scheme, including cottages, courts and maisonettes; other
public amenities had been implemented: several primary and
high schools, the Silvertree Youth Centre, the Shawco building,
churches, clinics, a housing estate office, community centres
and soccer and netball fields.  

1974

Expansion of
Mitchell’s Plain houses
throughout the city.

1980

Squatting and
house shortage:
364 maisonette were
built that have 3 bedrooms, a living room, a
kitchen and a toilet and
new public facilities
emerged.

Today, Manenberg is considered as a ‘dangerous’ area where
the frequency of gang-related crime and violence is highly
present. Marches by the people were seen in the streets and
the protestors’ priority demands are to have a gun-free, drugfree and gang-free area where their kids can play freely and
their inhabitants can feel safe.

Expansion of Mitchell’s
Plain houses
throughout the city.

1976

Manenberg High
School establishment

1985

The establishment of
Manenberg Hospital

1999

Proposal of the urban
park on the consol
mine site and the local
area spatial development framework .

2011

2003

Urban design of
Manenberg town center

According to the 2011
census, Manenberg
has 12834 households with an average
household size of 4.8
Fig.49. Historical timeline of Manenberg.
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Fig.50. Manenberg urban development
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4.1

Community Profile

During the Community Profile Workshop conducted on the 18th
October 2014 by MURP/VPUU, the steering committee has
identified the following challenges:

4. Community Profile,
CAP, walkabouts
and visioning
exercises

Safety
and Security

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of lighting and street committees,
Lack of SAPS visibility on school sites and at Nyanga Junction,
No safety plan in place,
Illegal firearms,
CPF not visible / inactive,
Increase in house break-ins, robbery and rapes,
Slow response on domestic abuse,
Lack of a satellite or mobile policing,
No enforcement of offenders ACT,
No protection and violation of rights,
Policies not aligned with constitution and,
Section 6 of the Constitution is not applied.

Social,
Cultural
and Health

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unemployment,
Lack of education [special need of schools],
Overcrowding [basic housing services],
Substance abuse,
Teenage pregnancy,
Elder abuse,
Gangsterism and violence,
Lack of commitment from government,
Youth at risk,
Lack of SAPS visibility,
Lack of 24/7 emergency care [elderly, frail care, maternity etc…],
Lack of rehabilitation/safe houses,
Lack of HIV/AIDS awareness,
Dumping,
Grey water sites,
Bucket system still in place,
Revise clinic resources and accessibility of the clinics,
Community centre’s are under-utilised, existing as white elephants and,
Inaccessibility of sport and recreational facilities.

Economic

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No active strategy for SMME,
No business hives for SMME,
No tender opportunities for government investment within the community,
School curriculum does not match skills/career demands,
Gang violence forces employed gang members to quit their jobs,
High unemployment rate due to unskilled labour and,
No opportunities for private investment.

Infrastructural

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overcrowded housing conditions,
Lack of basic services,
No service sites,
Evictions,
Lack of indoor multipurpose centres,
Community not involved in planning,
Lack of old age, frail care and day-care facilities,
Lack of safe spaces for children,
Non-compliance of illegal shop owners,
Ineffective usage of open space,
Lack of speed humps and safety crossings,
Poor condition of road implementation and,
Department not co-operating on time.

Institutional

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack social support to dysfunctional families,
Institutions not implementing youth, child care and elder Acts/Legislations
Lack of institutional cohesion amongst leaders,
Issue of funding criteria limitations,
No integrated governmental approach,
Not enough infrastructure for institutions,
Challenges of governance,
Issue of gender inequality,
Lack of capacity building, eg. subcontractors, local enterprises, etc.,
Lack of co-ops and access to a database [contractors, unemployed, skills and training],
No ABET facility, and
Social services not operating adequately in community

Fig.51. Manenberg community profile
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4.2

CAP Projects Matrix

PREVENTION

Life Long learning

The following CAP Projects Matrix contains all the proposed
interventions by the steering committee according to the VPUU
strategy matrix. The highlighted interventions are proposed high
priority interventions.

EARLY CHILD DEVELOPMENT [ECD]

•
•
•
•

ECD strategy
Training for ECDs
Toy library for ECDs
Support for ECDs forum

•
•
•
•

Increase number of social workers
Assessment of child welfare/social development
Support and counseling service for dysfunctional families
Health education at ECD centres [Diarrhoea, Hepatitis A,
personal hygiene…]

SCHOOLS/YOUTH

EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME GENERATING ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

• Ensure quality of education is supported and
monitored through financial and material resources
• Support for children with special needs
• Increase support for out of school youth to be
involved in education
• Classroom ratio of 25 learners to 1 educator
• Wifi in all schools
• Educating community on roles and responsibility of SGBs
• Monitoring election of SGBs
•
•
•
•
•

• Provide community facilities
• Technical school: Allocate one school in Manenberg
to cater for skills development and resource centre    
• Improve local skills to increase local employment
• Training of communities or key traders to generate skill
development and employment
• Support of entrepreneurship programmes
• Training and employment of local labour for local projects
• Skill development and youth employment
• Improve sub-council database registration and sourcing
system

Increase number fo social workers
Psychologists and social workers located in schools
Assessment of child welfare/social development
Support and counselling service for dysfunctional families
Allocate student social workers to schools

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Improve school/community health
• Employment of additional staff for youth aftercare
activities
• Regular school visit by clinic staff
• Health education at schools [Diarrhoea, Hepatitis A,
personal hygiene…]
•
•
•
•

• Economic regeneration
• Facilitating business expansion and retention [studies in
various areas]
• Area economic partnership: to improve quality of
cooperation with local business
• Comprehensive and updated database of employees,
enterprises and traders
• Encourage private investment for hotels and B&Bs

Teenage Pregnancy programme
Education around abortion and system in place
Parent’s training and support initiatives around abortion
Use of condom awareness

• HIV/ AIDS/ TB awareness programme
• Incentive for voluntary testing of HIV for youth

Fig.52. School in Manenberg

•
•
•
•

Youth programme and activities
After hours school activities
MOD centre in all schools
Literacy classes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve safety and security in all schools
SRO’s for all schools
Trained VEP officers in all schools
Availability of comfort rooms for VEP officers at schools
Patrolling during school time and on school premises
Visible policing on the streets surrounding schools

• Improve local trading to reduce illegal trading and
capacity building of all traders
• Capacity building through training of traders
• Formalise and interact with trading forum
•
•
•
•

• Substance abuse programme
• Awareness programme on abstinence and prevention

Fig.53. Underutilised open space in Manenberg
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SMMEs development strategy
Establishment and popularisation of SMME strategy
Training of subcontractors
Creating an enabling business environment
Capacity building and training of SMMEs
Training of funding and procurement processes
Workforce development [facilitating business-driven job
placement]

41

Informal economy acceleration
Planning and regulation for economic development
Trading plan implementation
Improve Manenberg market

Community Social Capital
COMMUNITY MOBILISATION

COHESION
COMMUNITY DELIVERY OF SERVICES [CDS]

• Increase community cohesion and community dynamics
• Provide community cohesion programmes
• Structured engagement between councillors and broader
stakeholders
• Increase number of programmes dealing with community
issues

• Public space management system involving community
members
• Maximise EPWP around public space management

• Increase number of social workers appropriate to
Manenberg population
• Support and counselling services for dysfunctional
families

• Improve gender equality
• Provide more platforms for women involvement in sports
and sport coaching

URBAN MANAGEMENT [PUBLIC SPACE AND FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT]
• Increase accessibility and utilisation of public facilities to
communities [sport and recreational, …]
• Transparent booking system of public facilities
• Registration of community groups utilising public facilities
• Training of facility staff on working with the community
• Activate community centres and increase operating hours
• Re-use of under-utilised building
• Free WiFi in all public facilities

• Increase number fo social workers
• Allocate students social workers to communities

• Youth programmes and activities
• Engage CoCT with regards to community centres
• Improve community health
• Ensure adequate access to health facilities
• Provide 24/7 emergency response centre [fire,
ambulance, elderly assistance, frail care…]
• Extension of hospital operating hours

• Effective communication with the community
• Provide community friendly City systems for community
programmes
• Regular feedback meetings with local councillors
• Attendance of steering committee in ACT and MURP
meetings
• Bi-monthly greater stakeholders meetings
• Monthly project steering committee meetings
• Quarterly community meetings
• Quarterly feedback report to sub-council

Fig.56. The Greens

• Substance abuse programme
• Increase drug and alcohol counselling sites
• Ensure safe and security through lighting of public spaces
• Street lights and lighting to be in working order and
well maintained, particularly around schools and public
facilities, and along main streets.

• Increase working relationship between government
bodies and the community
• Popularise IDP to communities with 3 spheres of
government

• Vandalism and theft of infrastructure
• Engage with the community on vandalism
• Enforcement of by-law and provision of strict sentences

• Implementation of child/youth care legislation
• Mobilitisation of Silverstream Youth Council

Fig.55. Open space in front of Manenberg Library

Fig.54. Shops along Manenberg Avenue
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Safe Community

PROTECTION

SPATIAL PLANNING
• Provide adequate housing and housing options to
reduce overcrowding
• City roll-out system for the backyarders and basic
services [fast tracking implementation of water, sanitation
and electricity]
• Provision of basic services and reduce bucket system
• Ensure one toilet and one tap per household
• Demolish the Sevens
• Demolish double storey houses - no more combined
kitchen and bedroom
• Rebuilding proper family structures and units
• Manenberg CRU project 1584 units divided in A, B, C.
• Manenberg SEFP & USDG Project 42
• Manenberg The Downs: Housing Project Ward 42
• Provide serviced sites
• Monitor and demolish unauthorised structures

Fig.59. Public space along The Downs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Speed humps: Voorspoed Rd and Welby Inter Ward 46,
Duinefontein Rd, Manenberg Av, Vygekraal Rd, Thames
Av, Irvine St, Great Fish Av, Yusuf Dadoo St, Jordan
St, Red River Rd, Scheldt Rd, in front of all schools,
morgues, churches and community centres.

• Improve environmental quality [illegal dumping, …]
• Introducing recycling yards

• Bulk infrastructure
• Upgrading of sewerage and stormwater system

• Ensure safe and security through lighting of public spaces
• Lighting upgrading and maintenance: crime hot spots,
parks, schools sport facilities and street lighting [i.e. Albert
Luthuli street, Tambo square and Tambo village]
• High mast light in all schools, sport grounds, crime hot
spots and major street. [i.e. Vygekraal Rd, Elsjiekraal Rd]
• Improve road safety and conditions
• Upgrading all roads in poor conditions

Provide community/public facilities
MOD centres in all schools
ABET facility
Provide 3 multipurpose centres
Provide safe houses
Provide 2 more libraries and safe spaces for children at
the libraries
Provide Youth centres
Rehabilitation and counselling centres
Upgrading of Manenberg main clinic [replacing asbestos
roof sheets]
Health service to align and increase with Manenberg
population
Building of facilities to cater for learning, health care,
sports, art and recreation

• Upgrading of public open spaces
• Develop a Sustainable Landscape Design Framework
for Manenberg [focusing on canals, public open spaces,
waterfront, …]
• Development of Manenberg Waterfront
• Re-thinking of the under-utilised Vygekraal Rd
• Provide social spaces: braai area, recreational activities,
public open gym [e.g. Sea point outdoor gym]
• Upgrading of all parks in Manenberg: Irvine St, Sidewalk
Ward 42, Play parks in Ward 45 and 42, Park equipement
in Ward 46.
• Upgrading of Sherwood park with Soccer turf
• Upgrading of Tambo square sport ground
• Provide child friendly playgrounds
• Provide safe open spaces in ECD centres [safety and
fencing]
• Re-establishment of sports facilities on schools’ field

Fig.58. Waterfront in Manenberg

• SMMEs development strategy
• Set up of business hives for SMMEs
• Develop tourism investment hubs

Fig.61. Kitchen/bedroom inside of the 2 storey flat

• Infrastructure to trigger economic development and
to reduce crime
• Redesign Manenberg Town Centre
• Technical school: Allocate one school in Manenberg
to cater for  skills development and resource centre
• Economic regeneration
• Business incubation [i.e. Nyanga job centre: facilitating
start-up businesses and assisting for first 18 months
• Creating a glass show factory - Manenberg Glass

Fig.60. Shower inside of the 2 storey flat

Fig.57. 2 Storey flats along Thames Avenue
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Safe Community

PROTECTION

PUBLIC SAFETY

LEGAL AND JUSTICE

•
•
•
•
•

Crime free Manenberg
Safety plan for Manenberg
Provide mobile policing at hotspot areas
Increase police vehicles in all sectors
Communication system formalised with NHW and sector
policing
• Regular engagement with NHW and CPF
• SAPS visibility at Nyanga station

•
•
•
•

• Improve capacity and functions of SAPS
• Increase number of SAPS officers
• Monitoring of DNA profiling by trained CPF members

• Improve gender equality
• Awareness campaign of parents’ rights to minimise
inequality

• Gang free Manenberg
• Take away the leadership to collapse gang
• Increase raids on drug dens and/or delivery

•
•
•
•
•

• Ensure quality of education is supported and monitored
through financial and material resources
• Monitoring of election of SGBs

• Awareness on illegal firearms
• Programme to return illegal firearms
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

HIV, AIDS, TB Awareness programmes
Support system for affected and infected families
Counselling for HIV patients, also applicable to TB
Ongoing treatment of OTP patients after treatment to
prevent reoccurrence

46

Improve capacity and functions of SAPS
Training of SAPS in new technologies
Training of SAPS in local languages of the communities
Driver license for all SAPS members
Training and employment of reservists [Metro Police]

• Improve local trading to reduce illegal trading and
capacity building of all traders
• Training on compliance with all shop owners
• Enforcement of trading by-laws

Fig.63. Beatrix Lane - 2 storey flats
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Increase support for vulnerable groups
Domestic violence awareness campaign
Implementation of domestic violence act
Programme to reduce elderly abuse
Monitoring of pensioner grants and its abuse

• Awareness on illegal firearms
• Enforcement of firearms laws
• Firearms register in SAPS

Improve safety and security in all schools
Safety crossing patrol for school children
Patrolling during school time and on school premises
Visible policing on the streets surrounding schools

• Substance abuse programme
• Create drug awareness
Fig.62. Beatrix Lane - 2 storey flats

Substance abuse programme
Increase drug and alcohol counselling sites
Professional services provided for implementation
Awareness programme on abstinence and prevention

47

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Evidence

PROGRAMME PLANNING,
MANAGEMENT, M&E
• Youth programmes and activities
• Monitoring and assessment of NGO by DOCS and
Social Development

• HIV, AIDS, TB Awareness programmes
• On-going awareness, testing and treatment campaign of
HIV, AIDS and TB

• Implementation of child/youth care legislation
• Monitoring of quality programme delivered with public
funding
• Assessment of social workers in the community by
external partners

• Substance abuse programme
• Awareness programme on abstinence and prevention

• Improve gender equality
• M&E of gender equality policies in NGOs

• Increase awareness on function of government
• Awareness campaign on legislations that affect the
community

•
•
•
•

Fig.64. Future PHP housing site along The Downs

INFORMATION SHARING AND MANAGEMENT

Improve local skills to increase local employment
Community skills audit
Comprehensive database of all unemployed
Improve sub-council database registration and sourcing
system

• Improve local trading to reduce illegal trading and
capacity building of all traders
• Database of all traders

RESEARCH AND CAPACITY BUILDING
• Increase community cohesion and community dynamics
• Leadership training for broader stakeholders and
local structures
• Capacity buildings camps for head of portfolios
• Increase working relationship between government
bodies and the community
• Educating community on functions of governance

• Improve environmental quality [illegal dumping, …]
• Awareness campaign on illegal dumping

• Increase awareness on function of government
• On-going education for stakeholders on city policies
• Crime free Manenberg
• Capacity buildings of all community safety structures
[NHW, CPF, Street committee…]

• Increase accessibility and utilisation of public facilities to
communities [sport and recreational, …]
• Form partnership with WCED, Sports and Recs and
CoCT

• Improve capacity and functions of SAPS
• Funding sources to CPF

• Effective communication with the community
• Quarterly newsletters

• Improve environmental quality [illegal dumping, …]
• Training on recycling

• SMMEs development strategy
• Set up a database of all local enterprises
• Set up a database of all contractors

Fig.65. Duinefontein Road

Fig.66. Bridge to Nyanga Junction
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4.3

Manenberg walkabouts

1

THE GREENS

Large under-utilised
sports facility

Walkabout I

TURF

HALL

Not all of the sports fields are used at
the Greens. There is one existing astro
turf that was built in 2009, however
there is still no lighting installed. The
entire area of the Greens is completely
dark at night, making it easy for illegal
activities such as robberies, raping,
body dumping, drug and gang related
crimes to take place.
Community wants: To have a large
indoor sport facility and opportunities
for small businesses. [cafe, tuck shop
etc.]

ROAD

TEI
ON
NEF
DUI

GF JOOSTE HOSPITAL

PRIMROSE
PARK

D
OA
NR

2

1

Fig.68. The Greens

2

4

BEATRIX LANE

Narrow, concealed lane
known to be a crime
zone

THE GREENS

MANENBERG AVENUE

VYGIEKRAAL ROAD

A lot of gang and drug related crimes
occur in the lane. Police are unable to
intervene due to the inaccessibility of
the lane.

7

Beautrix lane is known to be one of the
most dangerous areas in Manenberg.
Gang orders originate from here.
Community wants: To completely
remove Beatrix Lane, and hereby
remove the gang activity and unsafety.

3
6

THE DOWNS ROAD

7

5

Fig.69. Beautrix Lane

NYANGA
STATION

3

SILVERTREE

Site of a previously
vibrant youth club,
now overcome by gang
activity

During the CRU maintenance of
the 3-storey flats, the people were
temporarily housed in containers on
the Silvertree site. A lot of gun fire
occurs across the field, making it a very
dangerous area. The Silvertree Youth
Club used to be a vibrant and active
club with various kinds of sports and
cultural activities.

LOTUS
PARK
SHERWOOD
PARK

8

Fig.67. Walkabout I - South of Manenberg
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Community wants: To build a
rehabilitation centre and an eco village.
To consolidate the edges of the site
with row housing for safety.

Fig.70. Silvertree
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7

TAMBO VILLAGE

Ethnically diverse
community located
between Manenberg &
Guguletu

Tambo Village, being a mixed
community between Manenberg
and Guguletu, has resulted in
positive transformation [mixed
marriages].

NEW HOUSING SITES [THE DOWNS]

PHP housing projects

People mostly from Manenberg will
be given houses; including 5% from
outside of Manenberg [Guguletu,
Surrey Estate, Sherwood Park].
There is a waiting list in place as well.
Community wants: There is a high
demand for this housing from the
community, residents have been
waiting for a long time to be given a
house or put on a waiting list.

Infrastructure of the homes
needs attention. Community
awaits their title deeds
Community wants: More open
spaces and parks for children to
play

Fig.73. Tambo Village

5

Fig.74. New housing

8

NYANGA JUNCTION

Transport interchange
between Manenberg &
Guguletu

Goods are stolen from the
informal traders along The
Downs Road and sold on the
other side of Nyanga Junction explaining why there aren’t many
traders along The Downs.

THE WATERFRONT

Unsafe public area due
to deep water levels,
illegal dumping and
crime activities

Consol owns the waterfront area for
the next 20 years for the mining of
sillica sand. The open space along
the fence that encloses the waterfront
is highly unsafe due to its location on
the outskirts on Manenberg and the
lack of lighting at night. Many children
have broken through the fence to
swim in the lake and drowned.
Community wants: A vibrant, green,
public space where they can picnic ,
braai and swim along the waterfront
edge. An economic hub along the
edge of the waterfront will activate
the vacant/unsafe area. Also to
create awareness of the value of the
waterfront and of its profitable glassmaking opportunities.

Community wants: A ramp
included in the pedestrian
bridge over Duinefontein road
for universal access. Speed
reduction along Duinefontein
road. Police station to be located
on The Downs, right in the center
of all the crime activity.

Fig.71. Nyange Junction

6

Fig.75. The Waterfront

MANENBERG LIBRARY

Located in the area of
frequent gang violence,
therefore unaccessible to
the community

The lack of safe open space
and adequate lighting make
the library area very unsafe.
The library closes early and
is therefore not accessible to
learners after school hours or for
working adults.
Community wants: Later opening
hours, better library services,
facilities and programmes.

Fig.72. Manenberg Library
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Walkabout II

1

HOUWHOEK PARK

Partially enclosed
community park  

Because of the parks location,
people often use it as a shortcut into
Manenberg through an entrance
coming off Klipfontein road. This
compromises the safety of the
children in the park. However, the
park is enclosed by housing and this
provides a kind of surveilance.
Community wants: A designated
path for pedestrians.

1
Fig.77. Houwhoek Park

SURREY PS

2

EASTERPEAK PS

2

FIELD ALONGSIDE SURREY PS

A large, open, informal
playground used by the
youth

This field is a City owned public
space; used by the children of the
neighbourhood, dog walking, and
the youth of the church for informal
soccer games. The field is also used
as a through-way for people from
Gugulethu going to Athlone industrial
area.

4
SILVERSTREAM PS

3

AD

N RO

5

ARIE

S RO

AD

A
JORD

Community wants: A safer, wellmaintained park that is well-lit at
night.

HALL

AD

3

IN
NTE
EFO

RUIM

TE RO

A prime space for the
community, tainted by
gang presence

This field used to be closed-off
specifically for netball and soccer.
It is now un-maintained and a lot
of illegal activity and tyre burning
occurs. The youth have to clean the
field whenever they want to use it for
sports and events.

N

AD

GONUBIE ROAD PARK

DUI

TURF

Fig.78. Field of Surrey PS

RO

SAAMBOU PS

8

6

7

ROAD

MANENBERG PS

MERICO PARK
PRIMROSE PS

EDENDALE PS

9
Fig.79. Gonubie Road Park

Fig.76. Walkabout II - North of Manenberg
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Community wants: The park to be
upgraded with lights and a fence.
A multipurpose center [art, music,
sports, library] is strongly needed by
the community. A vegetable garden
as a self-funding opportunity for
the youth and to provide for soup
kitchens.
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7

DUINEFONTEIN COMMUNITY CENTER

Well-utilised commmunity
center

The field alongside the DCC
used to be an active soccer field.
After the tornado in 1999 the field
was used for temporary housing.
It is now occupied by illegal
activity, smoking and dumping.
This negatively affects the DCC.
The Centre is well-utilised for
sport [table tennis, basketball]
and other community activities.
Community wants: A better
relationship between the field and
the DCC. To have the field wellmaintained and revitalised as a
soccer space.

SITE ON IRVINE STREET [101810]

PHP housing project and
sports fields   

Community wants: The field to be
properly maintained, lots of rocks
and dirt cause injuries during soccer
games. Install lighting.

Fig.80. Duinefontein Community Center

5

Fig.83. Site on Irvine Street

8

THE OLD POST OFFICE SITE

Well located on
Duinefontein road, however
under-utilised space

This field used to be home to a club
house and several sports fields.
Vacancy lead to vandalism and the
demolishing of the building. The
City is in the process of building a
new housing site as well as two new
sports fields on the site.

Before the demolishing of the
old post office, the site was
actively used by the youth forum,
for various workshops and the
bicycle project [B.E.N]. People of
the community now have to go to
Gatesville to collect their post.

RUIMTE ROAD FIELD

Showing good potential,
but in a harmful littered
condition

This field is well located opposite
Saambou PS and is well used on
Sundays. However, the field is in
a dangerous condition, with illegal
dumping, glass and stones littered all
around.
Community wants: The field to be
kept well maintained and safe for the
kids who regularly play on it, due to
its close proximity to Saambou PS.

Community wants: A Post
Office in Manenberg. For the
old site to be transformed into
an information center or a
covenience center with mixed
use offices and facilities.

Fig.84. Ruimte Field

Fig.81. The Old Postoffice

6

9

NEIGHBOURHOOD SPORT COURT

Secluded, active netball &
soccer court

This hidden field is used for
informal soccer and netball
games. A well-run programme
is in place where the boys play
soccer on Fridays and Saturdays
and the girls play netball on
Sundays. The concrete court
is littered with illegal dumping
and gang tags all over the
surrounding walls. There is also
no provision for spectators to
sit around and watch the sport
games.

THE PEACE PARK
Located right behind Marico Park and
the swimming pool facility. Future
plans show that the Peace Park will
be linked into Marico Park. The park
is open from 7.30am to 18.00pm. The
park has walking paths, playground
equipment and a space to play
soccer.

Well used playground,
to be linked to the
swimming pool facility  

Community wants: Benches and
braai facilities – to transform Peace
Park into a family park.

Community wants: Some
greenery and trees to shade the
space.
Fig.82. Secluded neighbourhood sport court
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Fig.85. The Peace Park
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4.4

Manenberg community’s visioning exercises

Library

Parks

Is it safe?

• Located in the middle of gang violence, the open spaces around the library influence crime activity.
• Lack of lighting makes the library area very unsafe.

Is it easily and safely accessible?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessible to some parts of Manenberg
Closed during gang fights in surrounding areas
Not ECD friendly. Not accessible to young kids [no play or recreation area]
Not accessible to working individuals [closed after hours]
Not accessible to children who go to school outside of MB, who come home to a closed library
Gatesville library is thought of to be a good example: Open until 8pm [provision for working people and for
kids after school]

Parks form part of the gangs hide-outs/hubs
Unsafe at night, largely vandalized and used as illegal dumping sites
Steel elements in the parks are stolen to be resold/reused
Unsafe for children, leading to injuries because of hard, littered surfaces. Not entirely child-friendly.
Drug dealing takes place throughout the day
Gambling occurs in parks
Sexual activities throughout the day
Children are exposed to all forms of crime and unsavory activity
Manenberg Gardens [?] on Manenberg Avenue is relatively safe

• Not close to good areas
• Not enough parks [most open spaces have become dumping sites]
• Location and placement of parks need to carefully considered [spatial planning]

• No consideration during time of violent activity. Library could stay open and be a deterrent to crime in that
area. If the space is occupied by children and activity it could drive out the gangs
• Library is not big enough to accommodate the number of children
• Lack of holiday programs, activities and gaming facilities to keep kids occupied
• No musical/theater activities or facilities to watch movies
• Not well equipped with materials, resources or programmes
• Not sufficient space, very few pc’s [10], which leads to fights between the kids
• Poor library service. Perhaps introduce ‘Friends of Library’
• Introduce Arts & culture activities. Performance and visual art activities that can allow the kids to express
themselves [as a form of trauma counseling]

Schools

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is it easily and safely accessible?

What is missing?

Fig.86. Manenberg Library

Is it safe?

What is missing?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Soft surfaces that don’t compromise the safety of kids
Maintenance of the parks is neglected
Activities should be employed in parks to keep kids active; games in the parks etc. [hopscotch]
Landscaping
Security patrol/community patrol to maintain surveilance
Fencing around parks to prevent gang members from running through open spaces during fights
Adequate lighting

Fig.88. Peace park

Is it safe?

• Constant gang activity along routes to and from school [morning & afternoon]
• Break times are unsafe: drug dealing, fights
• Kids get recruited into gangs on school ground and drug dealing affects innocent kids

Waterfront

• Future thinking: access for pedestrians, access between HP and MB, and access to industrial area for
workers.
• Elevated boardwalk over the mine
• Opportunity for locals to appreciate the beauty of the waterfront – which can be experienced from a high
vantage point

Many kids have to take detours to school to avoid unsafe areas
Youth are stigmatized to belong to gangs relative to where they come from [branding]
Youth who are branded as being part of a certain areas/gang cannot attend school in opposing areas.
Nepotism; corrupted recruitment of School Governing Body, security and cleaning staff

What is missing?

What is missing?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Security should search students for weapons and other dangerous items
Guidance/religious classes and students rights education and awareness
Programme to reintegrate drop-outs back into school [primary school level]
School Governing Body to include children, parents and social workers
Revise and enforce school policies
Parenting programmes, educating parents on their rights and their children’s rights. Actively involving
parents and emphasizing their attendance to teacher-parent meetings
• Look into the corrupt leadership within schools; principles etc.
• Trauma counseling

Recycling facilities
Create an economic hub along the Vygieskraal edge of the waterfront, activate the dead/unsafe area
‘Safe passage’ for those going to work in the industrial area
Attractions at the waterfront that draw in tourists and give MB something to be known by
Museums [history of MB], conference facilities
Awareness and education centers [how glass is made]. Empowering locals with skills in glass making
Karibo Furniture factories; open opportunities to the community via skills development and job creation
The edge of the waterfront along Primrose Park has possibilities to serve the residential area. Currently
the fence around the waterfront edge is being used for washing lines etc

Fig.89. Waterfront

Fig.87. Downville Primary School
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•
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Is it safe?
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The Greens

Is it safe?

• No lighting at night; unsafe
• Vygieskraal road [fences on either side], makes it an outcast/blocked off area where robberies and raping
occurs
• Perimeter of the Greens is unsafe and unmaintained [illegal dumping]
• Bodies are dumped on the field

Nyanga
Station

• Access routes to Nyanga Junction are not safe
• Safety has been improved in the area, however the Junction still remains a crime hotspot

Is it easily and safely accessible?

• No universal access, no ramp road
• No ramp for disabled access
• Speed reduction needs to be employed along Duinefontein road

Is it easily and safely accessible?
•
•
•
•
•

Is it safe?

The fields are not easily accessible to everyone
The field has to be booked through the council in order to hold community events
The hall belongs to the developers [?]
Clubs are active only on the weekends
Schools have access to the fields but the students have to travel a far distance along unsafe routes to get
to the Greens [crossing through gang areas]

What is missing?

• Police boundary becomes a problem [the railway divides MB and Guguletu]
• A police station is required right in the center of all the crime activity, so that immediate action can
intervene when necesary
• CCTV surveilance is missing

What is missing?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not enough changing room facilities for the LFA association
Question: To light the fields and allow full access; however, risk of the fields being overplayed.
Solution: More astro turfs?
No seating for spectators to watch the sport games and matches
No tuck shop or café facility
No maintenance [there is someone living on the field, but no maintenance is done]
Adding more astro turfs [less maintenance, factor of overplaying the field is solved]
Security for the fields and the sport facility building
No existing clubs [except LFA]
Activate schools fields as sports grounds, as they currently stand empty and unused
No lighting
No space allocated for economic opportunities
Development for the existing containers on site
Reconsider spatial arrangement with the addition of activities and programs to activate the space on a
regular basis and make it available to everyone
• Possibility to decentralize the fields?

Fig.91. Nyanga Junction

GF Jooste
Hospital

Is it safe?

• The area behind the hospital, along the railway, is not safe

Is it easily and safely accessible?

• The hospital is located on the main road - Duinefontein road. It is easily accessible by car but not for
pedestrians. It is a distance for people to walk to the hospital from within the residential areas.

What is missing?

• Community is concerned with the range of services that will be available at the new hospital
• Communication between the community and the development of the hospital needs to be maintained

Fig.92. GF Jooste Hospital

Fig.90. The Greens sport facility
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The Downs

Is it safe?

• Gang activity and shooting often takes place in the areas around the Downs road
• Informal traders that used to sit along the Downs used to be robbed
• Only really active on weekends, there is only one fruit and vegetable trader

Is it easily and safely accessible?

• It is easily accessible
• It is not always safe for informal traders. Goods get stolen along the Downs from the traders and gets sold
on the other side of Nyanga Junction

What is missing?
•
•
•
•

A market hub along The Downs was initiated around 2002-2005, but was not followed through
Basic infrastructure such as; a stage to trade off, tables, benches, & roofing structures are missing
Coffee shop and other active public services
Manenberg Informal Traders Association is in place; however it needs to be involved and enacted.

Is it safe?

• Spatial configuration of the flats allow easy movement and escape for the gangsters

Is it easily and safely accessible?

• It is easy, yet unsafe for residents to access their homes because of the gangs presence in the area.
Residents are vulnerable while moving in around the large open spaces around the flats

What is missing?
•
•
•
•

Exemption of health regulations – overcrowding is a serious concern
Alternative housing types need to replace the ‘Apartheid given’ three-storey block flats
Asbestos still exists in the buildings [health reg.]
Costly geysers are still in place – why haven’t solar geysers been installed?

Fig.94. CRU courtyard along the Downs

Fig.93. The Downs
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“Situating the public facilities
along the main road - the Downs
road - in order to restore the town
centre to its old spirit. ”

“The old rent office building on
Manenberg Avenue can be used as
a vibrant multi-purpose centre.”

“Having the police station right at
the center of all the crime activity
will result in quicker response.”

“Why don’t we demolish the
Sevens and reconstruct safer,
more dense housing types.”
“If we build housing on the Greens
and include better sports facilities;
Manenberg will be able to host
sports teams from all over the
country for big events.”

“The is no lighting on
the Greens at night,
there is no seating for
spectators to watch
any games, and no
opportunities for
economic activities
like tuckshops etc.”
“We can have a large
stadium-like facility
on the Greens that
can be used on
sports days, and
smaller sports fields
can be dispersed
throughout the
schools for everyday
use.”

“Populating the
Downs Road
with a multitude
of activities
and economic
development. This
will positively
activate the area
and reduce the
crime. This will
also bring back
the priority of the
pedestrian along
the Downs and
restore the towncentre vibrance.”

Fig.95. Manenberg community’s visioning exercises
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5.1

Existing spatial frameworks

In Manenberg, there hasbeen a series of frameworks in the last
15 years, including:
Proposed Cape Flats Urban Park - in Muni-SDF [1999]
• Proposed Multi-purpose Metropolitan Urban Park on the
Consol mine site
• Identified in the Muni-SDF[1999] and subsequently in
Planning for Future Cape Town [2006]
• Supporting initiatives that promote that vision
Gugulethu Manenberg Local Area Spatial Development
Framework [1999]
•
•
•
•
•

Council Approved in 1999
Intended lifespan 10 years
Purpose to guide and manage future development
Identified 3 focus areas
Focus areas: [1] Nyanga Station / The Downs, [2] Lansdowne
/ Duinefontein intersections and [3] Eyona
Manenberg Town Centre Urban Design [2003]

5. Proposed
and on-going projects

Fig.96. Proposed Cape Flats Urban Park, Muni-SDF 1999.

• Council Approved in 2003
• Public participation process followed
• “A tool to integrate private development and public
investment to transform the Town Centre into a vibrant, safe
and positive mixed use precinct”
• Focus areas: [1] Nyanga Station Gateway, [2] Manenberg
Town Centre and [3] Vygiekraal/Cape Flats Park Gateway.
• Focused on “short term deliverables to ultimately achieve
long term goals”.
• Used to implement Dignified Urban Space projects.
Draft Cape Flats District SDP [2010] - Sub district guidelines
Wetton Lansdowne Corridor Local Area SDF [1999]

5.2 WCG and CoCT proposed
and on-going projects
This chapter illustrates all the proposed and ongoing projects
from WCG and CoCT line departments, including:

WCG / Rationalisation of schools
This project, part of the WCED’s new infrastructure plan,
involves the upgrading and replacement of the school buildings
in Manenberg. Each replacement school will typically include
all modern day school features such as a media centre/
library, laboratories, feeding kitchens, computer facilities and
workshops where necessary. Two of the schools are currently
under replacement, namely; Silverstream PS and Red River
PS.

Fig.97. Gugulethu Manenberg Local Area Spatial Development
Framework, 1999.

In connection with the DoH’s new regional facility, the
rationalisation of 5 schools by shifting and merging will occur
in order to free up the school land needed for the new hospital
facility. At this stage, the merging and shifting has been planned
by WCED as follows:
• Silverstream HS will shift onto Saambou PS site
• Saambou PS will merge with Manenberg PS and move onto
that site.
• Sonderend PS will merge with Edendale PS and move onto
that site.
This proposed rationalisation of school will have to be reviewed
in consultation with the School Governing Bodies of the related
schools.

WCG / MOD Centre Programme

Fig.98. Manenberg Town Centre Urban Design, Focus area 2,
2003. Source: MCA Planners and Meyer+Vorster Architects

The Mass participation Opportunity and access Development
and growth [MOD] Programme is one of the flagship initiatives
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CoCT NMT / Proposed IRT
trunck,  serving two routes:
Claremont - Mitchell’s Plain
Wynberg - Khayelitsha

CoCT / CRU upgrading

of the WCG. It is central to the vision of the DCAS, namely; to
create a socially inclusive, creative and active Western Cape.
There are currently 181 MOD Centre’s across the province
that provide sport and recreational activities to over 40 000
registered participants from disadvantaged communities
and underserved schools. A MOD Centre is a hub for sport,
recreation, arts and cultural activities for learners in a
community. Centres are usually located in one of the schools
in a community and serve the community as a whole, providing
a structured development curriculum for all participants. MOD
Centre activities take place after school hours, usually between
14:00 and 18:00. MOD centres include the Year Beyond
programme and the After School programme.

TCT / Proposed IRT feeder
route - first draft

WCG WCED / Upgrading
and rationalisation of schools

The DHS has initiated the upgrade of a block of Council
Rental Units in Manenberg as part of a broader CRU upgrade
initiative. Almost all of the 1 584 units of three-storey block flats
in Manenberg have been upgraded. Only 96 of those units are
still to be completed. The upgrades include painting, plumbing
overhauls, window and door refitting, rewiring of electrical
circuits and gutter cleaning. In addition to this, the surrounding
area receives attention with efforts of bush clearing, fencing,
play equipment and tree planting. The upgrading process was
highly compromised by gangsterism and vandalism during
construction.

CoCT / New PHP housing

There are currently 6 schools in Manenberg that house a MOD
Centre, namely; Phoenix HS, Manenberg PS, Silverstream PS,
Silverstream HS, Sonderend PS and Downsville PS.

There are four new PHP infill housing project sites in the
Manenberg area, as proposed by the DNH. Single and duplex
housing types will be provided. The sites are located as follows:

WCG / Youth and lifestyle Campus
WCG DoH / Upgrading
of GF Jooste Hospital from
300 beds to 550 beds
CoCT CP / Merico Community Park

CoCT CP / Tree planting
along Manenberg Avenue

CoCT CP / Red River Park

WCG WCED / Youth and Lifestyle campus

CoCT DoH / CRU upgrading

CoCT CP / Future Regional Park
CoCT CP / Neighbourhood Park
TCT / Proposed IRT
trunck,  serving two
routes:
Claremont - Mitchell’s
Plain
Wynberg Khayelitsha
CITY PARKS SMART TREES PROJECT
COCT NMT/PROPOSED IRT TRUNK
PROPOSED IRT FEEDER ROUTE AND PROPOSED STOPS
PROPOSED IRT TRUNK ROUTE AND TRUNK STATIONS
FUTURE REGIONAL PARK
SCHOOLS

CoCT DoNH /
New PHP housing

• Site 101810: Humber St and Irvine St
• Site 101934: The Downs / Vygekraal
• Site 104700: The Downs / Manenberg Avenue
• Site 104701: along Lansdowne Rd
• Tambo Village
The bulk infrastructure, streets and parking has already been
implemented. The community has been involved in the projects.
The housing beneficiaries have not yet been confirmed.

The Youth & Lifestyle Campus was initiated as a key project by
the WCG in the SOPA by the Premier of the WC, Helen Zille
in 2015. It is closely linked to the Game Changer programme.
The CoCT is a key driver during this projects implementation.
A “Youth Lifestyle Campus” is a safe place - incorporating a
number of facilities - which can together become a hive of
learning, health-care, sports, arts and recreation; where young
people have opportunities to do their homework, have fun and
improve their lives.

CoCT / City Parks projects and proposals 	
City Parks’ position and the identification of priority parks
and open space linkages is articulated in an Open Space
Framework [OSF].

The project is seen as a collaboration between the WCED, the
DCAS, the CoCT and NGOs.

WCG / GF Jooste Hospital

The OSF aims to improve the quality and safety of open spaces
in Manenberg, it identifies:

The DoH is in the planning phase of the redevelopment of the
current GF Jooste hospital into a regional facility. The new
tertiary level facility will increase the bed count from 300 bed [at
GF Jooste] to a 550 bed facility. The site of the current hospital,
which is around 4.2Ha, is too small for the new upgrade which
requires 7Ha. The DoH is in the process of identifying the best
location for the future hospital in Manenberg.

• An integrated and connected network of open space.
• Parks and public open spaces that should be retained and
developed.
• Linear ‘green’ ink ages that should be retained and
strengthened.
• Public open spaces that could be considered for disposal in
order to rationalise the network.
The priority park and open space linkages identified in
Manenberg by the City Parks department are as follows:

CoCT / IRT
As part of TCT’s planning and implementation of the IRT
network in and around Manenberg, the following are proposed:

• Merico Park has been partially developed and upgraded as
part of the existing swimming pool facility. Fencing, pathways,
trees and irrigation have been completed. Additional budget
is required in order to add a skateboarding area, a courtyard
and an outdoor gym. [short term priority]
• Red River Park is a completely undeveloped site, which is
currently used as Temporary Residential Accommodation. It
has been identified as priority for development for its strategic
location. [short term priority]
• Initially, tree planting along Manenberg Avenue [see map].
Further tree planting will form part of the long term greening
strategy for the area.
In the long term, the Consol mine site should become a
regional park, Cape Flats Urban Park. The private company,
Consol, is currently leasing the site and still actively mining.
Their lease has been extended for at least another 10 years.
The agreement between CoCT and Consol foresees the
future transfer of the land back to the CoCT and includes the
rehabilitation of the site by Consol. The Consol site is facing the
following challenges: the depth of the water varying between 4 20m, the low quality of the water due to illegal dumping and the
rapid slope and soil instability along the edges.

• A trunk route running along Lansdowne Road, providing
two lines of service between Claremont-Mitchell’s Plain and
Wynberg-Khayelitsha.
• 3 stops along the trunk route as follows: corner Heinz Rd/
Lansdowne Rd, corner Vygekraal Rd/ Lansdowne Rd, and
corner Duinefontein Rd/ Lansdowne Rd.
• The feeder route running through Manenberg is still to be
designed. It will most probably stop at Nyanga station and at
the Manenberg industrial area.
This project is still at the design level. Construction is aimed at
starting in 2016 and the routes and stops will be operative in
2020/2021.

CoCT/ NMT network
The NMT Network Plan is under implementation. The design of
the NMT network in Manenberg will happen during the course
of this financial year, while the implementation should occur
during the 2016/2017 financial year.

NEIGHBOURHOOD PARK
COMMUNITY PARK
CRU UPGRADING
Fig.99. CoCT and WCG proposed and on-going projects.
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PROJECT

SOURCE

SCOPE

BENEFICIARIES

LOCATION

Merico Park

CoCT - City Parks

Upgrading the open space as part of
the existing facility [swimming pool]

All community
surrounding the park?
All the surrounding
communities of the park

Cnr Manenberg Avenue /
Phillipi Ring Road

Waterfront
Regional Park

CoCT - City Parks

Remediation of the site and
development of a regional park

Elsies Kraal Park

CoCT - City Parks

MB market

CoCT - Economic
Development

Upgrading Manenberg market to trigger
economic development

Traders and community

Ruimte Rd Clinic

CoCT -City Health

Building renovation

Community

MB Main Clinic

CoCT -City Health

Building maintenance [roof sheet
replaced and staff room refurbished]

Staff and community

CCTV

CoCT - Safety and
Security CCTV

Adding 9 extra CCTV cameras to the
existing 5

NMT network

CoCT - TCT NMT

NMT network plan

Mnaneberg community

Manenberg

CRU flats
upgrading

CoCT - HS - CRU

Upgrading and maintaining the existing
flats, as well as upgrading the open
spaces in-between.

3 Storey units’ residents

All the 3 storey courtyards
in Manenberg.

Manenberg Infill
Housing projects

CoCT - HS New
Housing

Providing single and duplex residential /
PHP housing / BNG programme

414 beneficiaries
approved so far
Beneficiaries from MB
and 5% from other areas.
Sourced from the
following areas:
Manenberg, Surrey
Estate, Gugulethu,
Sherwood Park and
Tambo Village

Site 101810:
Humber St and Irvine St
Site 101934:
Downs Rd / Vygieskraal Rd
Site 104700:
Downs Rd / Manenberg Ave
Site 104701:
Along Lansdowne Rd
Tambo Village

New sports
facilities

CoCT - Sports and
Recs

Providing new sports’ facilities [2 soccer
fields] on site 101810

Waterfront
Regional Park

CoCT - City Parks

IRT

CoCT - TCT IRT

Planning and implementation of the IRT
network

Rationalisation
of schools

WCG - WCED

Merging of schools that are underutilised

Upgrading of
schools

WCG - WCED

Upgrading old prefabricated schools
with new well-equipped facilities

Youth and
Lifestyle campus

WCG - Dept of
Premier

Provide a stimulatiing learning
environment throught adequate after
school programmes and facilities

Upgrading of GF
Jooste Hospital

WCG - DoH

Provide a 550 beds regional hospital

SCALE

BUDGET

STATUS

CHALLENGES

1 milR 2013/14 - extra budget
required for completion

2/3 Completed: Fencing,
Pathways and Trees and
irrigation. Missing: Skateboard
area, Courtyard and Outdoor
gym

Shortage of
budget, vandalism
and gangsterism

Consol lease
Mine depth - 20mt
Quality of water
Illegal dumping
Requested by the
community

No budget
Cnr The Downs Road /
Manenberg Avenue

R 6mil
N/A

Site 101810: 106 du / 43118sqm
Site 101934: 110 du / 11907sqm
Site 104700: 157 du / 20706sqm
Site 104701: 150 du / 23889sqm
Tambo Village: 10 du / ???
TOT: 533 du

Vandalism ?

No budget for the current year, it will fall
under the budget for 2006-2017.
Cost estimation: R1mil/km including
standard lighting, reticulation, intersections’
upgrading, signage, trees, pavements…
[+40% add on fancy stuff, +10% for design
consultant]

On standby.
There is no budget for the
current year and waiting for the
IRT plan.

No budget

R 234 358 097

Nearly completed, 96 units
left out of 1584units. 2 court
missing: Dina and Beta [tbc]

Gangsterism and
vandalism

R88 837 042

Civil services completed. Top
structure will commence in
August 2015. It is envisaged
that the construction of the
units and hand over of title
deeds could be completed in
September 2017

High criminality
Site sprawl

Just a proposal / Blocked by
Consol Glass 15 years lease
MB community and larger
catchment area…

Trunk route providing
two lines of service:
Claremont-Mitchell’s Plain
and Wynberg-Khayelitsha,
including 3 stops along the
trunk route below Manenberg:
Heinz/Lansdowne Rd,
Vygiekraal/Lansdowne Rd,
Duinefontein/Lansdowne Rd.
Feeder route in Manenberg
[to be designed, including a
stop by Nyanga Junction]

R4bil to implement the full trunk

The project is still at design
level. The construction aims to
start in 2016 and be operative
in 2020/2021

Communication
with SGBs
Gangsterism

7 ha

R 2.8 billions

Fig.100. On-going and proposed CoCT and WCG line dept projects in Manenberg
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6.1

Manenberg:
from a dormitory
area to a safe,
secure, open,
connected,
accessible,
diverse, vibrant,
innovative,
attractive,
cohesive,
stimulating,
and sustainable
neighbourhood.

Vision

Manenberg’s community is negatively affected by the
apartheid spatial legacy. Manenberg’s urban structure is still
clearly a dormitory area, disconnected and fragmented. The
spatial conditions together with the socio-economic situation
contributes to providing a fertile ground for gangsterism and
drug-related crime which dominates spaces and affects the
citizens’ everyday life. Moreover, Manenberg is perceived by
other communities as a ‘no-go’ zone, a ‘criminal production
area’. This negative image aggravates the already sensitive
environment even more.
Part of the apartheid planning legacy are also a large number
of wide open, unstructured spaces. These spaces are currently
used as battle grounds between rival gangs. On the other hand,
they do represent a great opportunity for change. Furthermore,
the Manenberg community was actively involve during the
struggle and it still extremely active and willing to participate in
visioning and enabling change. There are a number of active
NGOs and community organisations assisting in social support.
The vision informing the Manenberg PIF has the following
objectives: to transform collectively and in partnership; and to
change a dormitory area into a safe, secure, open, connected,
accessible, diverse, vibrant, innovative, attractive, cohesive,
stimulating, and sustainable neighbourhood.

6. Vision and strategy
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In order to achieve these objectives; to overcome a heavy
neglect of situating Manenberg apart from the rest of the City,
from being forced to move to out of established homes to living
in a high crime area; the strategy adopted is a multi-facetted
one, following the VPUU strategy and combining policies from
national, provincial and municipal levels with the community’s
visions.
The Manenberg vision includes the goals described in the
following table.

73

GOAL

NATIONAL PLANNING WESTERN CAPE
COMMISSION
GOVERNMENT
NDP 2030
ONECAPE2040

CITY OF CAPE TOWN
CITY DEVELOPMENT
STARTEGY 2040

CITY OF CAPE TOWN
IDP 2012-2017

MANENBERG PIF

Prosperity and equity
[Eliminate poverty, reduce
inequity]

A highly skilled, innovation-driven,
resource-efficient, connected, highopportunity and collaborative society

A highly skilled, innovation-driven,
resource-efficient, connected, highopportunity and collaborative society
Resilient and inclusive - underlying
themes

Social

• Unite the nation
• Social protection
• Safer communities

Connecting Cape:
• Welcoming, inclusive and integrated
communities
• Global meeting place and connector
with new market

Connecting Cape:
• Building and celebrate Cape Town
spirit

Safe City:
• Safety is essential for public enjoyment of open
spaces, city beaches and nature reserves, and
economic development. It is a broader issue that
goes beyond policing.

Safe, cohesive and connected
Improving the safety of public movement by connecting public facilities and
open spaces along a safe and continuous network in order to strengthen the
social network and secure the surrounding public realm. Activating public open
spaces to promote safety and cohesion. Involving the community in the design,
making and management of spaces.

Education

• Quality education
• Training
• Innovation

Educate Cape:
• Approapriate education opportunities
• Centres of ecological, creative,
science and social innovation

Educate Cape:
• Be educated and informed

Caring City:
• Building a metro in which we create a sustainable
environment, where all people have access to
services

Stimulating, attractive and innovative
Providing access to quality education, education facilities and after-hour
programmes in order to secure a stimulating environment for learners.
Characterising each school with different attractive programmes and enabling
learners to move safely within a vibrant and inspiring learning environment.

Health
and wellness

• Transform human
settlements
• Quality health care

Living Cape:
• Liveable, accessible, high-opportunity
neighbourhoods and towns
• Ranked as one of the greatest places
in the world to live

Living Cape:
• Lead a healthy and vibrant life
• Optimum basic services delivery

Caring City:
• Building a metro in which we create a sustainable
environment, where all people have access to
services
Inclusive City:
• Inclusive and integrated communities
• Building a shared community across different cultural,
social and economic groups in the city

Accessible, cohesive, diverse, vibrant and safe
Providing for daily health requirements and outreach programmes, especially
targeting vulnerable beneficiaries. Giving the community easy access to well
maintained and well managed health and wellness facilities, living environment,
recreational facilities as well as physical and emotional support. Giving the
members of the community the support needed to manage, protect and take
ownership of their surrounding in order to maintain vibrant and safe spaces.

Economy

•
•
•
•

Enterprising Cape:
• Anyone who wants to be economically
active is able to work
• Entrepreneurial destination of choice

Enterprising Cape:
• Be an inclusive and resilient economy
• Be connected and interconnected

Opportunity City:
• Create an economically enabling environment in
which investment can grow and jobs can be created

Connected, innovative, attractive and safe
Equipping members of the community with the necessary skills and training
and providing access to an active economic environment. Strengthening the
relationship between the learning and working environments. Attracting private
investment and encouraging public-private partnerships, focusing on socioeconomic development.

Environment

• Use resources properly
• Sustainability
• Resilience

Green Cape:
• Water, energy and waste services,
delivered sustainably
• Leader in green economy

Green Cape:
• Inspire an eco-friendly city region

Opportunity City:
• Create an economically enabling environment in
which investment can grow and jobs can be created

Active, connected, diverse and vibrant
Providing an ecologically and socially active environment. Re-establish
ecological connections, enabling the erosion of past physical and socio-spatial
barriers. Promoting a productive landscape and the community’s involvement in
the maintenance of open spaces. Promoting environmental awareness through
the experience of spaces and programmes.

Financial /
accountable

•
•
•
•

Leading Cape:
• Ambitious, socially responsible
leadership at all levels
• World-class institutions

Leading Cape:
• Engaging leadership
• Responsible citizenry
• Innovative financial mechanism

Well-run City:
• Is accountable for the resources it manages at all
times

Cohesive, connected and safe
Ensuring an environment that enables people intellectually, skilfully and
culturally. Hereby, encouraging ownership and leadership within the community.
Mobilising the community toward forming a cohesive and diverse environment;
connecting within and to the outside of Manenberg. Ensuring a safe
environment throughout.

Create jobs
Expand infrastructure
Inclusive planning
Inclusive rural economy

Build a capable state
Fight corruption
Nation-building
Social cohesion

Fig.101. Manenberg PIF vision alignment with municiapal, provincial and national goals. SOurce: Alignemnt between City CDS goals, the
City IDP, the NDP 2030 and Province’s OneCape2040, in CoCT City Development Strategy, table 4 pg. 33, 2012.
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6.2

Spatial principles

SAFE AND SECURE
In a safe environment, people feel secure, at ease and
protected. They are able to identify potential threats, judge
risks, escape if a treat is perceived, seek assistance and give
aid if needed. Personal safety is a fundamental basic need in
order to inhabit a place. Design can contribute to enhancing the
feeling of safety and reduce opportunities for crime to occur. A
safe and secure environment can be achieved by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhancing visibility and passive surveillance.
Enhancing the legibility of places.
Reclaiming space ownership [owned spaces].
Defining access and safe movement.
Improving image and aesthetic.
Providing positive and active edges.
Involving the community together with the local authority in
the operation, maintenance and management of places.
• Providing an inclusive design, catering for different groups
within the community; enhancing a sense of belonging and
social cohesion.

Fig.102. Active box and safe non-motorised routes, Harare P3.
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CONNECTED AND ACCESSIBLE

DIVERSE AND VIBRANT

INNOVATIVE AND ATTRACTIVE

In an open environment; people can move safely, freely, feel
connected and have a choice of access between different
modes of transport. Good access relies, above all, but not
entirely on walking. A diverse and interconnected network of
movement can support and facilitate people’s movement in
their everyday life. An accessible environment offers social
programmes and opportunities at the most easily accessible
places, namely; transport nodes and interchanges. A continuous
and connected network of movement can be achieved by:

In a vibrant and diverse environment, people have adequate
housing conditions and can access their basic daily needs
within a walking distance. Public spaces and street spaces are
active and vibrant; supporting a good quality of life. A diverse
and vibrant environment can be achieved by:

In an innovative and attractive environment; people are
able to live, learn, work and play within a walking distance.
Technical and professional training is combined with economic
opportunities such as business hubs. These intense learningworking environments should be located in well-connected
areas. An innovative and attractive environment can be
achieved by:

• Prioritising pedestrian and cycle movement.
• Reactivating ecological elements, namely; canal lines as nonmotorised routes.
• Connecting different ecological systems via non-motorised
routes.
• Utilising landscape elements to enhance the experience of
the pedestrian routes.
• Providing adequate lighting along the movement network.
• Introducing traffic calming measures.
• Proving affordable and well-distributed public transport.
• Interconnecting different modes of transport.
• Improving the continuity of the street network.
• Connecting the neighbourhood to its surrounding and to the
larger metropolitan context.
• Addressing missing links at all scales.
• Making sure that the needs of daily living are within a walking
distance.
• Providing choice of access to different modes of transport for
the entire community.
• Clustering public facilities and economic opportunities at the
most conveniently accessible points; within proximity of public
transport stops, nodes and interchanges [TOD].

•
•

Fig.103. Non-motorised route, Bogotà.

Fig.105. Paraisopolis Community Centre, Sao Paulo.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Providing adequate housing conditions.
Providing a diverse range of housing types.
Increasing living density.
Designing landscape and lighting to improve the safety and
quality of spaces.
Providing safe, diverse and vibrant public and street spaces.
Diversifying spaces: private, semi-private, semi-public and
public.
Activating urban edges to provide socio-economic opportunity
and safety.
Introducing, maintaining and intensifying human activity
within the public realm.
Reactivating existing facilities and introducing new public
facilities as ‘active boxes’.
Identifying existing attributes within the community and
utilising them as positive informants in structuring the design.
Respecting and enhancing the identity and character of
places.

• Identifying strategic places for public and private future
investment.
• Promoting live-learn-work-play!
• Promoting innovation through education and economic
opportunities.
• Combining, in a synergic way, education facilities and spaces
dedicated to economic opportunities.
• Attracting private investment.
• Enabling synergic partnership between private and public
investment.
• Promoting mixed-use spaces.
• Activating urban edges to provide socio-economic
opportunities and safety.
• Intensifying and diversifying the use of places.
• Maximising complementary and compatible relationship
between different uses.

Fig.104. La rambla del Raval, Barcelona.
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STIMULATING AND COHESIVE

ACTIVE LANDSCAPE

In a stimulating and cohesive environment, people have
easy access and freedom of choice amongst a range of
different education and social facilities and programmes. An
inclusive environment provides public places where people
feel safe and free to encounter each other as civic equals.
Aside from enabling people intellectually and culturally;
education and social facilities can become a system of shared
places, triggering social cohesion. A stimulating and cohesive
environment can be achieved by:

The intention of the landscape proposals are to promote the
development of ecological, productive and socially active
sustainable landscapes.
The principles that follow were developed throughout the
design process, in order to promote the development of resilient
sustainable environments. Ecologically active landscapes can
be achieved by:
• Re-establishing ecological connections and enabling
the erosion of past physical spatial barriers through the
development of interactive bio diversity network corridors.
• Promoting biodiversity and environmental education through
the development of storm water wetland systems within the
canal servitudes, to provide both habitat diversity and storm
water amelioration.
• Actively promoting systems that facilitate the recharging of
the Cape Flats Aquifer; through the creation of multiple use
storm water detention areas, bio swales and permeable
surface materials.
• Retaining, protecting and reinforcing existing green
infrastructure such as; community parks, community gardens,
vegetable gardens and established trees.
• Promoting the inclusion of a variety of soft landscaping
elements within the public environment through tree planting,
urban agriculture, storm water swales, planting of endemic
vegetation and the inclusion of fruit trees in public precincts.
• Including both hard and soft landscape elements within the
public environment in order to facilitate a variety of uses and
to promote a sense and pride of place. Elements include;
lighting, seating, drinking fountains, sculptures, public art,
special paving, trees, flowers, etc.
• Promoting the use of alternative sustainable technologies in
the implementation of projects, for example; through the use
of solar energy [ lighting and bore hole pumps], recycle water
and recharge the aquifer for irrigation re-use, transplant and
re-use trees that are removed as a result of development
and introduce recycling collection points managed by the
community.

• Reactivating educational facilities.
• Providing a wide range of education facilities and
programmes catering for diverse users in all age groups.
• Clustering education facilities with other public activities.
• Introducing programmes focusing on community identity and
cohesion within educational facilities.
• Introducing semi-private and semi-public spaces in proximity
of education facilities.
• Activating the educational facilities edges.
• Using education facilities as a starting point toward triggering
positive change.
• Reactivating under-utilised school grounds’ spaces.

Fig.106. Library Park, Medellin.
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Fig.107. Cheong Gye Cheon Canal Rehabilitation, Seoul.
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6.3 Separated, but porous and
open to change

It is characterised by a large amount of open land, such as;
open public spaces, sport fields, ’semi-permeable’ school
grounds, the Consol mine and other vacant land. Most of these
open, under-utilised site pockets are publicly owned. The
publicly owned open fields represent a great opportunity for
change. They have the following issues:

In Manenberg, the spatial legacy of apartheid is still blatantly
evident. Widely drawing from a simplistic reinterpretation of
the Neighbourhood Unit model, Manenberg’s urban structure
is characterised by a separated zoning scheme; where
residential areas are clearly set apart from commercial and
industrial areas. Despite the “good” intentions of creating a
self-contained living environment, promoting cohesiveness and
safety for children; the planning logic has led to a sterile and
introverted dormitory area. To exacerbate the spatial separation,
fast peripheral routes and wide, undefined open spaces act
as physical barriers dividing the suburb into different urban
fragments. Dewar and Uytenbogaardt have written the following
extract regarding Bonteheuwel and Hanover Park, however it
can surely apply to Manenberg as well.

•
•
•
•

Undefined space programme,
Crime hotspots,
Over-scaled spaces lacking human scale,
Some are impermeable enclaves that brutally interrupt the
urban fabric,
• Un-contained dispersive spaces and,
• Undefined spatial edges, lacking programme and passive
surveillance.
All of these spatial issues are concurring causes with other
socio-economic issues, in triggering gangsterism and crime
activities in these sensitive areas. The fact that these areas
are amongst the most sensitive areas in terms of gangsterism
and crime activities, they are made priority areas for public
investment in order to trigger positive socio-economic change.

“Hanover Park, like Bonteheuwel, has limited work, shopping,
cultural or social facilities. As in Bonteheuwel, too, there is little
exposure to outside influences and the environment condition
is sterile, boring and unsafe. […] Hanover Park has been
conceived and constructed in its entirety and consequently
there is little evidence of individual ingenuity and creativity in the
area. The environment, therefore, lacks of variety of condition
which stem from the involvement of many people in the making
of a place. The simplistic construction of separation of uses is
one of the main factors contributing to Hanover Park’s dormitory
nature.” Dewar, Uytenbogaardt, Hutton-Squire, Levy, Menidis,
Housing. A comparative evaluation of urbanism in Cape Town,
UPRU, pg.155.

“The large open space functions inadequately in a number of
ways. Firstly, the function of the space is inadequately defined,
and this negatively affects the way in which it is used. Secondly,
the space is out of scale with the surrounding fabric: It destroys
the continuity of that fabric and has no urban quality. These
inadequacies can be primarily attributed to its lack of integration
into the area. Of particular importance in causing this is the lack
of definition of the edges where the street space and the open
space fade into each other.” in Dewar, Uytenbogaardt, HuttonSquire, Levy, Menidis, Housing. A comparative evaluation of
urbanism in Cape Town, UPRU, pg.155.

On the positive side, the urban fabric of Manenberg is highly
porous.

The focus of the PIF has been on identifying spatial and nonspatial tactics at different levels, in order to shift these “nonspaces” and “negative spaces” into stimulating, diverse and
vibrant places: spatial ‘seeds for change’.

Fig.108. Under-utilised open spaces

Fig.109. Active open spaces
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Fig.110. Under-utilised land
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6.4

Safe and secure

STRATEGY
The crime hotspots represent the priority areas of intervention.
In order to overcome crime and violence in the long run and
reduce it in the short term, it is necessary to transform unsafe
spaces into safe, vibrant and lively places.

In Manenberg people are dramatically affected by crime and
violence in their everyday life, particularly drug-related crimes
and gangsterism - as emerged from the 2009 baseline survey
and the CAP workshop. The identified crime areas and routes
are as follows:

The following design tactics could contribute to reducing crime
and to enhance the feeling of safety:

CRIME HOT AREAS

PREVENTION / Life-long learning

• Nyanga Junction and its surrounding area.
• The Greens, in particular the north and south boundaries.
• The northern portion of the Irvine Street sports grounds and
the open area just south of it, near Silverstream PS.
• The storm water reserve in the northern section of Tambo
Village.
• The Sevens is where the gang fights occur. The spatial
configuration of the flats allow easy movement, access and
escape for the gangsters.
• Container sites for temporary residential accommodations.
Ever since the containers have been around gang violence
has escalated.
• School grounds and open spaces have been also identified
as areas of gang activity.
CRIME HOT ROUTES

• Providing after school programmes in order to attract
learners and ensure that they are within a safe environment
throughout the day.
• Providing safe routes to and from school.
• Assisting learners in mapping risks and dangers in their
neighbourhoods and along their routes to school.
• Identifying vulnerable beneficiaries for gangsterism outreach.
COHESION / Community social capital
• Involving the community, together with the local authority in
the operation, maintenance and management of places.
• Identifying existing attributes within the community, such
as; churches, mosques, schools, clinics, halls, etc. and
using them as ‘active boxes’ in order to provide a safer
environment.
• Reclaiming space ownership.
• Identifying vulnerable beneficiaries for gangsterism outreach.

• Along Ruimte Road there are seven houses that are rented
by gangsters. During a conflict breakout, gangsters run to this
area to hide, often bringing violent activities to this road.
• Along Turfhall Road lots of robberies and crime activities
take place because of the lack of lighting and the fact that no
houses are overlooking onto the road.
• Manenberg Avenue is unsafe. People from Gugulethu
walking toward the industrial area often get robbed along the
way.
• Storm River Way is known as ‘the river of bloodshed, crime,
rape and unsafety’.
• Red River Road.
• One way lanes: Beatrix Lane and Scheldt Walk are the
most dangerous areas as the orders from the gangsters
originate from here. These lanes are so narrow that if a car is
parked on the side, the police are unable to enter in order to
intervene on the activities that are happening in the lane. The
inaccessibility of these lanes make it easy for crimes to take
place. The community’s opinion is to completely remove the
lane and hereby remove the gang activities.
CRIME HOTSPOTS

PROTECTION / Safe community
• Providing gangsterism outreach.
• Alcohol harms reduction programme.
• Identifying a pedestrian and cycle priority network connecting
the most sensitive places, namely; school grounds and open
spaces as well as existing attributes like public facilities,
community gardens, etc.
• Reactivating existing public facilities and introducing some
additional public or semi-public facilities; which can function
as ‘active boxes’ along the routes. An active box is a small,
safe community building situated along major pedestrian
routes. It is a key physical element in achieving the positive
occupation of perceived dangerous spaces. Typically, a
three-storey building in a prominent location, visible from a
distance. It contains generic elements such as a caretaker’s
flat, a room for civic patrol with good visibility over the
pedestrian route, good lighting and a ground primary public
function that varies depending on the specific context, such
as; community facility, commercial facilities, etc. The active
box is permanently occupied and well lit at night, therefore
acting as a safe place. Furthermore, due to the height, the
active boxes act as beacons or landmarks during the day and
night, thus aiding orientation.
• Introducing adequate lighting along the routes.
• Utilising landscape elements to enhance the experience
of the pedestrian routes: climate amelioration through tree
planting, facilitate the ease of pedestrian movement through
the provision of paved surfaces.
• Diversifying the pedestrian routes as a sequence of spaces
to go, to sit, to play and to stay; catering for different groups
in the community.
• Introducing active and positive edges to provide passive
surveillance inside and outside the school grounds and along
the promenade.
• Enhancing the visibility and legibility of places through
adequate lighting, landscape elements and built form [active
boxes].

• The Caltex Garage on Duinefontein
• The Manenberg Avenue and Turfhall Road junction
• The Lansdowne and Duinefontein Road junction
• The footbridge over the railway line
The drawing below [fig xx] illustrates the crime hotspots in
Manenberg. It is based on the crime and violence baseline
survey conducted in 2009 and the data gathered during the
CAP workshop on the 27.02.2015.

Fig.112. Crime hotspots

Fig.113. Safe NMT network

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT / Evidence
• Training members of the community on security and
neighbourhood watching.
• Providing leadership for broader stakeholders and local
structures.
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CRIME HOT AREA
A hotspot area refer to a larger space
which is felt to a dangerous place to be
or to cross. This could be a section of the
community, it could be an open space, it
could be a school ground.

CRIME HOT ROUTE
A hotspot route refers to a road or a
pedestrian walkway along which crimes
takes place, but there is not one special
place that is most dangerous.

Fig.114. Crime hot spots, source: Baseline Survey: crime and violence, Manenberg. Compeletd by Chris Giles, VPUU, Juky 2009 and CAP
Workshop 27.02.2015.
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CRIME HOTSPOT
A hotspot place refers to a particular site.
This should be as exactly identified as
possible. Example can be at a crossroads,
where people walk through a narrow dark
passage, or a particular shop.
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Fig.115. Street lighting
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Fig.120. Section across Rio Grande PS site

Fig.118. Section across Manenberg HS site

Fig.116. Pedestrian routes connecting public librarys as a
system, Medellin.

Fig.117. Active boxes serves as natural surveillance
http://content.aucklanddesignmanual.co.nz
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Fig.119. Street light as safety provider,
http://www.citylab.com

Fig.121. Bike path network, Bogotá, Columbia
http://www.forosperu.net
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School courtyard

6.5

Connected and accessible

STRATEGY

Manenberg’s network of movement is still a clear result
of apartheid planning. The suburb is clearly separated
from its surroundings and the movement network is highly
discontinuous. These are the identified issues regarding the
movement network:

The strategy in terms of the movement network has been
to focus on prioritising safe pedestrian movement and to
identifying key missing links. The following design tactics could
contribute to connecting the suburb to its surrounding and
reduce the discontinuity of its network:

• Manenberg to its surroundings/ Manenberg’s movement
network follows the super-block concept: a large block
surrounded by high-speed routes with only a few entry points.
• Aside from the older areas of Surrey Estate and Sherwood
Park; which have a more continuous grid pattern, most of
the street network of Manenberg is highly discontinuous;
following a complicated street pattern and often characterised
by cul-de-sac points.
• The discontinuity of the super-block system discourages
errant walking and fluid movements, while it supports crime
dynamics and the feeling of being ‘trapped’.
• There are few entry points into Manenberg: 6 vehicular and
pedestrian entry points on the north, east and south sides
and only two pedestrian bridges on the west side.
• Manenberg and Gugulethu, originally designed as
respectively ‘coloured’ and ‘black’ townships, are still
impermeably divided by the railway line; aside from a
pedestrian connection across Nyanga junction and a
pedestrian bridge in Tambo Village. In fact, Turfhall Road
that connects Claremont to Manenberg ends abruptly at
Duinefontein Road in Manenberg, leaving Gugulethu and
Nyanga outside of the broader east-west connection. At least
one East-West link is required.
• Nyanga train station connects Manenberg to the broader
metropolitan area. However, the socio-economic
development opportunities around the station have not yet
reached their full potential. In fact, the station and the mall
above offer a blank inactive edge on Manenberg side.
• Fast connector routes, namely Turfhall Road and
Duinefontein Road [respectively class III and class II
roads]; divide the suburb of Manenberg into different urban
fragments.
• The division provided by the movement routes is enhanced
by open spaces and road reserve; acting as a buffer zone,
widening the spatial divide between each urban fragment.
• The separation caused by heavy traffic routes results in a
residential area that aims to prioritise car movement, leading
to a monotonous and sterile urban environment that lacks
diverse urban qualities and quality spaces for people.

PREVENTION / Life-long learning
• Providing safe routes to and from school.
• Prioritising pedestrian and cycle movement.
• Making active landscapes easily accessible to learners [NMT
network].
• Introducing the Placemaker Programme as a learning and
skills development programme.
COHESION / Community social capital
• Providing traffic control at pedestrian crossings and
pedestrian entrances.
• Recruiting Placemaker volunteers from the community for the
activation of spaces.
PROTECTION / Safe community
• Identifying missing links and improving the continuity of the
street network within the suburb.
• Connecting each neighbourhood to its surrounding and to the
metropolitan context; particularly on the east side towards
Gugulethu. There are 2 possible options, as indicated in
the drawing below [Fig.114]. Each possible connection will
require a feasibility study. The extension of Turfhall Road
into Gugulethu will break the virtually impermeable edge that
separates the two communities. This new link could trigger
potential socio-economic development as well as attract
public investment.
• Interconnecting different modes of transport.
• Deploy dedicated Metro Police officers throughout the area to
enhance and ensure safe movement routes and safe spaces.
• Provide sufficient lighting along the movement network.
• Introducing traffic calming measures.
• Provide affordable and well-distributed public transport.
• Address missing links at all scales.
• Ensuring that the daily needs of the community are at walking
distance.
• Provide a choice of access through different modes of
transport for the community.
• Clustering public facilities and economic opportunities in
highly accessible places; within proximity of public transport
stops, nodes and interchanges [TOD].

Fig.122. Disconnected and introvert

Fig.123. Connected and extrovert

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT / Evidence
• Assess the users and movement patterns and provide
feedback of any missing links to the design team.
• Regular household surveys by local monitoring groups.
• Perception of safety surveys.
• Regular community newsletters and information sharing
sessions on safe and unsafe spaces in the community.
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Inspired by Gandelsonas’ study of the Chicago grid, the
drawings [figs 126, 127 and 128] analyse the street network
of Manenberg; identifying the discontinuity of the system and
the missing links. Each discontinuation regarding the east-west
movement and north-south movement has been marked with
red lines, namely; invisible walls. As the drawings demonstrate,
the movement network is highly disconnected and Manenberg
is surrounded by a somewhat impermeable perimeter. From
this analysis, certain potential missing links emerged, which will
require further feasibility studies.
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Fig.128. Invisible walls and impermeable edges
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6.6

Diverse and vibrant

STRATEGY

In Manenberg, people are directly affected by the negative
spatial conditions in their everyday life. There are no safe and
well-maintained public spaces and the public housing is in a
very poor condition. Severely compromised by the modernist
and programmatic approach, the public spaces and housing are
affected by to the following issues:

The strategy focuses on making public open spaces safe,
ecologically and socially active. It provides overarching
guidelines for future housing and mixed-use development. The
design tactics to follow could contribute to the making of vibrant
and diverse spaces, enhancing the sense of place and the
quality of life;

• There are very few hard-surface public spaces along the
Downs Road and Manenberg Avenue. The handful of
spaces that do exist are mostly dilapidated, particularly at
the intersection between the Downs Road and Manenberg
Avenue.
• Hard and soft open public spaces are affected by crime
activities. These spaces often turn into battlefields between
different gangs, severely affecting the community. An
example of this kind of affected space is the open space in
front of the Manenberg Library. It is an undefined area with
no sense of place or purpose. It is a bare, open field that is
sandy without any grass or paving.
• The public open spaces are over-scaled, too wide and
dispersive. There is no specific use or function that defines
the spaces and no positive, active edges either.
• Children often use street spaces as a playground, which are
not safe to play in.
• Public open spaces lack the sense of place, they are not
legible nor contained.
• Most of the public housing in Manenberg was built between
the late 60s and early 70s. The housing materials have
substantially degraded, making the living conditions of many
residents extremely poor and unsafe.
• There are few public housing types, only the 2 and 3 storey
flats. The housing layout is not flexible. The houses are too
small, considering the average household size of 4.8 people.
The housing types do not meet the required standards; for
example one room has to often cater for incompatible uses,
such as the kitchen and a sleeping area.
• Most families are forced to extend their 2 bedroom units
with additional informal structures, where the extension
usually houses either a backyarder and/or family members.
The informal housing extensions do not provide a positive
street edge. Forced to focus on securing their premises
from possible external intruders, these informal extended
structures are barricaded toward the street edge, not allowing
passive surveillance to the surrounding area.
• The 2-storey and 3-storey flats have no clear interfaces.
There is no distinction between private and public space.
During the CRU upgrading of 3 storey flats; playground
equipment, trees and fences were added, however there is
still no gradient of spaces from public to private. There is little
relation between dwelling units and public street places. In
most cases, the built fabric does not define public space and
does not provide passive surveillance.
• The space in between housing blocks is not contained, nor is
it safe. In some cases, the space between housing blocks is
too narrow; as in the case of Beatrix Lane, where the informal
extensions of each unit on either side of the lane result in a
confined, narrow passageway. Beatrix Lane is well known
for its high level of crime activity. In other cases the space
between housing blocks is too wide; therefore, it offers an
ideal shooting ground for gang battles to take place.

PREVENTION / Life-long learning

MANENBERG PUBLIC INVESTMENT FRAMEWORK

• Running the Placemaker Programme for safe patrolling.
COHESION / Community social capital
• Involving the community in the design of public housing and
public open spaces.
• EPWP around public space management.
• Provide a transparent booking system of facilities through
the registration of community groups that are utilising public
facilities.
• Provide well maintained street lighting and lighting on school
grounds.
• Introducing the Placemaker Programme as learning and skills
development programme.
PROTECTION / Safe community
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redesign of Manenberg Town Centre.
Development of the Manenberg Waterfront.
Reactivating existing under-utilised open spaces.
Reducing, containing and defining public open spaces with
regard to human scale and resizing the spaces.
Introducing a gradient of spaces: private, semi-private, semipublic and public.
Providing safe, adequate housing and housing options to
reduce overcrowding.
Differentiating housing types in terms of programme and
housing design.
Mixing residential areas with other compatible functions.
Providing multi-purpose centres distributed across
Manenberg [3].
Providing a Youth centre, Clinic and Rehabilitation centre.
Locating Placemakers at strategic points.

Fig.132. Rare and dilapidated public open spaces

Fig.133. Network of public realm

Fig.130. Inactive existing attributes

Fig.131. Active existing attributes

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT / Evidence
• Providing leadership for broader stakeholder and local
structures.
• Monitoring and assessment of NGOs by DoCS and DSD.
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PUBLIC FACILITIES
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The Downs
Community Centre

15

26

Duinefontein
Community Centre

Manenberg Local
Clinic [south]
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CHURCH

Hex Cresent, behind
Police Station

Manenberg

24

Philadelphia
Cnr Plate & Renoster
PENTACOSTAL CHURCH Road

2

CHURCH

Cathedral Road

Manenberg

25

ZION LIFE COMMUNITY
CHURCH

Cnr Pam & Renoster Road Manenberg

3

DARUL ISLAM MOSQUE
& MADRASSA

Gonubie Road

Surrey
Estate

26

AFM CHURCH

Cnr Pecos & Renoster
Road

Manenberg

4

JOHOVA WITNESS
CHURCH

Elbe Street

Manenberg

27

MORAVIAN CHURCH

Vygekraal Road

Manenberg

5

PPK CHURCH

Cnr Dwyka & Duinefontein
Road

Tambo
Village

28

THE GREEN CHURCH

Rio Grande Street

Manenberg

Known as the Green Church since it was first painted
green

6

MANAARUL HUDAA
MOSQUE

Cnr Jordan & Gouritz Road Manenberg

29

Manenberg

CMT Wholesale clothing & hiring of equipment for
events

7

GREEN PASTURES
CHURCH & ECD

Cnr Duinefontein & Jordan Manenberg
Road, alongside old post
office site

CITY OF REFUGE
Manenberg Avenue
CHURCH & WHOLESALE
SHOPS

30

GODS PEOPLE CHURCH Manenberg Avenue

Manenberg

8

CHURCH

Cnr Wilhelmus & Moira
Road

Newfields

31

NG KERK [NET GERIF]

Cnr Manenberg Avenue &
The Downs Road

Manenberg

9

NEW APOSTOLIC
CHURCH

Jordan Street

Manenberg

32

7 DAYS ADVENTURES
CHURCH

Tagus Road

Manenberg

10

SILVERSTREAM
Cnr Ruimte Road & Great
TABERNACHEL CHURCH Fish Avenue

Manenberg

33

CHURCH OF NAZARENE

Cnr Tugela Street & Usk
Road

Manenberg

11

AME CHURCH

Letaba Road

Manenberg

A park is located on site with play equipment

34

LILIES MINISTRY
CHURCH

Cnr Vygekraal Lane &
Vygekraal Road

Manenberg

12

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
CHURCH

Ruimte Road

Manenberg

"Emmaneul Community Projects
Pastor Eddie George"

35

CHURCH

Cnr Manenberg Avenue &
Tugela Lane

Manenberg

13

UPPER ROOM CHURCH

Kei Street

Manenberg

36

AOG CHURCH

1st Avenue

Sherwood
Park

14

KHANYISA PHP SAVING
GROUP [CHURCH]

Nkosi Miza Street

Tambo
Village

37

CHURCH

4th Avenue

Sherwood
Park

15

SHILOH CHURCH

Cnr Olifants Road & Boyne Primrose
Street
Park

38

MASJID JAMA'AH
MOSQUE

George Road

Sherwood
Park

16

JAMIYA TUS SABR
MOSQUE & MADRASSA

Cnr Kunene Road & Ohio
Avenue

Primrose
Park

39

NEW APOSTOLIC
CHURCH

Upper 5th Avenue

Sherwood
Park

17

CHRISTIAN
BRETHAREND CHURCH

Vygekraal Road

Primrose
Park

40

CHURCH

Duinefontein Road

Sherwood
Park

41

CHURCH

Manenberg Avenue

Manenberg

18

ANGLICAN CHURCH

Cnr Thames Avenue &
Marico Street

Primrose
Park

1

MORAVIAN CHURCH &
ECD

Cnr Thames Avenue &
Manenberg Avenue

Manenberg

"ECD facility
Hall is available to the community for hiring"

SAARTJIE BAARTMAN
CENTRE

Cnr Aries and Klipfontein
Road

Manenberg

19

2

CATHOLIC CHURCH OF
NAZARETH

Manenberg Avenue

Manenberg

"Providing after school care, music lessons, holiday
programmes
[Amy Biel? Not active anymore]"

BARACKS; POLICE
ACCOMODATION

Hex Cresent, behind
Police Station

Manenberg

20

3

Slanghoek Road

Manenberg

METHODIST CHURCH

Manenberg Avenue

MANENBERG POLICE
STATION SAPS

4

TAMBO VILLAGE
COMMUNITY CENTRE

Oliver Tambo Avenue

Tambo
Village

5

AVANDALE CRICKET
CLUB

260 Heideveld Road

Heideveld

6

BUS HIRING SERVICE

Cnr Pluto & Durr Road

Surrey
Estate

21

Manenberg

22

OLD APOSTOLIC
CHURCH

Cnr Thames Avenue &
Seine Road

Manenberg

23

MUJAHIDIEN JAMAAT
KANA [MOSQUE]

Seine Road

Manenberg

RELIGIOUS FACILITIES

"Wanting to start drug rehabilitation programmes at the
church. An ECD facility is also on site"

Spiritual counselling

Not currently active, delapitated

Soup Kitchen facility

PUBLIC COMMUNITY FACILITIES

RELIGIOUS FACILITIES

1

Manenberg

Fig.137. Community Profile of Facilities - table of information
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Built by the gangsters, now used by the church

Soup kitchen faciltiy two days a week

Support for abused women and children. The only
centre that takes in women with their children. Drug
rehabilitation programmes as well.

Community Police forum run from the SAPS station

Rugby field and cricket field facilities

Elsieskraal Road

Manenberg

"Well used by the Youth.
Consult counsellor Bonita & Yulene"

8

PHOENIX HIGH SCHOOL Silverstream Road, Tambo Tambo
HALL FACILITY
Village
Village

9

MANENBERG DAILY
CLINIC

Ruimte Road

Manenberg

"Matrix Drug rehabilitation programme - Daily
Consult Yulene for more information."

10

DRUIWEVLEI
COMMUNITY CENTRE

Ruimte Road

Manenberg

"Most active facility with regards to sports [aerobic,
volleyball, capuera, etc].
Sonke [old NGO]; providing mens support groups &
psyco support
Consult Soraya for more information Helping Hands Support Group: Holiday prgrammes,
camps for youth etc"

VACANT SITES

DUINEFONTEIN
COMMUNITY CENTRE

27

SHERWOOD PARK
MULTI PURPOSE
CENTRE

4th Avenue

Sherwood
Park

"Available to be hired out by the community.
Used to be a Narcotics Anonymous programme"

1

OLD POST OFFICE SITE
[VACANT]

Cnr Duinefontein & Jordan Manenberg
Road

2

OLD RENT OFFICE SITE
[VACANT]

Gamka Street

Manenberg

3

VACANT LAND

Sabie Road, behind
Manenberg Clinic

Manenberg

Used to be a vegatable garden by Manenberg Peoples
Centre

1

GREEN PASTURES
CHURCH & ECD

Cnr Duinefontein & Jordan Manenberg
Road, alongside old post
office site

"Wanting to start drug rehabilitation programmes at the
church.
An ECD facility is also on site"

2

ISLAMIC SCHOOL [BOYS] Genootskap Road,
Newfields

Newfields

3

EMMANUEL CRECHE

Ruimte Road

Manenberg

4

THE LEADERSHIP
COLLEGE

Cnr Turfhall & Kasouga
Road

Manenberg

Catering for Grades 8-12. TLC connects with all the
schools in Manenberg in order to source the best
academically achieving learners with the most potential.
These learners are enrolled at TLC and given special
attention in a strong academic environment. Half of
the land belonging to Manenberg PS is used by TLC.
Mentorship programme + after care ?
Child Welfare Scociety

Vacant/demolished site

School is looking for an additional site for a girls school.

11

MERICO PARK & PEACE
PARK

Olifants Road & Marico
Street

Primrose
Park

Pool facility is closed in winter and only open within
certain times in summer.Swimming lessons are
provided in summer. Facility is only available to hire
within its open times.

12

SHOWER & BATH
FACILITIES

Manenberg Avenue

Primrose
Park

Shower and bath facilities open to the public

13

THE GREENS SPORT
CENTRE FACILTIY

Thames Avenue

Manenberg

MB LFA programmes & cloak room facility - Goodwin

14

"BLOU STAIRS" TAXI
STOP

Manenberg Avenue

Manenberg

15

OLD GF JOOSTE
HOSPITAL SITE

Duinefontein Road

Manenberg

Metro Police are currently are in the process of moving
into the vacant, vandalised building

5

SHAWCO MANENBERG

Takes place at Manenberg
Primary School

Manenberg

16

OLD RATES OFFICE
BUILDING

Cnr Manenberg Avenue &
Swakop Road

Manenberg

"Vacant building. Currently used by the Metro Police as
a mobile response point"

6

LITTLE FOOTPRINTS

4 Nahoon Street

Manenberg

17

SWAKOP COMMUNITY
CENTRE

Cnr Thames Avenue &
Swakop Road

Manenberg

"Seniors Group Programme, After care programmes,
youth activities such as games & entertainment"

7

MORAVIAN CHURCH &
ECD

Cnr Thames Avenue &
Manenberg Avenue

Manenberg

"ECD facility
Hall is available to the community for hiring"

18

MANENBERG LOCAL
CLINIC

Cnr Manenberg Avenue &
Sabie Road

Manenberg

"Well running active facility. Different programmes
on different days. Counselling support & HIV support
available.
TB everyday
Tues, Wed, Thurs caters to baby and family support"

8

ABET FACILITY AT
EDENDALE PRIMARY
SCHOOL

Edendale Primary School

Manenberg

Registered as an ABET facility, however not operational
as such

9

MANENBERG PRESCHOOL / ECD

Thames Avenue

Manenberg

"ECD facility was setup by the Trade Union, owned by
Child Welfare.
Facility also houses space for people working in
clothing manufacture"

10

SALVATION ARMY ECD

Cnr Red River & Rio
Grande Street

Manenberg

11

HOLY TRINITY ECD
CENTRE

Storms River Way

Manenberg

12

SILVERTREE YOUTH
CENTRE

Scheldt Street

Manenberg

13

LITTLE LILIES ECD

Cnr Scheldt Street & Sabie Manenberg
Road

14

ECD FACILITY FOR
DOWNVILLE PRIMARY
SCHOOL

Tagus Road, Downville PS Manenberg

Was initially only for Grade R, now providing for
younger kids

15

THE DOWNS
COMMUNITY CENTRE &
BEES DAY CARE

Usk Road

Manenberg

"ECD facility - Bees Day Care
Youth & seniors programmes"
Waldorf school TBC

19

20

21

MANENBERG PEOPLES
CENTRE

Cnr Thames Avenue &
Scheldt Walk

Manenberg

MANENBERG PUBLIC
LIBRARY

Sabie Road

Manenberg

"Hub of NGO's and organisations. Office & meeting
spaces.
Fusion: 12 Step Programme, rehabilitation houses and
working & training to work at Jou Ma Se Kombuis
MB Taxi Association"
"Reading classes, after school activties, holiday
programmes, educational trips
Meals are provided [depending on availability of funds]
Community outreach activities and exhibitions
Chess club [run by volunteer community member]"

ECDS AND EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES

PUBLIC COMMUNITY FACILITIES

7

"SANZAF ORG
DENTIST, DOCTOR &
HAIRDRESSER"

Manenberg Avenue

Manenberg

22

BP SERVICE STATION,
ATMS, SUPERMARKET,
BUTCHERY

The Downs Road

23

CALTEX SERVICE
STATION

24

THE DOWNS
COMMUNITY CENTRE &
BEES DAY CARE

Usk Road

Manenberg

"ECD facility - Bees Day Care
Youth & seniors programmes"

16

STRAWBERRY PLAY
CENTRE ECD

Cnr 4th Avenue & York
Street

Sherwood
Park

25

JOU MA SE KOMBUIS

Manenberg Avenue

Manenberg

Including two clothing manufacturing places & church?

17

BUMBLE BEE ECD
CENTRE

325 Manenberg Avenue

Manenberg

26

NEW RENT OFFICE
BUILDING

Wye Road

Manenberg

Manenberg

Manenberg
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"Not active as a youth centre anymore. Building give the
sense of a white elephant in the community.
6 churches are running from the builing, one of which
has a soup kitchen facility"
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Fig.139. Spain Library, Medellín, Columbia [http://openbuildings.com/
buildings/espana-library-profile-3182#!buildings-media/3]

Fig.140. Vertical Gym, Caracas, Venezuela [http://www.
designother90.org/solution/vertical-gym-gimnasio-vertical/]

Fig.141. Community garden, Squamish, British Columbia, Canada
[http://squamishcan.net/squamish-can-grow-community-garden/]

Fig.142. AZ Groeninge Hospital, Kortrijk, Belgium [http://www.
baumschlager-eberle.com/uploads/tx_beprojects/WH1199-2459_
cmyk.jpg]

Fig.145. Bouça Housing Complex, Porto, Portugal [http://www.
mimoa.eu/projects/Portugal/Porto/Bou%e7a%20Housing%20
Complex]

Fig.144. 10 x 10 Housing Initiative, Mitchells Plains [http://www.
theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2012/jun/01/sustainablearchitecture-in-pictures#img-1]

Fig.146. Kalkbreite urban development, Live Work units, Zürich,
Switzerland [http://www.wbg-zh.ch/events/besichtigung-3/]

Fig.147. Social housing in Iquique, Chile [http://www.spatialagency.
net/database/elemental]

Fig.143. Harare Library, Khayelitsha [http://jojotanks.co.za/
blog/2013/11/28/look-what-i-found/]
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6.7

Stimulating and cohesive

PREVENTION / Life-long learning
• Apply a true life cycle approach meaning:
• Work with children from a preschool age
• Assessment of child welfare/social development,
• Toy libraries for ECDs
• Support to the ECD forum
• Work with children from a school-going age:
• Reduce discrimination between schools by designing one
school uniform for all schools
• Providing specific and diverse after school programmes in
each school such as MOD Centres
• Shared programmes and learning spaces amongst
education facilities,
• Activate open spaces, and active boxes providing passive
surveillance along the main pedestrian link
• Work with youth at risk:
• Increasing support for out of school youth to be involved
in education
• Build a technical school in Manenberg
• Clarify and educate about the role of SGB’s
• Increase local skills to increase local employment through
economic activities and skills trainings

Manenberg has 27 ECD centres [TBC], 14 primary schools, 3
high schools [6 house MOD centres: Phoenix HS, Manenberg
PS, Silverstream PS, Silverstream HS, Sonderend PS and
Downsville PS] and a private centre of excellence; The
Leadership College.
The school grounds are amongst the most vulnerable places in
terms of crime, gangsterism and drug-related activities.
Following the apartheid planning logic; the school grounds are
introverted, isolated enclaves, lacking spatial and non-spatial
interaction with the surrounding community. Most of the schools
have the following issues:
• Each school has an introverted space, disconnected to the
surrounding urban fabric with one or two entry points.
• Schools are surrounded by negative, inactive edges, poor
housing conditions and crime prone areas.
• Built between 70s and 80s, most school buildings are made
up of inappropriate prefabricated structures.
• The school buildings are generally loosely located within the
site; resulting in vast, undefined leftover space.
• The open spaces surrounding the school buildings are
undefined, under-utilised and lacking of sport facilities.
• The vulnerable edges of the schools bordered with semitransparent fences that offer a fertile ground for crime
activities.
• A number of the school buildings are under-utilised.
• The challenges listed above have led schools to erect a
second line of fencing, closer to the school building, in order
to protect the learning spaces and practically give up the
outer undefined spaces to the hostile environment of social
ills.
Nevertheless, the school grounds offer an opportunity for
change, based on the fact that:

COHESION / Community social capital
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• The school grounds belong to the public sector [aside from
the private schools],
• The schools are surrounded by large portion of under-utilised
land,
• School sites are often located at key sites within Manenberg,
• Most schools will need to be upgraded in the long run
[according to the new WCED regulation].

Fig.148. Schools

Fig.149. Campus

PROTECTION / Safe community
• Provide youth programmes
• Upgrading the school structure where inappropriate
• Inverting the school building footprint; from an isolated
building inside a large plot to a courtyard foot print with a safe
enclosed playground.
• Clustering education facilities, in order to work synergically
towards activating open spaces and to function as active
boxes providing passive surveillance along the main
pedestrian links
• Introducing a hierarchy of spaces: private, semi-private, semipublic and public
• Consolidating the edges of the school grounds, through
housing development or school upgrading following
sustainable design building principles

STRATEGY
Following the idea proposed by the WCG, Department of the
Premier; Manenberg’s school grounds represent a great starting
point for the development of the Youth and Lifestyle Campus.
In order to trigger spatial and socio-economic positive change
in the suburb, the schools could provide a wide range of after
school learning programmes and hosting community cohesion
programmes; catering to all different life phases. The YLC has
the potential to become a stimulating, learning archipelago:
the schools could shift from introverted and isolated education
enclaves to a system of connected, stimulating learning
platforms. From mono-functional education grounds, the
schools will become multi-functional places serving the whole
community and positively affecting the lifestyle in Manenberg.
In order for the schools to work as a system, influencing the
lifestyle of the whole community; the following design tactics
can be applied:

MANENBERG PUBLIC INVESTMENT FRAMEWORK

Providing community cohesion programmes
Increase numbers of social workers
Provide anti substance abuse programmes
Introducing quarterly community meetings
Identifying people at risk and provide support programmes
Introducing programmes focusing on community identity and
cohesion within educational facilities
Maximise multifunctional use of the school grounds
Reactivating existing public facilities or attributes in the
surrounding areas
Shared urban management between different education
facilities. Particularly ECD centres, to work synergically on
school grounds.
Provide well maintained street lighting and lighting on school
grounds

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT / Evidence
• Monitoring and evaluation of the quality of education in
schools
• Providing leadership for broader stakeholders and local
structures
The strategy will be explained in further details in chapter 8.
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6.8

Innovative and attractive

STRATEGY
The YLC, as a learning archipelago for professional and
technical skill training to encourage innovation and mixed use
within the area. The vision is to programmatically link skills
development with spatial interventions, such as; business
hubs and training centres. The schools can provide adult and
professional training programmes during the evening to act as
catalysts for socio-economic development. As a side effect, this
extended use of facilities will fulfil the function of an ‘active box’
by providing passive surveillance throughout the day and night.

Manenberg is a primarily residential, highly mono-functional
dormitory area; lacking of programme and spatial diversity.
The suburb was designed following a modernistic approach
of separating uses. The separation of functions such as the
residential area from the industrial and commercial areas
has led to a mono-functional and inactive socio-economic
environment.
The industrial area is active during working hours, attracting
workers from all the surrounding areas; particularly Gugulethu
and Hanover Park. When walking to work, these workers have
to cross large parts of a mono-functional residential area. In
these areas, workers are vulnerable to and often become
victims of petty crime and gangster activity.

In order to strengthen and broaden the economic development
and overcome the separation of uses and predominantly monofunctional environment, the following tactics could be applied:

PREVENTION / Life-long learning

The Nyanga Junction shopping mall, above Nyanga station, is
an introverted space. It is characterised by two different sides,
on the Gugulethu side; a vibrant and active forecourt with a
street market of informal traders. On the Manenberg side, the
station and the shopping mall offer a blank hostile façade due
to Duinefontein Roads high speed and lack of safe pedestrian
access. The class II road acts as barrier between Manenberg
and Nyanga station and does not allow for space for trading
and street level activities; hereby, depriving the town centre of
capturing the opportunities that can be derived from a transport
interchange.

• Introducing a technical school in Manenberg to cater for skills
training and business development
• Increasing local skills to increase local employability
• Providing effective training and business advisory support, as
part of the Business hubs
• Identifying strategic places for public and private future
investment
• Promoting an environment of live-learn-work-play!
• Promoting innovation through education and economic
opportunities
• Introducing an art and craft centre

The Downs Road, a high street of Manenberg, is highly
dysfunctional despite its proximity to the station. The weekly
informal street market on the southern end of The Downs Road
is no longer vibrant - due to the gang activity that, to a large
extent, takes place in and around “The Sevens”.

• Enabling a synergic partnership between private and public
investment
• Introducing mixed-use development
• Providing safe spaces for local markets
• Intensifying and diversifying the use of places
• Maximising complementary and compatible relationships
between different uses

COHESION / Community social capital

Additionally, the lack of skill training opportunities clearly
emerged from the CAP workshop and the fact that here is no
technical school in the area.

Fig.152. Diverse - After

PROTECTION / Safe community
•
•
•
•
•

In 2009, VPUU conducted a Business Survey which was based
on 6878 site visits and 701 business interviews; of which 71%
were retail [spazas, vegetables], 18% services [repairs, hair
salons], 9% small manufacturing [clothing, metal, mechanical,
furniture] and 2% extractive [farming, animal husbandry,
mining]. Out of the survey, there emerged an over reliance
on one category of business, i.e. retail at 71% with little to no
local value-adding activity. A healthy local economy will have
a better balance of business types with more value-added
activities. The majority of businesses are owned and run by
women [63%]. The overall majority of businesses are micro
enterprises - 69% of businesses have either no employees
or one employee, aside from the owner. 90% of businesses
employ 2 or 3 employees aside from the business owner. A total
of 72% of the suppliers for local businesses are located outside
of Manenberg, meaning that money that would be helpful to
the local economy is rather spent in other areas. [Source:
Business Survey Report, Manenberg, compiled by VPUU, SUN
Development, 2009, pg. 3-4]
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Fig.151. Mono-functional - Before

•
•
•
•

Redesign of the Manenberg Town Centre
Implement the Youth Lifestyle Campus
Develop The Downs Road
Development of the Manenberg Waterfront
Combining, in a synergic way, education facilities and spaces
dedicated to economic opportunities
Locating Placemakers to activate strategic points
Extending Turfhall Road to Gugulethu, representing a great
opportunity to support economic development
Activating urban edges to ensure safety and socio-economic
opportunities
Introducing live-work units

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT / Evidence
• M&E indicators for business and skills training support
programmes
• Organising a Think-tank, conferences, seminars, roundtables,
workshops, webinars, etc
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Fig.156. Retail
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6.9

Active landscape

The premise for the landscape designs are based on an ethos
rooted in providing environments that are conceptualised with
an understanding of the given natural and social environments
in order to provide spaces for human interaction that encourage
positive engagement within communities and with the broader
context of our cities, towns and natural landscapes.

TABLE BAY

TIGERBERG
HILLS

Natural Environmental Analysis:
Landscape Context, as an informant for the creation of positive
public and natural environments.
Understanding the characteristics of the natural context and
the possible implications of these characteristics on the urban
environment, can inform how design interventions could
respond in order to create positive public open spaces.

TABLE
MOUNTAIN

As a result of its location within the Cape Flats, Manenberg has
a flat topography. This informs the hydrological patterns, the
climatic experience and the resultant vegetation patterns.

YLCP

• Historically, the hydrological drainage patterns consisted of
a system of seasonal wetlands, based on the topography
and geology. These patterns have informed the resulting two
constructed drainage systems required to drain the site; the
southern portion drains into the Lotus River System, linking
into the Atlantic Ocean and the Northern portion drains into
the Vygekraal River system which links into the Atlantic
Ocean - via the Salt River Canal.
• The soils are comprised of sedimentary, well drained sands,
overlaying shale and impervious granite layers; resulting in
a high water table during winter, contributing to the Cape
Flats Aquiver which is situated under the southern portion of
Manenberg.
• Due to its flat topography, Manenberg is exposed to the
Summer South Easterly Winds and the Winter North Westerly
Rain bearing Winds; creating an environment of climatic
extremes. Prone to cyclones, wind-exposed hot summers
and cold, wet winters.
• The natural vegetation of the Cape Flats consisted,
predominantly, of low shrubs with very few tree species as a
result of the harsh climatic conditions and high winter water
table.

Informants and opportunities of the Natural Environment within
the Urban Landscape:

Informants and opportunities of the existing landscape
infrastructure within the Urban Landscape:

• The two storm water drainage systems that drain into the
Atlantic Ocean to the South and the Atlantic Ocean to the
North, present opportunities for integrating Manenberg
into the broader city environment; via a web of open space
systems. This facilitates linking Manenberg into the broader
metropolitan city via a coast to coast riverine biodiversity
corridor.
• The existing canalised storm water systems, dependent on
their location, present opportunities for the creation of storm
water wetland systems, recreational parks, educational
opportunities, storm water purification wetlands, facilitation
of storm water recharge areas into the aquifer, potential
biodiversity corridors and riverine habitats.
• The aquifer, if positively managed, presents itself as a
sustainable and renewable fresh water resource that is
accessible for irrigation use.
• Situated within this landscape, which is exposed to extreme
climatic conditions, requires design responses which enable
shading from the sun, wind breaks and urban fabric that
facilitates shelter from extreme rain conditions.
• A limited variety of tree and plant species have become
acclimatised to this environment, as is evident in Manenberg,
however; designs which consider the creation of wind
protected areas will facilitate the possibility of a variety of
landscape typologies.
• The porous dune sands are well suited to agricultural crops
when ameliorated with organic material. Evidence of this are
the existing vegetable and community gardens in Manenberg.

Working within the premise of building on and adding-to existing
landscape infrastructure in the endeavour to create safe,
secure, habitable school precincts; the following principles were
developed:
• Retain, protect and reinforce existing green infrastructure:
community parks, community gardens, vegetable gardens
and established trees.
• Promote environmental education and bio diversity, through
the improvement of water systems, namely; reintroduce
wetland systems within canal servitudes to provide habitat
diversity and storm water purification.
• Utilise landscape elements to enhance the experience of the
pedestrian routes: climate amelioration through tree planting,
facilitate the ease of pedestrian movement through provision
of paved surfaces and high visibility light levels as well as
provision for recreation through provision of seating and play
areas.
• Transplant established trees that need to be removed as a
result of proposed developments. Relocate them to pivotal
points within the framework proposal, in order to enhance the
quality of the spatial environment and create an immediate
sense of place.
• The Consol site is recognised as an area that is currently
difficult to assess, in respect to its future impact on
Manenberg; as there is very little information available in
terms of its ownership status, environmental conditions
and potential future planning proposals. It is noted that the
community has indicated, through various past initiatives,
a desire to positively interact with the Consol property
boundary. However, due to the current spatial configurations,
a positive relationship is not possible along the entire
length of this boundary [as is evident in the extensive
illegal dumping that occurs]. This report highlights the need
for an investigation of the Consol site in order to develop
strategies for this boundary that have a positive impact on the
surrounding environment.

Existing Landscape Infrastructure:
FALSE BAY

Neighbourhood Scale
The existing neighbourhood landscape interventions are
informed by both the natural/physical and social conditions of
the site.
The matrix of landscape interventions within Manenberg,
consist of the following components: the streets, school fields
and play grounds, public open space/designated play areas,
storm water detention areas, canal/river systems, the Consol
Glass site, tree avenues, specimen trees, community flower
gardens and vegetable gardens.
Several diagrams were developed which explore these
components in order to inform the framework plan.

Fig.162. Broader context landscape

•
•
•
•
•
•

Landscape Analysis Maps:
The existing large trees and avenues diagram
The vegetable gardens and community gardens diagram
The canal systems and detention/wetlands diagram
The parks and play grounds diagram
The vacant land/open space diagram

From this mapping, it is evident that there are several
landscape elements that contribute to a positive reading of
Manenberg and that these have the possibility to perform as
catalysts for further landscape development; as well as several
landscape elements that require attention in order to facilitate
their use as positive infrastructure.
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STRATEGY:
The intention of the formal configuration and location of the
various landscape elements is to create environments that
enable:

PREVENTION / Life-long learning
Through the development of safe, child friendly environments
that encourage play and learning:
• Promote storm water recharge and filtration, in order to
both recharge the aquiver and provide a sustainable water
resource for the urban landscapes and recreate natural
wetland systems that could enhance the experience of the
urban environment, promote biodiversity, educational and
economic opportunities.
• Invest in tree planting for the provision of shaded and wind
ameliorated pedestrian access routes.
• Promote the larger spatial natural systems network, as a
means of exposing and connecting Manenberg to the natural
and positive attributes of the mountain and the sea.

COHESION / Community social capital
Through the engagement of the community in the
implementation and maintenance of the landscapes:
• Facilitate community training for implementation and
maintenance of landscapes.
• Encourage retention and nurturing of existing community
gardens, as a means to encourage additional gardens and
promote pride and care within the urban environment.
• Proposed landscape elements to be designed for local
manufacture.

Fig.164. Landscape

Fig.163. Isolated and under-utilised open spaces

PROTECTION / Safe community
The design of the landscape elements are to take cognisance of
safety principles:
• The development of open and surveyed school entry
forecourts, accessible off the dedicated pedestrian routes,
enables the management of entry and exit to the schools.
• The design of clear, unobstructed and well lit pedestrian
routes that facilitate visibility of entrance and exit points into
various spaces; allowing the pedestrian to decide whether or
not they feel secure enough to enter.
• Positioning of tree clusters adjacent to and not within the
pedestrian routes; hereby allowing for clear and unobstructed
views.
• Management and maintenance of plant material to ensure
that trees are kept well pruned [prevent dangerous branches
falling in excessive winds], lawns mowed and all rubble and
garbage removed immediately. Creating a sense of pride of
place.
• Management and maintenance of storm water systems,
a proposed wetland system, ensuring the safety of these
environments.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT / Evidence
• The educational and economic roles, inherent in the
development and maintenance of the landscape elements,
facilitates a sharing of knowledge within the community,
builds capacity and could potentially provide a positive
prototype for how the integration of social and environmental
informants can create positive urban landscape
environments.
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Fig.171. Section across Surrey PS site and the Vygekraal Canal
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Fig.172. Section across the Vygekraal Canal
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7.1 Manenberg PIF broader
context

TRAIN STATION

At the broader scale, the Manenberg PIF aims to re-establish
and strengthen social, ecological and economic connections
within Manenberg’s surrounding communities.

RAILWAY

PRIVATE INVESTMENT

STREET NETWORK
NMT

1. East-West connection

BUS ROUTE

In order to overcome Manenberg’s spatial separation, Turfhall
Road is proposed to be extended on the east side into GUNYA
[Gugulethu and Nyanga]. Moving from Claremont to Nyanga,
this east-west link could trigger socio-economic development,
attracting public and private investments.

AGRICULTURE
MIXED-USE
WATERBODY

2. Youth and Lifestyle Campus Promenade

DETENTION POND

The YLC promenade connects the Vygekraal River with the
Lotus River. The extension of the NMT network along these
rivers will link the community of Manenberg to the broader
Cape Town community and the natural environments of the
coastline and Table Mountain. The non-motorised route is also
accompanied by a system of open spaces. This soft link aims
to re-establish the ecological connection between the two river
systems and to develop an interactive bio-diversity corridor.

CONSOL WATER
YLC PROMENADE
LANDSCAPE
SPORT FIELD
SCHOOL FIELD
SCHOOL
INDUSTRIAL

7. Public Investment
Framework

RIVER

N2
YLC

GUGULETHU MALL

NYANGA TERMINUS

LANSDOWNE ROAD

Fig.173. PIF broader context diagram
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7.2

Manenberg PIF Elements

Nyanga Station Urban Hub
The location of Nyanga Station as a transport interchange
and node of continuous pedestrian movement on a daily
basis, provides a number of opportunities for triggering socioeconomic development. With the redesign of the Manenberg
town centre and the infill of live-work units and mixed-use
development, the Downs Road has the potential to be
restructured into a vibrant, thriving economic hub.

The Manenberg PIF is composed of the following elements
described below.

Safe pedestrian and cycle network
The proposed safe pedestrian and cycle network allows for the
ease of access for NMT within Manenberg and connections
towards the neighbouring areas.

East – West connection

Active rooms, active boxes and public facilities

By continuing Turfhall road into Gugulethu via the NY3 road,
this direct connection will link Nyanga through to Claremont;
while simultaneously generating economic development along
Turfhall Road as a result of the higher movement exchange
along this route.

In order to positively occupy spaces, the PIF introduces a
system of active boxes at different scales. From small, shared
‘rooms’ within larger facilities; such as school libraries, to
medium scales like the Community Daily Clinic, to extralarge scales such as the regional hospital. By integrating
existing attributes such as schools, churches, mosques, etc.
and actively inhabiting spaces; the system of active boxes
guarantees a sense of safety and belonging.

Waterfront
Considering the potential future development of the waterfront,
the edge along Vygekraal Road marks a number of areas that
could be transformed into active public recreational places.
The red stars mark key spots where potential activity can be
initiated, hereby; ensuring a safer, vibrant space along the
water’s edge.

Youth and Lifestyle Campus
The Youth and Lifestyle campus is a system of educational
facilities in Manenberg linked by a safe cycle and pedestrian
route, equipped with public open spaces, public facilities and
important nodes; toward becoming the spine of youth activity in
the area.

Safety components / Metro police
The star icon represents the future location of the Metro Police
Academy [north] and the Metro Police Area South Operational
Head Quarters [along the Downs]. Moving the police stations to
within the centre of Manenberg will assure a quicker and easier
security response.

Public Investment Areas
Within Manenberg, there are 3 major Public Investment Areas
(PIA) that have been identified. The PIA are primary areas
where public investment is best located in order to enable
accessibility and economic growth through catalytic public
investment. PIA 1 marks the location of the GF Jooste Hospital
[not operational and heavily vandalised], which is proposed to
remain a public building and to accommodate the Metro Police
Academy in the future.
PIA 2 and 3 mark the potential sites for the construction of new
public infrastructure with a regional catchment area, such as
the new regional health facility by the DoH, as an anchor for a
healthy community and economic growth. Alternatively, both
sites are well located in terms of transportation and could bear
the best economic opportunities as mixed use hubs. Each site
will undergo feasibility studies in order to determine the most
appropriate site for the new facility.

Fig.174. Manenberg PIF concept diagram
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Life Long learning
7.4

Manenberg precincts

7.5 Manenberg PIF Projects
matrix

The MB PIF identifies two precincts of public investment,
namely;
• Youth and Lifestyle Campus (YLC) precinct and,
• Nyanga Station Urban Hub.
These two precincts are closely interconnected. The YLC is
further detailed in Chapter 8 while the Nyanga Urban Hub is
described in Chapter 9. Certain key projects require feasibility
studies and further detailed planning.

EARLY CHILD DEVELOPMENT
[ECD]
•
•
•
•

ECD strategy development
Toy library for ECD’s
Support for the ECD forums
Assessment of child welfare/social
development

PREVENTION

SCHOOLS/YOUTH
• Ensure quality education is
supported and monitored
through financial and material
resources
• Increase support for out of school
youth to be involved in education
• Youth programmes, after
school activities and MOD
centres in all schools

Community Social Capital
COMMUNITY MOBILISATION
• Community visioning exercises
• Provide community cohesive
programmes
• Increase the number of social
workers appropriate to MB
population
• Quarterly community meetings
• Mobilisation of Silverstream Youth
Council

COMMUNITY DELIVERY OF
SERVICES [CDS]
• Public space management system
involving community members
in the O&M of the YLC and other
public facilities
• Maximise EPWP around public
space management

Safe Community

NYANGA STATION URBAN
HUB

Fig.176. Manenberg precincts

• Provide adequate housing and
housing options to reduce
overcrowding
• Provide 3 multi-functional centres
• Provide two libraries and safe spaces
for children at the libraries: House
of learning 1 [the Downs], House of
learning 2 [North]
• Youth Sport Centre
• Youth Clinic centre
• Rationalisation of schools
• Upgrade existing inadequate schools
• Subdivision and rezoning school
grounds
• YLC conceptual framework
• Site development plan for schools
• YLC Precincts’ Plans
• Development of the MB Waterfront
• Site of Memory
• Redesign MB town centre
• Technical school: allocate one
school in MB to cater for skills
development and resource centre
• Manenberg IRT trunk and feeder

• Monitoring and assessment of
NGOs by DCS and DSD
• M&E of education quality
• M&E of quality programmes
delivered with public funding

PUBLIC SAFETY
• Crime-free Manenberg
• Gang-free Manenberg
• Improve safety and security in all
schools

150

• Increase accessibility and utilisation
of public facilities to the community
[sport, recreation, etc.]
• Transparent booking system of
public facilities
• Activate community centres and
increase operating hours
• Adequate access to health facilities
• All lighting to be in working order
and well maintained; particularly
around schools, public facilities and
main roads
• Adequate Library service
management
• YLC public spaces and facilities
management programme

LEGAL AND JUSTICE
• Substance abuse programme

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
INFORMATION SHARING
AND MANAGEMENT

RESEARCH AND CAPACITY
BUILDING

• Awareness, abstinence and
prevention programmes [HIV, AIDS,
TB, teenage pregnancy, etc.]
• Quarterly newsletters

• Leadership training for broader
stakeholders and local structures
• YLC concept as pilot project

Fig.177. Manenberg PIF projects matrix
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URBAN MANAGEMENT
[PUBLIC SPACE AND
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT]

PROTECTION

Evidence
PROGRAMME PLANNING,
MANAGEMENT, M&E

• Improve local skills to increase
local employment
• Establishment and popularisation of
SMME strategy
• Techincal school: allocate one
school in MB to cater for skills
development and resource
centre

COHESION

YOUTH AND LIFESTYLE PRECINCT

SPATIAL PLANNING

EMPLOYMENT
AND INCOME GENERATING
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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8.1

Contextual background

In Manenberg, including Surrey Estate and Primrose Park,
there are 14 primary schools, 3 high schools, a private centre of
excellence and 27 ECD centres [TBC].
The school buildings in Manenberg are in urgent need of an
upgrade; having been built between the 70s and 80s, the
schools were built with low quality materials, often prefabricated
materials. At the time of construction, the location of the
schools were not strategically thought out, apart from the fact
that the schools are located within Manenberg - so as not to
encourage learners from other neighbourhoods to have access
to the schools. Manenberg HS and Phoenix HS are the only
two schools that have permanent building materials. All of the
other schools are currently undergoing a school rationalisation
and replacement programme in order to meet with the current
school requirements. The school upgrading process has
already started at Silverstream PS and Red River PS.
Fig.178. Bumble Bee Educare ECD centre

The school buildings are loosely located to one side of a large
land parcel. A vast portion of each of the school grounds
is undefined and under-utilised. Moreover, in the case of
Silverstream HS, Manenberg HS, Phoenix HS and Primrose
PS; the large open spaces on the school grounds have become

8. Youth and Lifestyle
Campus [YLC]

a risk to the schools operations and are sites of illegal dumping
and gang activity. As a risk mitigation strategy, a second line of
fencing has been erected, defining the inner school boundary
and the cadastral boundary. This clearly demonstrates the
desperate need for an integrated development strategy that
is based on sustainability, safety and lively communities; in
order to transform these undefined buffer zones into vibrant
places of innovation, activity and youth development. Simple
interventions like consolidating the schools’ edges with mixeduse housing development and defining street spaces with active
edges can provide passive surveillance and positively occupy
perceived dangerous spaces.
Some of the schools’ grounds are located along key areas; such
as along important roads, at intersections, in densely populated
areas, etc. The streets of Manenberg are actively utilised by
the youth as playgrounds, which is in stark contrast to the
fenced spaces within the school grounds. By combining the
characteristic of these play-streets with after school activities
on the under-utilised school land; the opportunity for safe public
spaces for the children can be achieved.

Fig.179. Saambou Primary School

The Leadership College in Manenberg, opened in 2010, offers
a gratuitous academic learning opportunity for students. The
college receives 40% of its fund from sponsors who believe
in the right to quality education for learners in marginalised
areas. The balance of the funding comes from the provincial
government. The inaugural class catered for 50 students, while
today the college has 530 students with good matric results.
There are currently 6 schools in Manenberg that house a MOD
Centre, namely; Phoenix HS, Manenberg PS, Silverstream
PS, Silverstream HS, Sonderend PS and Downsville PS. A
MOD Centre is a hub for sport, recreation, arts and culture
activities for learners in the community. Coaches provide
learners with a structured development curriculum including
the aforementioned subjects. These activities take place after
school, usually between 14:00 and 17:00. MOD centres include
the Year Beyond Programme and the After School programmes.
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Fig.180. The Leadership collage
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During the analyses phase, 27 ECD centres were identified
in Manenberg. The majority of these centres are registered
with the WCG. The number of children per facility varies and
depends on the size of the ECD. About 50% of the ECDs are
public and the other half are independent. During the CAP
process, the community expressed the need for toy libraries
and support for the ECD forum, as key priorities in Manenberg.
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STATION
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In addition, many public facilities such as churches, mosques,
community centres and health facilities are part of the possible
lifelong learning strategy. These facilities are dispersed
throughout Manenberg. In some cases, more often than
not, these facilities are thriving hubs. They are regarded as
community assets and are proposed to play a key role in the
transformation of Manenberg, as part of the PIF implementation
process; where these facilities are identified as activity points
that will provide passive surveillance and gradually, coactively
be reactivated and function as active boxes.
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L
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Lastly, Manenberg has a significant amount of under-utilised
and undefined open spaces. The porosity provided by the
schools’ grounds and other under-utilised open fields represent
a great opportunity for new development to trigger socioeconomic and ecological change, depending on the specified
location and needs, as expressed through the CAP process.
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Fig.183. Existing education facilities in Manenberg.
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SCHOOL NAME

STRUCTURE
TYPE

EASTER PEAK PS

Inappropriate
structure

SILVERSTREAM PS

SAAMBOU PS

MANENBERG PS

EDENDALE PS

SONDEREND PS

RED RIVER PS

RIO GRANDE PS

DOWNVILLE PS

TALFALLAH PS

Inappropriate
structure

Inappropriate
structure

ENROLMENT
2015

527

Inappropriate
structure

365

33.75

71.20

55.01

768

107.93

723

Inappropriate
structure

461

Inappropriate
structure

688

Brick and mortar

103.33

303

586

Inappropriate
structure

58.52

819

Inappropriate
structure

Inappropriate
structure

UTILISATION

74.87

52.65

75.65

1010

96.83

AREA

1.7 ha

1.4 ha

2.7 ha

2.6 ha

2.7 ha

2.3 ha

2.5 ha

2.6 ha

2.3 ha

2.0 ha

CLASS
RATIO

COMMENTS

ECD CENTRE NAME

1

LITTLE JEWELS EDUCARE*

2

STRAWBERRY PLAY
CENTRE

Being replaced [ASIDI],
completed by August
2015

3

LITTLE PROSPEROUS

4

LITTLE DUCKS

12.92

5

CREATIVE KIDS.COM

6

BUMBLE BEE

23.42

On U-AMP for
replacement

7

LITTLE BEARS

20.10

8

MANENBERG PRE-SCHOOL

9

LITTLE LILLIES

32.60

10

GREEN PASTURES

11

IKWEZI LOKUSA EDUCARE

25.79

Being replaced [ASIDI],
completed by August
2015

12

LITTLE FOOTPRINTS

20.57

13

SALVATION ARMY

14

MANENBERG MORAVIAN*

29.75

15

HOLY TRINITY

16

BEES DAY CARE

17

SILVERTREE COMM.
DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
[DICKORY DOCK]

33.06

Leased property
[R40 000 p/m]
18

K

L

PRIMROSE PS

SURREY PS

Inappropriate
structure

459

74.20

1.95 ha

26.33

Located in Primrose
19

Partially
inappropriate
structure

778

83.97

2.8 ha

24.84

COMMENTS

YES

N/A

INDEPENDENT

65

YES

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

40*

YES*

NO*

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

INDEPENDENT

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

YES

N/A

INDEPENDENT

115*

YES*

NO*

INDEPENDENT

N/A

YES

N/A

N/A

6*

YES*

NO*

INDEPENDENT

20*

IN THE
PROCESS*

NO*

N/A

118*

YES*

NO*

INDEPENDENT

23

YES

N/A

INDEPENDENT

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

YES

N/A

INDEPENDENT

SILVERTREE PRESCHOOL
MANENBERG

N/A

YES

N/A

INDEPENDENT

DOWNVILLE PRIMARY
SCHOOL

67

YES

N/A

Located in Surrey
Estate

Was initially only for
Grade R, now providing
for younger kids

The data in this document are obtained from the Education Management Information System of the Western Cape Government.
* Data collected via phonecalls

M

PHOENIX HS

Brick and mortar

960

83.44

3.8 ha

32.00

N

SILVERSTREAM HS

Brick and mortar /
Precast walls

816

63.41

4.8 ha

21.26

O

MANENBERG HS

Brick and mortar

859

76.86

6.5 ha

25.03

Fig.184. Data : existing primary and secondary schools in Manenberg.
Source: ‘Education scenario in Manenberg’ presentation by WCED 20.04.2015
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Fig.185. Data : existing ECD centres in Manenberg.
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PUBLIC

8.2 The Youth and Lifestyle
Campus concept and strategy
In Manenberg, the current under-utilised school sites and
the proposed connection of these sites via a promenade,
represent a great opportunity to trigger positive spatial and
socio-economic change. Hereby, shifting Manenberg toward a
safe, stimulating, attractive, vibrant, connected and sustainable
neighbourhood.
By definition, a campus entails a collection of buildings,
comprising of education facilities, student residences, sport
facilities and green open spaces; all working together as a
system. By restructuring the existing school grounds, the YLC
will focus on providing an attractive learning environment and
at the same time positively affect its surrounding. Thus, tiding
up the school environment by using the school grounds as
an opportunity to restructure Manenberg’s lack of good public
space.
By taking advantage of the location of the school grounds and
their diffusion along the whole of Manenberg, the YLC primarily
focuses on the youth. At the same time, it intends to expand the
notion of school spaces into stimulating and cohesive spaces
for the community. In fact, the YLC aims to have a larger impact
on the lifestyle of the community; providing lifelong healthy
learning spaces and programmes.
The YLC offers a strategy of shifting the school sites from
introverted enclaves into a system of connected, extroverted,
stimulating islands: a learning archipelago. The proposal is
to structure the YLC into six precincts, each with a unique
character, responding to the needs identified in the CAP and the
surrounding community. As overarching ideas, the YLC strategy
follows the key tactics described below.

A / Creating a safe pedestrian and cycle
[NMT] network
One of the main objectives of the YLC is to create a safe
pedestrian and cycle network. The development of the safe
pedestrian and cycle network for learners to move within
Manenberg is a community priority. In order for the YLC to work
as a synergic system, the connected promenade of learning
hubs through the safe pedestrian and cycle route for the
learners will become the backbone of the YLC; where learners
will be able to move from school to school and from programme
to programme. This safe pedestrian and cycle route will, over
time, extend to the surroundings.
The recognition of existing public assets and attributes, such
as public facilities and community gardens, offer safe stepping
stones onto which to expand the network throughout the
neighbourhood. New and existing attributes could function as
‘active boxes’ along each route; offering activities, Placemaking
and passive surveillance in order to enhance the network.
Adequate lighting during the night time is imperative.

Fig.188. B / YLC diversity

used to diversify spaces and improve their legibility. The YLC
promenade intends to provide different types of spaces all along
the route, such as; places to sit, to play, to pass by, etc.

B / Diversifying the campus, a learning
archipelago.

The YLC promenade provides an ecological and NMT
connection between two river systems, namely; the Vygekraal
River and the Lotus River. This connection re-establishes
ecological connections and enables the erosion of past
physical/spatial barriers, through the development of interactive
biodiversity network corridors that have the ability to relink the
Manenberg community to the broader Cape Town community
and the natural environments of the coastline and Table
Mountain. This can be achieved through the pedestrian
walkways, cycle routes, board walks and riverine corridors.

The purpose of the campus as a learning archipelago of a
system of stimulating, extroverted, diverse and connected hubs
will provide safe and stimulating learning spaces; not only for
the learners, but also for the whole community.
The campus is conceived to vary in different thematic clusters
of schools; focusing on sport, art, music, dance, drama, film,
media, ecology, socio-economy, culture and heritage. Particular
attention could be dedicated to enhancing Manenberg’s culture,
memory and identity. At each school, specific, well run and
high quality after school programmes are envisioned to take
place. The aim is to keep the youth in a safe and stimulating
environment for as long as possible throughout the day, to
contribute towards the lifelong learning strategy and to counter
some of the community and youth social issues that occur after
school hours.

The YLC promenade connection of all schools via a safe
pedestrian and cycle route can be immediately implemented.
Within the first phase, it may be required to use alternative
intermediate routes at some points, while missing NMT links are
established. While a safe environment is established with the
reactivation of existing attributes and new active boxes, some
parts of the promenade will be closed during the night and/or
after sunset to ensure the safety of these spaces.

Each school; within a cluster, will offer some shared spaces,
such as; sport and recreation and science and social facilities,
to name of few, where specific after school programmes are
provided. These can be provided by a variety of organisations,
such as; departments, NGO’s, educational specialists, tertiary
institutions, individuals and/or youth groups themselves. For this
approach, the management of the programmes, as well as the
spaces, is a key factor. A possible scenario is described via the
Active Box system, an overarching operation and management
system.

The promenade is conceived as an activity spine that takes
on different uses and characters, as it links the schools with
differentiating sidewalks, such as; places to go, places to sit,
play-streets, places to rest, formal sports fields, equipped parks
catering for different users, etc.

Landscape elements will be utilised to enhance the experience
of the pedestrian routes: climate amelioration through tree
planting, facilitating the ease of pedestrian movement through
the provision of paved surfaces, high visibility levels [lighting],
as well as provision for recreation through the addition of
seating and play areas. All of these spatial elements will be

Fig.186. Youth and Lifestyle Campus
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Fig.187. A / YLC safe promenade
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Manenberg is currently missing after hours programmes that
focus on skills development and training. A technical school,
providing professional skills training, has been included in the
design of the campus.
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Learning that incorporates a regional library, a supermarket and
office spaces.
In the context of Manenberg, the Placemaking will start by
identifying existing attributes that are currently playing an
active role in the lifestyle of the community as well as other
strategically located attribute which could be reactivated, this
includes; community facilities such as churches, mosques,
schools, clinics, halls, etc. These facilities will need to be
assessed in terms of spatial conditions and current running
programmes. Extending the operational hours of these facilities
will certainly be recommended in order to guarantee passive
surveillance throughout. Potential infrastructural amendments
may also be required.
The upgrading of the schools will present the opportunity to
partially include shared spaces between the schools and the
community. Shared spaces can include; school halls, school
libraries and media labs; facilities that need be accessed by
the whole community. By placing these shared facilities at
intersection points within the surrounding areas, they will be
able to fulfill the function of an active box. These strategic
locations will, furthermore, enable utilisation after school hours
and provide opportunities for an active learning environment for
learners as well as the community at large.
The campus will identify certain key facilities, with a large
catchment area, namely; a House of Learning [2 are proposed],
a Vertical Gym, a youth clinic centre, a technical school, the
Manenberg Auditorium, etc. These buildings could function as
landmarks and provide key programmes toward strengthening
the wellness and cohesion of the community.

Fig.189. C / YLC active boxes

C / Enhancing existing attributes and
introducing new facilities as active
boxes.

Proposals are made as to where active and positive edges
should be provided, particularly along the YLC promenade and
the NMT network. Active and positive edges can be achieved
through the introduction of housing, live work-units or mixed-use
development around open spaces and by occupying the school
edges [inverting school layout]. The consolidation and activation
of these edges will guarantee safer open spaces through
passive surveillance, establishing a direct relation between the
buildings and their surroundings.

The YLC strategy aims to provide activity points of place
taking and place making of the public space, through a system
of ‘active boxes’ and re-activating building’s edges. It was
conceived as part of the VPUU programme, as small, safe
community buildings situated along major pedestrian routes.
This is a key physical element, necessary to achieving the
positive occupation of perceived dangerous spaces. Typically,
an active box is a three-storey building, located in a prominent
area that is easily visible from a distance. It contains generic
elements, such as; a caretaker’s flat, a room for civic patrol with
good visibility over the pedestrian route, good lighting and a
ground floor primary public function that varies - depending on
the specific context, such as a community facility, commercial
facilities, a youth centre, a training room, a bicycle repair shop,
etc. The active box is permanently occupied and well lit at night,
therefore acting as as safe place. Due to the elevation, the
active boxes function as beacons or landmarks during the day
and night; thus aiding orientation within an often monotonous
built environment.

Fig.190. D / YLC intensity of uses

Fig.191. E / YLC landscape

D / Intensifying the use of spaces
through clustering social infrastructure
and introducing mixed-use
development.

E / Enhancing ecology and applying
sustainable design principles
The YLC strategy re-establishes ecological connections. The
development of an interactive biodiversity network corridor will
reduce past physical barriers. The biodiversity corridor is linked
to the proposed NMT network with the ability to link Manenberg
to the broader Cape Town and the natural environments of the
coastline and Table Mountain.

The YLC strategy promotes the intensification of the use of
space, through promoting the clustering of different facilities and
introducing mixed-use development.
In order for the school sites to be ‘seeds for change’, the lifelong
learning strategy requires them to be grounded in the YLC,
catering for different age groups. ECD centres, after school
facilities and adult based education facilities should all cluster
on school grounds to allow the schools to become the centre
of the community; where the community can share the same
spaces either together or at different times.

Biodiversity and environmental awareness are promoted
through different landscape interventions at different scales in
order to actively enhance the inherent ecology, in particular;
the development of storm water wetland systems within the
canal servitudes, storm water detention areas, bio swales and
permeable surface materials. All of the landscape interventions
will actively facilitate the recharging of the Cape Flats Aquifer.
The CAP reveals a strong requirement for the focus on
environmental education, to be partially conducted at schools
and partially on the wetland site.

A good example of the multi-use of space and programmes is
the proposed synergic relation between the technical school
and the business hives along Turfhall Road.

The existing green infrastructure made up of community parks,
community gardens, vegetable gardens and established
trees will be protected, enhanced and retained. Learners and
community members will be actively involved in doing so.

This model has been further developed over the past years,
ensuring that the active boxes act on three levels. The smallest
scale is a safe room attached to an existing facility, such as
an additional youth room as a place of worship or a crèche to
activate and protect a single facility or a street. The traditional
active box functions as a neighbourhood centre, representing
the second scale on a neighbourhood level. The third and
largest scale is represented by a multifunctional mixed use
public facility. An example of this large scale facility is located in
another neighbourhood of Cape Town, conceived as a House of
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The interventions in each of the six precincts will promote
the use of alternative sustainable technologies, for example;
through the use of solar energy [lighting and borehole pumps],
recycle water and recharge of the aquifer for irrigation re-use,
transplant and re-use trees that are removed as a result of
development and introduce recycling collection points that are
managed by the community.
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F / Intensifying and opening each
school ground
Within each precinct, the activation and intensification of the
school site is a key objective of the YLC strategy. It is envisaged
that this activation and intensification is a process defined
largely by the levels of engagement of SGB’s, communities
and other stakeholders. This will find expression in the level
of activation of the spaces through programmes, economic
activities and social place taking of spaces. As spaces become
safer, the opening up of the school grounds will become
easier. Each school site could be transformed according to the
following steps:

following the century-long used building form of building along
the perimeter of a block, creating a semi private courtyard
– the majority of the enclosing built form will be classrooms,
complimented by other functions, around a defined and secure
open space. Courtyards can function as safe playgrounds for
the learners during break time and after school hours. While on
the outside of the courtyard block, the buildings are proposed
to offer positive edges; providing passive surveillance to the
surrounding urban fabric. This type of building form is able to
clearly define private, semi private and public spaces.

0. Current situation

Step 5: Consolidating positive edges and
defining active open spaces to ensure safety.

1. Connecting the school site to its surrounding

The remaining spaces, which are not occupied by educational
facilities, could become sport and recreational spaces, public
buildings, cultural facilities etc. which could be shared by the
learners and the community. Occupying the public open space
edges by introducing housing and/or mixed-use development
will improve the safety of spaces and define them accordingly.

Step 1: Identifying possible NMT routes and
connecting the school site to its surrounding.
The routing of existing pedestrian ways through the school
sites establishes the continuity of movement within the
neighbourhood. This will include the identification of possible
public spaces, along the route, that could be used for special
activities. If placed on the school land, those newly established
public spaces could initially be better secured, since they would
be fenced in as part of the school ground. At this first stage;
the operation, management and maintenance system must be
defined and introduced in order to ensure the success of the
programme.

introvert space

Throughout all 5 steps the following principles are followed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step 2: Subdividing and rezoning the school
site to allocate different uses.

Surveillance and visibility,
Creation of clearly defined and owned spaces,
Defined access and safe movement,
Image and aesthetics,
Either permeable or non-permeable physical barriers,
Inclusive Design,
A clearly defined Operation, Management and Maintenance
system.

2. Subdividing and rezoning the school site

monofucntional space

Most of the school sites have a large portion of under-utilised
and vulnerable land. It is proposed to subdivide and rezone
the school site in order to introduce different uses onto the
site, most likely to introduce uses other than that of the WCED.
The diversification and intensification of uses will contribute to
activating the school sites and their surroundings. It will trigger
pedestrian movement and place taking and therefore increase
safety.

3. Introducing new and reactivating existing attributes as active boxes

Step 3: Identifying and introducing active
boxes.

inactive space

Several existing attributes on the school sites or in the area
surrounding the schools can be activated and used as active
boxes in order to provide physical space for any proposed
programmes and activities. This can either be done as
independent developments, through the CoCT, or be linked
and made a part of the school upgrading programme currently
under way according to the WCED requirements. This upgrade
includes classrooms, school halls, school libraries, media labs
and other facilities which could be strategically located along
the pedestrian route and/or along the school forecourts with
the intention to open these facilities to the whole community
through after hours and after school programmes for lifelong
learning. The intensive use of these spaces throughout the day
will increase the safety of the surrounding area.

4. Inverting school figure ground to improve safety and use of spaces

inefficient space

5. Consolidating and activating edges to ensure safety of open spaces

Step 4: Inverting the school ground figure.
The WCEDs school replacement and rationalisation programme
has the right timing and provides a unique opportunity to
implement the ideas of multi-functional, active school hubs for
community lifelong learning. To break the prevailing design;
whereby schools are seen as solitary, introverted and perceived
self-containing buildings, is key for the success of the YLC. By
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Fig.192. F / YLC school ground strategy - 5 steps
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8.3

The Youth and Lifestyle Campus projects matrix

8.4 The Youth and Lifestyle
Campus elements

The following matrix illustrates all the main interventions regarding the YLC.

Life Long learning

PREVENTION

EARLY CHILD DEVELOPMENT
[ECD]
• ECD strategy development
• Assessment of child welfare/social
development

SCHOOLS/YOUTH
• Ensure quality education
• Provide support for out of school
youth to be involved in education
• Provide Youth After School
programmes and activities [MOD
centres]

Community Social Capital
COMMUNITY DELIVERY OF
SERVICES [CDS]
• Public space management system
involving community volunteers
in the O&M of the YLC and other
public facilities

Safe Community
PUBLIC SAFETY
• Improve safety and security in all
schools

• Increase accessibility and utilisation
of public facilities to the community
[sport, recreation, etc.]
• Activate community centres and
increase operating hours
• Adequate access to health facilities
• Adequate Library service
management
• YLC public spaces and facilities
management programme

LEGAL AND JUSTICE
• Substance abuse programme

The Youth and Lifestyle Campus is proposed to be made
up of different elements, working like a tool box, along the
four concepts of the strategy matrix. The YLC elements are
illustrated in the icon matrix in the following pages.

PREVENTION - Life-long learning

safe/ supported ECD spaces and programmes

Early childhood development
• Quality ECD spaces, facilities, and educational programmes,
aligned to best practice taking into account educational
needs, physical, psychosocial, and nutritional elements of
young children with the intention to allow children to develop
to their full potential in life.
• Well trained teachers, involved parents, well managed
systems, and linking into the communities knowledge and
assets are key element during the implementation.

sport fields, facilities and programmes

School / Youth
• Access to quality education, health services and activities:
• Quality education in well-designed spaces thriving towards
good academic standards with the support of dedicated
teachers, parents and youth.
• Provide access to social workers and psychologists for
learners in schools. Provide emotional support for learners
to express themselves.
• Structured, high quality after school activities, holiday
programmes and sport days that will attract the attention
of learners in order to improve their education and
lifestyle; using the MOD Centre model supported by
DCAS, the CoCT and other organisations.
• Provide support for out of school youth to be involved in
schools, educational programmes and events.
• Encouraging after school tutoring between the learners of
different grades.
• Encouraging youth leadership programmes.
• Regular education on health, personal hygiene and
teenage pregnancy in schools. Providing incentives for
voluntary HIV testing
• Provision of high quality and well maintained sports fields,
social, cultural, training and other facilities and programmes.
Management agreements are to be developed between
WCG, CoCT, and social enterprises/NGO’s to structure such
cooperations:
• Multi-uses and selection of durable materials will reduce
management cost
• Encourage synergy between the different precincts
through sports, film and media, music and dance, art,
culture and heritage programmes. Learners should be
able to participate across all of the precincts.
• Inclusion of internet broadband

specific activities in each school

internet broadband

skills training and academic component

Employment and income-generating economic
development

Evidence

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME PLANNING,
MANAGEMENT, M&E
• Monitoring and assessment of
NGOs by DCS and DSD
• M&E of education quality
• M&E of quality after school
programmes delivered with public
funding

URBAN MANAGEMENT
[PUBLIC SPACE AND
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT]

PROTECTION

SPATIAL PLANNING
• Provide two libraries and safe spaces
for children at the libraries: House
of learning 1 [the Downs], House of
learning 2 [North]
• Youth Sport Centre
• Youth Clinic centre
• Rationalisation of schools
• Upgrade existing inadequate schools
• Subdivision and rezoning school
grounds
• YLC conceptual framework [incl. MB
PIF]
• Site development plan for schools
• YLC Precinct Plan
• Implementation
• Site of Memory
• Technical school: allocate one
school in MB to cater for skills
development and resource centre
• Community visioning exercises

• Improve local skills to increase
local employment
• Establishment and popularisation of
SMME strategy

COHESION

COMMUNITY MOBILISATION
• Community visioning exercises
• Provide community cohesive
programmes
• Mobilisation of Silverstream Youth
Council

EMPLOYMENT
AND INCOME GENERATING
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

PREVENTION - Life long learning

INFORMATION SHARING
AND MANAGEMENT
• Awareness, abstinence and
prevention programmes [HIV, AIDS,
TB, teenage pregnancy, etc.]

Fig.193. Youth and Lifestyle Campus projects matrix
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RESEARCH AND CAPACITY
BUILDING
• YLC concept as pilot project

• Include entrepreneurial and technical skills training as an
academic component
• Increase local skills to increase local employment and
SMME development
• Community skills audit linked to the Sub-council data base
• Local entrepreneurship programmes
• Technical Skills programmes via a proposed technical
school
• Provision of rental space, such as Live-work units, in key
locations and along pedestrian routes, for example; the
Downs Road and along the YLC promenade
• WCED is open to release some of the school ground
for possible development of social facilities, business
facilities [live-work units], business hubs, active boxes and
the development of the school ground edges in order to

housing and live-work units

spaces and programme for economic
development / business hubs
165

COHESION - Community Social
Capital

improve schools’ safety.
• An Art & Craft centre, including training and business
hubs, is proposed alsong the Downs road
• Incorporate private sector investments and CSI
programmes.

COHESION - Community Social Capital
Community mobilisation
• Community visioning exercises:
• Developing an Action Plan for each school and precinct and
an overall plan to ensure that clear lines of responsibility are
maintained and provision of appropriate programmes and
services.
• Leadership training within the community
• Clustering of activities and facilities within the school grounds
will bring together diverse groups of people in the community
to increase the cohesion between the youth and the adults.
• Mobilisation of the Silvertree Youth Council within the sports
precincts will restore the Manenberg identity, as it has been
historically renowned for sports and music.
• Regular media and marketing events to promote the YLC

cap and community visioning exercise

volunteer placemakers / patroling...

Community delivery of services
• Volunteer Placemakers and provision of services:
• Involve Chrysalis students and other groups
• Strengthening the network of the NGO’s and their services
in the community
• Linking community groups and government systems for
procuring services
• Establishment of Community food gardens:
• Increase nutrition rates, provide urban agriculture and
information to youngsters

community food garden

PROTECTION - Safe Community

PROTECTION - Safe Community
Spatial Planning
• YLC conceptual framework and precinct plans on
neighbourhood level
• Active box concept on three levels:
• A room or addition to existing public facilities to ensure
longer hours of activity, a safe homework space for
school-going children, mixed uses, passive surveillance
and the positive occupation of perceived dangerous
spaces.
• A neighbourhood centre or special-activity building on
key sites/corners, along the promenade and within school
grounds, to guarantee safety through passive surveillance
and regular activity. [24 hour activities, passive
surveillance, positive occupation of perceived dangerous
spaces]
• A series of existing social facilities, identified along the
safe promenade, route will also act as active boxes [24
hour activities, passive surveillance, positive occupation
of perceived dangerous spaces]. New active boxes to
provide a space for new partnerships with NGO’s and
the private sector, after school activities, entrepreneurs,
business support, youth activities, computer labs, arts and
culture and life style activities such as a Jazz café.
• Multi functional large scale public facility such as House of
Learning/ Library, Youth Centres, Clinic, Technical School,
business hub or an iconic buildings to define Manenberg’s
identity, such as; indoor sport facilities, cultural centre,
events venue for theatre, concerts, etc.
• Safe pedestrian & cycle network aesthetically landscaped,
well lit and defined by active edges

safe pedestrian and cycle network

landscaping and lighting

active edges

Public safety

Urban management [public space and facilities
management]
• Activation and management systems of existing public
facilities:
• Clear booking system of all public facilities in the area
• Open Space management programme that includes
activation, cleansing and safety
• Increase accessibility of the sport and recreational
facilities to community groups
• Urban management:
• Establish an integrated management plan across all public
facilities, schools and public open spaces. Include CoCT
line departments, WCG line departments and community
structures; explore the options for an operator to carry out
this plan, ideally, on precinct level
• Skills development in Operation and Maintenance
• Utilisation of EPWP around Operation, maintenance and
safety

activation of existing attributes/public facs

house of learning and other social facs

landmark / vertical gym

• Safety components:
• School safety is improved through the extended hours
of activities on school sites; resulting in multi-functional
spaces, appropriate size of land for school activities
compared to other community activities and keeping the
learners in safe, consolidated spaces.
• When replacing schools and building new infrastructure,
follow the safety guidelines of surveillance and visibility,
implementation of clearly defined and owned spaces,
defined access and safe movement, image and
aesthetics, appropriate physical barriers, inclusive design
and a clearly defined Operation, Management and
Maintenance system.
• Introduce an Area-based safety plan for Manenberg that
is developed and coordinated by civil movements, law
enforcement agencies, SGB’s, leadership, etc. [Rather
than facility-based security provision]
• Crime hotspot and violence patterns to be monitored and
recorded in order to identify priority safety interventions
• Civil patrols throughout the area with a good link to a
response system; during, before and after school hours.
• Walking bus for learners safe passage to school
• Locating a dominant Safety and Information Hub, in
cooperation with Metro Police; for CCTV monitoring,
crime reports by the community and shelter during an
emergency.
• The Metro Police South Operational Head Quarters are
looking for space in Manenberg
• Metro Police Academy will use part of the GF Jooste
Hospital site for their new location.
• Ceasefire programme
• Mobile policing at hotspot areas
• Youth centre and Youth clinic:
• The DoH intends to integrate a Youth Centre and a Youth
Clinic in Manenberg.

active boxes

youth centre and youth clinic

safety components

outreach and support programmes

urban management
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EVIDENCE - Research and
Development

Legal and Justice
• Support components [safety components]
• Professional counselling and support services to be
available to the community
• Provide enough facilities and services for legal aid, trauma
counselling and victim support
• Outreach and support programmes:
• Area-based strategies and targeted programmes to
counter substance abuse
• Increase substance abuse programmes and counselling
services
• Frequent awareness and abstinence programmes
• Door to door awareness and the distribution of information
handouts

profiling, baseline, assessments

EVIDENCE - Research and Development
Programme planning, management, M&E
•
•
•
•

Profiling and baseline surveys of Manenberg
Community Action Plan development
Ongoing household surveys on the perception of safety
Indicator development, M&E
• Monitoring and assessment of NGOs by DCS and DSD
• M&E of the quality of education
• M&E of after-school programmes

indicator development, m&e

Information sharing and management
• Newsletters, flyers, posters and information boards around
safety, leading a healthy lifestyle, successes of the YLC,
advertising ongoing activities, campaigning around Health,
Youth at risk, substance abuse, etc.
• Annual CAP review

outlook towers??

Research and capacity building
•
•
•
•
•

Recording and documenting of project implementation
Strategy development
Capacity building
YLC concept as pilot project
VR wetland as pilot project

newsletters, flyers, posters,
information boards

recording and documenting

think tank

capacity building
MANENBERG PUBLIC INVESTMENT FRAMEWORK
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8.5 The Youth and Lifestyle
Campus phasing

The second step is to operationalise the PIF via a joint sitting
of IGC support for intergovernmental agreement on the
relative roles and responsibilities.

The following drawings illustrate the proposed phasing of the
YLC. There are two main categories of interventions around
the YLC – investment in people or non-infrastructure projects
and capital investment or infrastructural development. This
Public Investment Framework intends to provide guidance for
both types of interventions. A number of interventions impact
on both types of investment, such as; Operation, Maintenance
and Management of spaces. Some investment in people
programmes are dependent on the physical environment and,
over time, the intention is to achieve smart neighbourhoods that
are resourced with sufficient human resources and knowledge
in order to thrive towards sustainable neighbourhoods that
are underpinned by public infrastructure and supports such
systemic, holistic approaches. The Youth Lifestyle Campus is
aimed to be the laboratory for such systematic thinking that
combines capital and non-capital interventions.

The intergovernmental agreement needs to regulate:
• The utilisation of land;
• Co-funding principles of intervention, irrespective of land
ownership, as long as it is public land;
• Operating agreements and the contribution of operating costs
of facilities to be erected;
• Provide a framework for the role of the various departments
of both tiers of government within the YLC;
• Provide a mandate for the facilitation of project management
of the various interventions;
• Agree on a process of how to engage in subsequent
Management and Service Level Agreements with service
providers who provide specific services or who want to
contribute resources.

The phasing is based on the premise that human resources
and, ultimately, social cohesion need to be developed prior to
the implementation of infrastructural development. In doing
so, it will fulfil the constitutional mandate by ensuring that
appropriately developed infrastructure will sustain and meet the
requirements of the community and the public sector.
Based on the analysis by VPUU NPC, the consultation with
community leadership, as well as the public sector; underutilised public owned land bears the best potential to start
interventions on. While these parcels of land are seen as crime
hotspots, they also offer the highest return on investment in
terms of making a difference in building social cohesion and
thereby improving the socio-economic situation in Manenberg.
There are a number of priority interventions that can begin,
without delay. Examples are; after school programmes, safety
interventions, Placemaking, efficient operation and maintenance
of existing facilities, substance abuse programmes, NMT
programmes, tree planting and the implementation of
supporting infrastructure for key after school activities – such
as durable, small sport facilities that can develop incrementally
as the YLC takes on its future shape. The phasing is based not
only on available public land, but also on priority areas in terms
of crime and socio-economic conditions.
As the first step of the implementation, the YLC precinct
plan will need to be verified by leadership groups from
Manenberg. As part of the PIF, a database of NGOs and
CBOs from Manenberg is being drafted to allow inclusive
communication. The engagement initiated during the PIF
process will have to continue and expand through a series of
conversations and buy-ins; including:
• Engagement with the SGB;
• Continued engagement with the leadership forum and;
• Engagement with a broader forum that invites the identified
NGOs and CBOs.
Parallel to this, the CoCT - ACT meetings, as well as the Subcouncil and MURC meetings will be used to communicate
and receive buy-in for the PIF; while on the WCG side,
communication will occur via the technical working group of
HOD’s high level support that will lead to Cabinet resolution.
Fig.194. YLC - short term phase
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Fig.195. YLC - medium term phase
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Third step is to sign the intergovernmental agreement and
implement it accordingly.

The Youth and Lifestyle Campus

The CoCT has already allocated funding for the 2015/16
financial year to start implementation measures of the YLC.
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Ecological Precint

In the meantime, ways to immediately implement elements
of the CAP and PIF will need to be identified. Prioritised
investment in social cohesion through investment in people and
organisations is proposed to be implemented immediately, this
includes:
•
•
•
•

Improving the safety of spaces;
After school programmes;
Leadership training and mediation courses;
Establishing a Social Development Fund to support
community-based initiatives.
• The community will be directly involved in all of the above, for
instance, via NHW structures and the provision of services in
after school programmes.
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Technology and Media Precinct
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The first phase of capital projects will consist of the
following elements:
Implement the YLC promenade route, connecting all schools
[initially due to land ownership and physical barriers that require
a planning process, some alternative intermediate routes may
be required];
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During the second phase of capital investment, each of the
six precincts will be implemented, including:
• Pedestrian movement routes;
• School land upgrading and;
• CoCT public space improvement.
The third phase includes the implementation of the
remaining projects within the YLC.
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• Along the promenade route, there are opportunities to
upgrade several public open spaces;
• Implementation of one or two catalytic facilities that define
the character and space of the YLC and provide incremental
solutions starting from temporary, working towards permanent
buildings;
• Parallel to this broad vision, detailed planning and
consultation around each precinct can take place via a Site
Development Plan, engagements with individual SGB’s,
leadership groups and residents of a specific area;
• Before commencing onto the next phase; the subdivision,
rezoning and change of ownership [if required] of each
school site will have to occur unless the intergovernmental
agreement provides a mechanism that does not require such
a process [prior to implementation].
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WETLAND
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Fig.196. YLC - long term phase
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8.6 The Youth and Lifestyle
Campus precincts

1. Surrey PS
2. Easter Peak PS
3. School safe playground
4. School hall
5. School forecourt
6. School library
7. Media Lab
8. Sport fields  L [soccer, rugby]
9. Sport fields M [netball,…]
10. Kick-about
11. Sport facility
12. Vygekraal River Wetland Pilot Project
13. Wetland promenade connecting the schools
14. Housing development
15. Braai / Recreational area

The implementation of the YLC needs to fill the vision of
the community with life, namely; moving Manenberg from a
dormitory ghetto to a safe, secure, diverse, vibrant, innovative,
attractive, cohesive, and sustainable neighbourhood. In other
words – Improve the Quality of Life through innovation and
partnership between the community and the public sector.
The six precincts of the YLC will be testimony to the above
vision. Each precinct has a distinct character, currently named
accordingly as:
• Ecological precinct
• Technology and Media Precinct
• Innovation, Economic and Skills Development Precinct
• Wellness Precinct
• Social Innovation, Highroad Precinct
• Sport Precinct
Each precinct is described briefly on the pages to follow.

Connecting the precinct with the following existing attributes:
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Ecological Precinct

Darul Islam Mosque
Madrassa
Duinefonten Community centre
Saarje Baartman centre
Cathedral Rd Church
Manaarul Huda Mosque
Bus Hiring Service

SHORT TERM PHASE

LANDSCAPE:

The Ecological Precinct focuses on the relation between society
and the environment. Taking advantage of the proximity of
Surrey PS and Easter Peak PS to the Vygekraal River, this
relationship can easily be established.

A. Existing, well-established line of Gum trees retained as an
identifiable edge to the sports field.
B. Rehabilitated Seasonal wetland habitat, introducing a habitat
diversity, as well as storm water amelioration
C. Proposed wind-break tree lines
D. Existing tree lines integrated into pedestrian/cycle network
E. Mature avenue of trees, providing an alternative shaded
access route
F. Urban Agriculture / School food gardens

The YLC promenade route connects the two schools and
the Vygekraal River. One of the proposed interventions is to
improve the ecological and water quality of the Vygekraal River
and the establishment of a wetland pilot project between the
two schools, which can be extended over time to other parts of
the Vygekraal River.

19
VYGEKRAAL RIVER

5
4
14

14

Possible after school/hours programmes:
Ecology and leading a sustainable lifestyle
Food gardening training
Education about nutrition
Sports

1

16

6-7
3
C

10
9

13
15
8

A

B 12

11

EASTER PEAK PS

4
6-7

3

2

ROA
D

SURREY PS

5
10
14

A

14

ARIE
S

The wetland offers a vibrant open space between the schools
that can be used for educational purposes for learners and the
community about ecology. This can be further linked to food
gardens and urban agriculture in and around the two primary
schools and the wetland. It is envisaged to grow fruit trees
within the urban environment in order to support the nutritional
status of the residents of Manenberg. This will be best achieved
by linking the proposed wetland and the food gardens with the
urban food garden in Tambo Village, along the Vygekraal River.

•
•
•
•

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

14

17
GONU

E

18

BIE R

22

OAD

D
21

Fig.197.
YLC - Ecological Precinct
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DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

Site development plan

SPUD

R350 000

CoCT

Community Participation / annum

MURP/VPUU

R60 000

CoCT

Safety and Stabilization

MURP/VPUU

R350 000

CoCT

PROJECT PREPARATION AND PLANNING

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES

R1.5mil / MB SNA

ECD support programmes

CoCT/WCG

Youth support / After school-hours programmes

R150 000

CoCT/WCG

Victim support/substance abuse programmes

R100 000

CoCT/WCG

Economic development support programmes

CoCT/WCG

INFRASTRUCTURE
Short Term
1 YLC Promenade [R2mil/km]

NMT/CP

R3mil

CoCT

2 Vygekraal River Wetland Project

TCT SW/CP

R8mil

CoCT

3A Sport field and facilities on Aries Rd

CP/SRA

R9.2mil

CoCT

3B Housing development on Aries Rd

HS

R15mil

CoCT

4A Easter Peak PS upgrading

WCED/DTPW

R55mil

WCG

4B Housing development on Cathedral Rd

HS

R20mil

CoCT

4C Safe open space on Cathedral Rd

CP/SRA

R1mil

CoCT

4D Urban agriculture / School food garden

CP/SW

R500 000

CoCT

5A Surrey PS upgrading

WCED/DTPW

R55mil

WCG

5B Housing development on Pluto Rd

HS

R65mil

CoCT

5C Sport field and green open spaces on Pluto Rd

CP/SRA

R5.2mil

CoCT

SHORT TERM PHASE

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

Medium Term

VYGEKRAAL RIVER

5C

Public Open Space operational budget [estimated 20% capital budget / annum]

R5.5mil

Public Facilities operational budget [estimated 5% capital budget / annum]

R5.5mil

HOUSING - PRIVATISED

TOTAL OB

3B
GONU

4D

BIE R

OAD

R11mil

1

NB: All figures are preliminary high-level costing

Fig.198.
YLC - Ecological Precinct - PROJECTS
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177

4C

CATHEDRAL ROAD

OPERATIONAL BUDGET PER PRECINCT

4A
ROA
D

R240

4B

3A

ARIE
S

TOTAL CB

EASTER PEAK PS

PLU
TO

R110mil

5A

5B

R130mil

TOTAL CB WCG

2

SURREY PS

ROA
D

TOTAL CB CoCT

1

COHESION

PREVENTION

THE ECOLOGICAL PRECINCT PROJECTS AND INTERVENTIONS MATRIX
PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

ECD strategy development

Provide a 0-6 ECD programme at Surrey PS and Easter Peak PS

Assessment of child welfare/social
development

?

CAP

Ensure quality of education

Ensure education is supported and monitored through financial and material resources

CAP

Provide support for out of school youth

Provide a support programme focusing on out of school youth to be involved in education,
Ex: as additional stuff for after school activities

CAP

who else?

MOD/ Sports programmes

The programme will provide sport training and outdoor activities.

CAP

DCAS, WCED

MOD/ Ecology and Sustainability
programmes

The programmes will focus on ecology and sustainable issues.

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

DSECD, VPUU?
DSECD, VPUU?

DCAS, WCED

MOD/ Food gardening training programmes The programmes will focus on food gardening training.
MOD/ Nutrition programmes

The programmes will focus on education about nutrition

Support & counseling for dysfunctional
families

Identifying vulnerable families for support and counseling

Economic development outreach

Identifying vulnerable beneficiaries from outreach programmes

Placemakers

Identifying beneficiaries  for placemaker programmes

Ecological Precinct Community Visioning
exercises

The community visioning exercises interrogates the community on the following topic:
• location and programme of key strategic facilities and shared
• spaces between learners and community
• identification of specific after school programmes,
• missing links and unsafe routes, particularly home-school routes…
• naming of existing attributes, new space and facilities, etc…

Engagement with Surrey PS and Easter
Peak PS SGBs

Engaging in conversation the schools’ SGBs with regard to the Ecological precinct - Site
development plan, detailed design and programmes.

Provide community cohesion programmes

Identifying programme enhancing community cohesion within the precinct.

Provide adequate Library Service
Management

CAP

DSECD, VPUU?

CAP

DSD

Provide a mobile wheelie wagons library service in all schools as immediate intervention,
while the schools are on the process of being upgraded. NB: require alignment between
WCG Dept of LS and CoCT Library Service

WCG Dept
of Library
Services

DCAS LS / WCED

Ecologic public and open spaces
management programme

To identify who is responsible for O&M of public open spaces and to increase accessibility
of sport and recreational facility to community should includes:
• form partnership with WCED, SP [MoU],
• registration of community groups utilising public facilities,
• transparent booking system of facilities and
• training of facilities staff on working with community
• sports grounds open with high mask light [infra]
• maintenance of street light and lighting for all school

WCED /
CoCT /
VPUU

WCED / CP / SP

Adequate health care service

Adequate health care service should including regular visit to schools, churches and homes
by health professionals

CAP

DH [CoCT?]

Ecological precinct - site development plan

The ecological Precinct will be further designed in detail involving community and local
authority.

VPUU?

PROTECTION

[4-5] Subdivision and rezoning of Surrey PS Surrey PS and Easter Park PS sites will be subjected to:
and Easter Peak PS sites
• subdivision,
• rezoning and
• change of ownership when required.
NB: part of each site will be devoted to open spaces and diverse urban development.
[ownership: shifting from provincial to municipal]
[1] YLC PROMENADE

The YLC Promenade implementation includes landscaping and lighting according to the
landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]

[2] Vygekraal River Wetland Project

The Vygekraal River Wetland Project includes the following:
• rehabilitation seasonal wetland habitat
• adding equipped recreational area between the wetland and the sport field.

[3A] Sport field  and facility on Aries Rd

The design and implementation of site 3A includes:
• soccer field
• sport facility including bleachers/seating
• maintaining existing well established line of Gum trees as
• identifiable edge to the sport field and
• adding new trees along the extension of Libra Rd as wind break for sport field.
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CP [B. Burger], TCT
NMT [G. Hendricks]
VPUU

TCT - Stormwater and
Sustainability [B. De
Wet] / CP [B. Burger]
SR [G. Strydom] / CP
[B. Burger]

179

SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES COMMENTS

PROTECTION

PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

[3B] Housing development on Aries Rd

The design and implementation of housing overlooking the sport field.

[4A] Easter Peak PS upgrading

The design and implementation of Easter Peak PS will include:
• school forecourt with school hall,
• school library and media lab
• safe courtyard defined by school building
The upgrading should follow the design guideline [See Annex XXX]

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

DNS [N. Walker,
Herman Steyn]
WCED/
WCED [Archie Lewis,
CAP/VPUU Allan Twine], DTPW

[4B] Housing development on Cathedral Rd The design and implementation of site 4B will include:
• housing development along Cathedral Rd, Venster Rd and the Vygekraal,
• a small neighbourhood park and
• a public facility acting as active box, of which the program will be identified during the site
development plan by the community.

CVE/VPUU

[4C] Safe open space on Cathedral Rd

The design and implementation of a small neighbourhood park surrounded by new housing
development.

CVE/VPUU CP [B. Burger] / TCT
NMT [ G. Hendricks]

[4D] Urban agriculture/ School food garden

The design and implementation of a schoold food gardeen along the Vygekraal River.

[5A] Surrey PS upgrading

The design and implementation of Surrey PS will include:
• school forecourt with school hall,
• school library and media lab
• safe courtyard defined by school building
• adding landscaping and/or school food garden between the school and the river.
The upgrading should follow the design guideline [See Annex XXX]

WCED/
WCED [Archie Lewis,
CAP/VPUU Allan Twine], DTPW

[5B] Housing development on Pluto Rd

The design and implementation of site 5B will include:
• housing development along Pluto Rd, the extension of Libra Rd and between the Surrey
PS and the sport fields.
• a public facility acting as active box, of which the program will be
• identified during the site development plan by the community.

CAP/VPUU DNS [N. Walker,
Herman Steyn], DCSSP
- Amenities

[5C] Sport fields  and green open spaces on The design and implementation of site 5C includes:
Pluto Rd
• netball fields
• landscaping the open space
• a small NMT route and
• a forecourt entrance to the open space in between the mosque and the madrassa [?].

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY

VPUU

DNS [N. Walker,
Herman Steyn], CP [B.
Burger]

To be defined.

CVE/VPUU SR [G. Strydom] / CP
[B. Burger] / TCT NMT [
G. Hendricks]

Substance abuse programme

Provide a alcohol harms reduction programme to reduce substances abuse, including:
• increase drug and alcohol counseling sites,
• professional service provided for implementation,
• awareness programmes on abstinence and prevention

CAP

DSD ?

Gangsterism outreach

Provide a programme to vulnerable beneficiaries involved in gangsterism.

CAP

DSD ?

Monitoring and assessment of NGOs by
DoCS and DoSD

CAP

M&E of education quality

CAP

M&E of after school programmes
HIV AIDS TB awareness programme

Provide a programme to reduce HIV AIDS TB, including:
• support system for families affected and infected,
• counseling fo patients,
• training of counsellors at clinics and schools,
• ongoing awareness and testing ad treatment campaigns,
• ongoing treatment of OTP patients after treatment to prevent reoccurrence and
• incentives for voluntary testing of HIV for youth

Teenage pregnancy programme

Provide a programme to reduce teenage pregnancy, including:
• use of condom awareness,
• training for parents,
• support initiative to spread more geographically in MB, ?
• education around abortion and support system in place.
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CAP

181

SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES COMMENTS

Technology and Media Precinct

1. [Saambou PS] or Silverstream HS
2. School safe playground
3. School hall
4. School forecourt
5. School library
6. Media Lab
7. Sport fields  L [soccer, rugby]
8. Sport fields M [netball,…]
9. Sport fields/space for water retention during rainy season
10. Sport facility
11. House of Learning North
12. Multi-purpose centre
13. Mixed-use Housing development
14. Housing development
15. Live-Work unit development

This precinct is clustered around a larger facility, named the
Technology and Media Hub, which is housed within the House
of Learning on the corner of Gonubie Road and Aries Road.
This Hub incorporates a community library that doubles up
as a school library focusing on Manenberg North and Surrey
Estate, a MOD centre and a variety of other supporting facilities
for the Secondary and Primary schools in the northern part of
Manenberg. The MOD programmes focus on technology and
media during and after school hours, where the link to the film
industry is encouraged. This Hub is complimented with sport
facilities that are appropriate to the context.
There are proposed housing developments for some parts of
the current open spaces. The proposed housing developments
are supported by Live-work units, mainly along Ruimte Road.

Connecting the precinct with the following existing attributes:
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Possible after school/hours programmes:
Technology
Film and media
Documentary development about the Manenberg identity
Literacy classes
Sports

SHORT TERM PHASE

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

LANDSCAPE:

11-12

A. Retained existing trees. Proposed will be buildings designed
to accommodate tree roots and tree canopies.
B. Proposed pedestrian/cycle/vehicular routes lined with trees.
Different tree species could be utilised to identify priority
pedestrian routes.
C. Retained existing palm trees that are included in the
pedestrian network

GONU

BIE R

C

16

8

10

ROA

D

S RO

14

B

14

GOU

RITZ

ARIE

SURREY ESTATE

OAD

15

8

AD

•
•
•
•
•

Manaarul Hudaa Mosque
New Apostolic Church
Community food garden
Druiwevlei community centre
Manenberg Clinic
AME Church

A
RUIM

A

TE RO

AD

13

13/15
A

SAAMBOU PS OR
SILVERSTREAM HS

10

1
2

7
5-6
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14

17

MANENBERG

18
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Fig.199.
YLC - Technology and Media Precinct
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DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

Site development plan

SPUD

R350 000

CoCT

Community Participation / annum

MURP/VPUU

R60 000

CoCT

Safety and Stabilization

MURP/VPUU

R350 000

CoCT

PROJECT PREPARATION AND PLANNING

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES

R1.5mil / MB SNA

ECD support programmes

CoCT/WCG

Youth support / After school-hours programmes

R150 000

CoCT/WCG

Victim support / Substance abuse programmes

R100 000

CoCT/WCG

Economic development support programmes

CoCT/WCG

INFRASTRUCTURE
Short Term

6A Sport field and facility between Aries Rd and Gouritz Rd

CP/SRA

R6.5mil

CoCT

6B House of Learning North and multi-purpose facility

Community Service

R36mil

CoCT

6C Introducing a public facility

Community Service

R26mil

CoCT

6D Housing development along Aries Rd

HS

R60mil

CoCT

6E Live-work units development on Gonubie Rd

HS

R76mil

CoCT

7A Housing development along Ruimte Rd and Lyne Rd

HS

R63mil

CoCT

7B Sport field and green open space on Ruimte Rd

CP/SRA

R4mil

CoCT

1A YLC Promenade extension

NMT/CP

R500 000

CoCT

8A [Saambou PS] Silverstream HS upgrading

WCED/DPW

R55mil

WCG

8B Mixed-use housing development along Kariega Rd, Aries Rd and Ruimte Rd

HS

R182mil

CoCT

8C Sport field and open space between Aries Rd and Ruimte Rd

CP/SRA

R5mil

CoCT

SHORT TERM PHASE

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

1

6B

TOTAL CB WCG

R55mil

TOTAL CB

R520mil

OAD

6E

6C

6D
AD
S RO
ARIE

SURREY ESTATE

1A

8B
R465mil

BIE R

6A

Medium Term

TOTAL CB CoCT

GONU

D

CoCT

ROA

R3mil

RITZ

NMT/CP

RUIM

8C

TE RO

AD

GOU

1 YLC Promenade [R2mil/km]

SAAMBOU PS OR

8A SILVERSTREAM HS

7A
OPERATIONAL BUDGET PER PRECINCT
Public Open Space operational budget [estimated 20% capital budget / annum]

R6mil

Public Facilities operational budget [estimated 5% capital budget / annum]

R4mil

TOTAL OB

R10mil

1

1

NB: All figures are preliminary high-level costing
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Fig.200.
YLC - Technology and Media Precinct - Projects
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PROTECTION

COHESION

PREVENTION

THE TECHNOLOGY AND MEDIA PRECINCT PROJECTS AND INTERVENTIONS MATRIX
PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

ECD strategy development

Provide a 0-6 ECD programme at [Saambou PS] Silverstream HS

Assessment of child welfare/social
development

?

CAP

Ensure quality of education

Ensure education is supported and monitored through financial and material resources

CAP

Provide support for
out of school youth

Provide a support programme focusing on out of school youth to be involved in education,
for instance, as additional stuff for after school activities …

CAP

who else?

MOD/ Sports programmes

The programme will provide sport training and outdoor activities.

WCG /
VPUU

DCAS, WCED

MOD/ Film and Media

The programmes will focus on film and media

MOD/ Documentary development [About
Manenberg identity]

The programmes will focus on development of documentary, particularly focusing on
Manenberg identity.

MOD/ Literacy classes

The programmes will focus on overcoming illiteracy, particularly for adult and out of school
youth.

MOD / Business training and support

The programmes will focus on business training and support

Support and counseling for dysfunctional
families

Identifying vulnerable families for support and counseling

Economic development outreach

Identifying vulnerable beneficiaries from outreach programmes

Placemakers

Identifying beneficiaries  for placemaker programme

Sport Precinct North Community Visioning
exercises

The community visioning exercises interrogates the community on the following topic:
• location and programme of key strategic facilities and shared spaces between learners
and community
• identification of specific after school programmes,
• missing links and unsafe routes, particularly home-school routes
• naming of existing attributes, new space and facilities, etc…

Engagement with Saambou PS

Engaging in conversation the schools’ SGBs with regard to the Ecological precinct - Site
development plan, detailed design and programmes.

Provide community cohesion programmes

Identifying programme enhancing community cohesion within the precinct.

Provide adequate Library Service
Management

DSECD / VPUU???

DCAS, WCED, DAC

DCAS, DSD, DEDT,
DSECD / VPUU???

CAP

DSD

Provide a mobile wheelie wagons library service in all schools as immediate intervention,
while the schools are on the process of being upgraded. NB: require alignment between
WCG Dept of LS and CoCT Library Service

WCG Dept
of Library
Services

DCAS LS / WCED

Public and open spaces
management programme

To identify who is responsible for O&M of public open spaces and to increase accessibility
of sport and recreational facility to community should includes:
• form partnership with WCED, SP [MoU],
• registration of community groups utilising public facilities,
• transparent booking system of facilities and
• training of facilities staff on working with community
• sports grounds open with high mask light [infra]
• maintenance of street light and lighting for all school

WCED /
CoCT /
VPUU

WCED / CP / SP

Adequate health care service

Adequate health care service should including regular visit to schools, churches and homes
by health professionals

CAP

DH [CoCT?]

Sport precinct north site development plan

The Sport Precinct North will be further designed in detail involving community and local
authority.

[8] Subdivision and rezoning of Saambou
PS site

Saambou PS site will be subjected to:
• subdivision,
• rezoning and
• change of ownership when required.
NB: part of each site will be devoted to open spaces and diverse urban development.
[ownership: shifting from provincial to municipal]

[1] YLC Promenade

The YLC Promenade implementation includes landscaping and lighting according to the
landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]
Part of the promenade will be developed in the following phase [see A1]

CVE/VPUU CP [Bradley Burger]
/ TCT NMT [ Greg
Hendricks]

[1A] YLC Promenade extension

Completion of the YLC Promenade across the Saambou PS site [H] includes landscaping
and lighting according to the landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]

CVE/VPUU CP [Bradley Burger]
/ TCT NMT [ Greg
Hendricks]

186

FUNDING
SOURCE

DSECD / VPUU???

CAP
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BUDGET

VPUU?

187

SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES COMMENTS

PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

[6A] Sport field  and facility between Aries
Rd and Gouritz Rd

The design and implementation of site B1 includes:
• sports fields such as netball fields, etc..
• pedestrian routes, new trees,
maintaining existing well established  palm trees as identifiable along Aries Rd
• landscaping and lighting according to the landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]

CVE/VPUU SR [Gerrit Strydom] /
CP [Bradley Burger]

[6B] House of Learning north and
multipurpose centre

The design and implementation of site F2 includes:
• a house of learning [library] and
• a multi-purpose space/s

CVE/VPUU

DCSSP - Amenities
and LIS

[6C] Introducing an active box/public facility The programme of the public facility on site 6C along Gouritz Rd should will be idenfities by
the community.

VPUU

DCSSP - Amenities

[6D] Housing development on Aries Rd

CAP/
VPUU

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn]

The design and implementation of sites F4 and F5 will include:
housing development along Aries Rd and between Gonubie Rd and Gouritz Rd,

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PROTECTION

[6E]Live-work units development on
Gonubie Rd

[8A] [Saambou PS replaced with]
Silverstream HS upgrading

If the rationalisation of school will continue according to WCED plan, Saambou PS will
merge with Manenberg PS, and SilverstreamHS will occupy site 8A.
The design and implementation of site 8A will include:
• school forecourt with school hall,
• school library and media lab
• ECD centre
• safe courtyard defined by school building
• adding landscaping and/or school food garden between the school and the river.
The upgrading should follow the design guideline [See Annex XXX]

WCED [Archie Lewis,
Allan Twine], DTPW

[8B] Housing development along Kariega
Rd, Aries Rd and Ruimte Rod

The design and implementation of site 8B will include:
• housing development along Ruimte Rd, Aries Rd and Kariega Rd,
• maintaining existing well-established trees along Ruimte Rd and Aries Rd
• an active box/public facility, of which the program will be identified by the community.

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn], CP
[Bradley Burger]

[8C] Sport field and open space between
Aries Rd and Ruimte Rd

The design and implementation of site 8C includes:
• sport field
• adding landscaping, lighting and benches along the sport field
• according to the landscape guideline [See Annex XXX]

SR [Gerrit Strydom] /
CP [Bradley Burger]

[7A] Housing development along Ruimte Rd The design and implementation of site 7A will include:
and Lyne Rd
• housing development along Ruimte Rd and Lyne Rd

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn]

[7B] Sport fields  and green open spaces on The design and implementation of site 7B includes lighting and landscaping according to
Ruimte Rd
the landscape guidelines [See Annex XXX]. The site much be maintained as open space for
water retention during the rainy season, and can be otherwise used as playground.

SR [Gerrit Strydom] /
CP [Bradley Burger]
/ TCT NMT [ Greg
Hendricks]

Substance abuse programme

Provide a alcohol harms reduction programme to reduce substances abuse, including:
• increase drug and alcohol counseling sites,
• professional service provided for implementation,
• awareness programmes on abstinence and prevention

CAP

DSD ???

Gangsterism outreach

Provide a programme to vulnerable beneficiaries involved in gangsterism.

CAP

DSD ???

Monitoring and assessment of NGOs by
DoCS and DoSD

CAP

M&E of education quality

CAP

M&E of after school programmes
HIV AIDS TB awareness programme

Provide a programme to reduce HIV AIDS TB, including:
• support system for families affected and infected,
• counseling fo patients,
• training of counsellors at clinics and schools,
• ongoing awareness and testing ad treatment campaigns,
• ongoing treatment of OTP patients after treatment to prevent reoccurrence and
• incentives for voluntary testing of HIV for youth

Teenage pregnancy programme

Provide a programme to reduce teenage pregnancy, including:
• use of condom awareness,
• training for parents,
• support initiative to spread more geographically in MB, ?
• education around abortion and support system in place.
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CAP
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SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES COMMENTS

Innovation, Economic and Skills
Development Precinct

1. Saambou + Manenberg PS
2. Edendale + Sonderend PS
3. Possible future site for Leadership College
4. Technical School
5. School safe playground
6. School hall
7. School forecourt
8. School library
9. Media LaB
10. Sport fields
11. Kick-about
12. Sport facility
13. Business hubs
14. Mixed-use Housing development
15. Possible site for new hospital
16. Possible hospital forecourt
17. Canteen

This precinct is most likely to receive the largest investments
in the area. The precinct is located along Turfhall Road,
connecting Manenberg to Claremont. Turfhall Road represents
a possible socio-economic corridor, triggering private and public
investment, particularly once Turfhall Road is extended toward
Gugulethu and Nyanga.
Highly accessible and well-connected, this precinct represents
an ideal space upon which to concentrate mixed-use
development, business hubs and a proposed technical school.
The synergy between spaces for business, education and
professional skill training could easily trigger socio-economic
change. The proposed Metro Police Academy, to be located
on the previous GF Jooste Hospital site, will enhance the skills
training character of the area.

Connecting the precinct with the following existing attributes:

A synergic relationship between the existing public and private
schools could be established, namely; The Leadership College
and the future technical school. The technical school should
focus on offering business training and professional skills
programmes, catering to learners from different age groups –
including drop-out learners.

SHORT TERM PHASE

EIN

C
TE RO
AD

RUIM

ROA

27

28

D

A. Existing community vegetable garden informant for the
location of linking the pedestrian route.
B. Proposed tree line provides a screen between proposed
buildings
C. Pedestrian prioritised street, facilitates safe movement and
opportunities for play. Traffic calming measures are required.

1 SAAMBOU PS

+ MANENBERG PS

5

C
TURF

HALL

LEADERSHIP
COLLEGE18

ROAD

C

6

7

Possible after school/hours programmes:
•
•
•
•
•

Technical skills development
Business training and support
Urban Agriculture and nutrition
Nutrition and healthy lifestyle
Health and prevention programmes, linked to the hospital

MERICO PARK

19

EDENDALE PS 2
+ SONDEREND PS

7
6

PEACE PARK

20

MANENBERG AVEN

24

78-9

B

16

4 TECHNICAL
SCHOOL

5

5

22
C

UE

MANENBERG AVENUE
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29

3

A
21
25

17

30

23
31

Fig.201.
YLC - Innovation, Economic and Skills Development Precinct
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ONT

26

LANDSCAPE:

Given the prominence of this precinct, it is proposed to
establish a canteen/large kitchen that could serve the schools,
the Metro Police Academy, the larger community and the
hospital; where the canteen would be directly supplied by the
local community food gardens. This would follow the example
of the Belo Horizonte, by using locally grown food within
the neighbourhood to increase the nutritional status of the
residents. Furthermore, being linked to the hospital, this goes
on to become a healthy lifestyle programme.

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

NEF

Additionally, once the proposed future regional hospital
is operational on the corner between Turfhall Road and
Duinefontein Road, it will attract people and generate
substantial pedestrian movement within the area. This
movement could economically activate the precinct, as well as
improve the safety of the spaces in the surrounding area.

Leadership College
Merico Park including a public swimming pool facility
Peace Park including a public bath and showe facility
Community vegetable garden
Moravian Church and ECD centre
Methodist Church
Anglican Churc
Manenberg preschool / ECD centre
Silverstream Tabernachel Church
Emmanuel Baptist Church and Creque
AME Church
Upper Room Church
Abbas shop since Manenbeg was established
‘Bloustairs’ Taxi stop

DUI

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
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15
POSSIBLE SITE
FOR FUTURE HOSPITAL

DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

Site development plan

SPUD

R350 000

CoCT

Community Participation / annum

MURP/VPUU

R60 000

CoCT

Safety and Stabilization

MURP/VPUU

R350 000

CoCT

PROJECT PREPARATION AND PLANNING

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES

R1.5mil / MB SNA

ECD support programmes

CoCT/WCG

Youth support / After school-hours programmes

R150 000

CoCT/WCG

Victim support / Substance abuse programmes

R100 000

CoCT/WCG

Economic development support programmes

CoCT/WCG

INFRASTRUCTURE
Short Term
1 YLC Promenade [2mil/km]

NMT/CP

R3mil

CoCT

11 Mixed-use development along the South side of Turfhall Rd and around
Merico and Peace Park

HS

R93mil

CoCT

9A Manenberg PS and Saambou PS merging and upgrading

WCED/DTPW

R55mil

WCG

9B Sport field and open space between Saambou + Manenberg PS and the
Leadership College

CP/SRA

R3mil

CoCT

9C Sport facility

CP/SRA

R14mil

CoCT

9D Mixed-use development along the North side of Turfhall Rd

HS

R113mil

CoCT

9E Public open space

CP/SRA

R1mil

CoCT

10A Manenberg Technical School

WCED

R60mil

WCG

10B Edendale and Sonderend PS merging and upgrading

WCED

R55mil

WCG

10C Mixed-use development along the South side of Turfhall Rd

HS

R147mil

CoCT

SHORT TERM PHASE

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

Medium Term

DoH

R34mil

CoCT/WCG

TOTAL CB COCT

R391mil

TOTAL CB WCG

R2.9bil

TOTAL CB

R3.4bil

TE RO

TURF

HALL

11

LEADERSHIP
COLLEGE

ROAD

Public Facilities operational budget [estimated 5% capital budget / annum]

R150mil

EDENDALE PS
+ SONDEREND PS

10B

UE

R10.5mil
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9D

12A

TECHNICAL
SCHOOL

12B

10A

12
POSSIBLE SITE
FOR FUTURE HOSPITAL

MANENBERG AVENUE

1
Fig.202.
YLC - Innovation, Economic and Skills Development Precinct - Projects

NB: All figures are preliminary high-level costing

9A

10C

MERICO PARK

HOUSING - PRIVATISED

TOTAL OB

9B

9E

MANENBERG AVEN

R1.4mil

SAAMBOU PS
+ MANENBERG PS

9C

OPERATIONAL BUDGET PER PRECINCT
Public Open Space operational budget [estimated 20% capital budget / annum]

AD

D

12B Community canteen serving the Campus, the Hospital and the Community

RUIM

ROA

WCG

EIN

R2.8bil

ONT

DoH

NEF

12 Site for the future regional Manenberg Hospital

DUI

Long Term

1
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PREVENTION

THE INNOVATION, ECONOMIC AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PRECINCT PROJECTS AND INTERVENTIONS MATRIX
PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

ECD strategy development

Provide a 0-6 ECD programme at Edendale + Sonderend PS and Saambou + Manenberg
PS

Assessment of child welfare/social
development

?

CAP

Ensure quality of education

Ensure education is supported and monitored through financial and material resources

CAP

Provide support for out of school youth

Provide a support programme focusing on out of school youth to be involved in education,
Ex: as additional stuff for after school activities

CAP

who else?

MOD/ Sports programmes

The programme will provide sport training and outdoor activities.

WCG

DCAS, WCED

MOD/ Professional skill development

The programmes will focus on professional skills development, including: carpentry, etc ...

MOD/ Literacy classes

The programmes will focus on overcoming illiteracy, particularly for adult and out of school
youth.

MOD / Business training and support

The programmes will focus on business training and support

Support and counseling for dysfunctional
families

Identifying vulnerable families for support and counseling

Economic development outreach

Identifying vulnerable beneficiaries for gangsterism and drug related programmes

Placemakers

Identifying beneficiaries  for placemaker programme

Economic Precinct Community Visioning
exercises

The community visioning exercises interrogates the community on the following topic:
• location and programme of key strategic facilities and shared spaces between learners
and community
• identification of specific after school programmes,
• missing links and unsafe routes, particularly home-school routes
• naming of existing attributes, new space and facilities, etc…

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

DSECD / VPUU???
DSECD / VPUU???

DCAS, WCED, DAC

DCAS, DSD, DEDT,
CAP

DSECD / VPUU???

CAP

DSD

COHESION

Engagement with Manenberg PS + Saambou Engaging in conversation the schools’ SGBs with regard to the Ecological precinct - Site
and Edendale + Sonderend PS SGBs
development plan, detailed design and programmes.
Provide community cohesion programmes

Identifying programme enhancing community cohesion within the precinct.

Provide adequate Library Service
Management

Provide a mobile wheelie wagons library service in all schools as immediate intervention,
while the schools are on the process of being upgraded. NB: require alignment between
WCG Dept of LS and CoCT Library Service

WCG Dept
of Library
Services

DCAS LS / WCED

Public and open spaces management
programme

To identify who is responsible for O&M of public open spaces and to increase accessibility
of sport and recreational facility to community should includes:
• form partnership with WCED, SP [MoU],
• registration of community groups utilising public facilities,
• transparent booking system of facilities and
• training of facilities staff on working with community
• sports grounds open with high mask light [infra]
• maintenance of street light and lighting for all school

WCED /
CoCT /
VPUU

WCED / CP / SP

Adequate health care service

Adequate health care service should including regular visit to schools, churches and homes
by health professionals

CAP

DH [CoCT?]

PROTECTION

Sport precinct north - site development plan The Sport Precinct North will be further designed in detail involving community and local
authority.
[9-10-11-12] Subdivision and rezoning of
Manenberg PS and Edendale PS sites

Manenberg PS site, Edendale PS sites, and part of the road reserve along Turfhall Rd will
be subjected to:
• subdivision,
• rezoning and
• change of ownership when required.
NB: part of each site will be devoted to open spaces and diverse urban development.
[ownership: shifting from provincial to municipal]

[1] YLC PROMENADE

The YLC Promenade implementation includes landscaping and lighting according to the
landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]

[9A] Manenberg PS merging with Saambou
PS upgrading

The design and implementation of Manenberg+Saambou PS will include:
• school forecourt with school hall,
• school library and media lab
• ECD centre
• safe courtyard defined by school building
• adding landscaping and/or school food garden between the school and the river.
The upgrading should follow the design guideline [See Annex XXX]
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VPUU?

CVE/VPUU CP [Bradley Burger]
/ TCT NMT [ Greg
Hendricks]
WCED [Archie Lewis,
Allan Twine], DTPW

195

SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES COMMENTS

PROTECTION
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

[9B] Mixed-use development along
the North side of Turfhall Rd

The design and implementation of site 9B will include:
• mixed-use development along Turfhall Rd,
• business hubs, space for economic development [SMMEs],
• a small neighbourhood park and
• maintaining existing well established palm trees along Turfhall Rd.

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn]

[9C] Sport field and open space between
Saambou + Manenberg PS and the
Leaderships College

The design and implementation of site 9C includes:
• a sport field [soccer?] to be shared by community and the learners,
• a sport facility and
• landscaping, lighting and benches along the sport field according to the landscape
guideline [See Annex XXX]

SR [Gerrit Strydom] /
CP [Bradley Burger]

[10A] Manenberg Technical school

The design and implementation of a technical school on site 10A will include:
• school forecourt with school hall along Turfhall Rd
• school library and media lab
• safe courtyard defined by school building
• adding landscaping and/or school food garden between the school and the river.
The upgrading should follow the design guideline [See Annex XXX]

WCED [Archie Lewis,
Allan Twine], DTPW

[10B]Edendale PS merging with Sonderend
PS upgrading

If the rationalisation of school will continue according to WCED plan, Edendale PS will
merge with Sonderend PS.
The design and implementation of Manenberg+Saambou PS will include:
• school forecourt with school hall,
• school library and media lab
• ECD centre
• safe courtyard defined by school building
• adding landscaping and/or school food garden between the school and the river.
The upgrading should follow the design guideline [See Annex XXX]

WCED [Archie Lewis,
Allan Twine], DTPW

[10C] Mixed-use development along
the South side of Turfhall Rd

The design and implementation of site 10C will include:
• mixed-use development along Turfhall Rd in proximity of the future
• Manenberg Technical school
• business hubs, space for economic development [SMMEs] and
• maintaining existing well established palm trees along Turfhall Rd.

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn]

[11] Mixed-use development along
the South side of Turfhall Rd and around
Merico Park and Peace Park

The design and implementation of site 11 will include:
• mixed-use development along Turfhall Rd around Merico Park
• business hubs, space for economic development [SMMEs] and
• maintaining existing well established palm trees along Turfhall Rd.

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn]

[12] Possible future Manenberg hospital
[Option B] corner Turfhall Rd and
Duinefontein Rd

The site 12 is under consideration as one of the potential sites for the future 550 bed
regional hospital. If the hospital will take place else where, the site could be a perfect
location for mixed-use development along Turfhall Rd, spaces for SMME, training, small
workshops along Duinefontein and housing development.
The design and implementation of site 12 should anyway include:
• a forecourt [12A] along Turfhall Rd,
• a east-west and a north-south routes across the site [if compatible with the final
• programme]
• in case the hospital will take place, a community canteen [12B] serving the hospital, the
campus and the community should be included.

Substance abuse programme

Provide a alcohol harms reduction programme to reduce substances abuse, including:
• increase drug and alcohol counseling sites,
• professional service provided for implementation,
• awareness programmes on abstinence and prevention

CAP

DSD ???

Gangsterism outreach

Provide a programme to vulnerable beneficiaries involved in gangsterism.

CAP

DSD ???

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

DH, WCED, DCSSP
- Amenities or DNS
[Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn], DSD,
DTEED???

Monitoring and assessment of NGOs by
DoCS and DoSD

CAP

M&E of education quality

CAP

M&E of after school programmes
HIV AIDS TB awareness programme

Provide a programme to reduce HIV AIDS TB, including:
• support system for families affected and infected,
• counseling fo patients,
• training of counsellors at clinics and schools,
• ongoing awareness and testing ad treatment campaigns,
• ongoing treatment of OTP patients after treatment to prevent reoccurrence and
• incentives for voluntary testing of HIV for youth

Teenage pregnancy programme

Provide a programme to reduce teenage pregnancy, including:
• use of condom awareness,
• training for parents,
• support initiative to spread more geographically in MB, ?
• education around abortion and support system in place..
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SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES COMMENTS

Wellness Precinct

1. Red River PS
2. School safe playground
3. School hall
4. School forecourt
5. School library
6. Media Lab
7. Kick-about
8. Sport field L
9. Indoor sport fields - Vertical Gym
10. Auditorium
11. Youth centre and clinic
12. City Parks Red River Park development
13. Live-Work units Housing development
14. Possible site for Manenberg waterfront development

The Wellness Precinct is located on and around The Greens
open space, linking the YLC promenade to the future potential
Manenberg waterfront. Inspired by the spirit of the old Silvertree
Youth Centre in Manenberg; which was focused on youth
and known for its prestigious sports and music activities, this
precinct aims to merge sports and culture. The precinct will
provide sport, recreation and wellness facilities that will cater
for sport clubs as well as the sporting activities of the broader
youth/community. A Vertical Gym could become an iconic
facility, focusing on programmes of sport and wellness among
the youth. It is proposed to subdivide and differentiate The
Greens area. This area is currently characterised by a large
number of sport fields that are primarily reserved for sport clubs,
where sport club users make up about 7% of the overall users
of sport facility. The remaining 93% of the users are ordinary
members of the community who are not members of any sport
clubs.

Connecting the precinct with the following existing attributes:
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Overall, this Precinct aims to celebrate Manenberg’s identity
and memory through sporting activities like soccer, table
tennis, netball, weight-lifting and other indoor activities; as
well as giving the youth a platform to express themselves
through music, drama and dance. This will provide the youth
with pro-active forms of counselling and rehabilitation, while
simultaneously enabling them to strengthen their identity as the
youth of Manenberg.

Catholic Church of Nazareth
Consol mine industry site
Salvation Army ECD centre
Zion Life Community Church
Philadelphia Pentacostal Church
Moravian Church
Moravian Church and ECD centre
Anglican Church

SHORT TERM PHASE

LANDSCAPE:

PEACE PARK

22
A
9

13

14

Culture and heritage
Oral history writing
Music, dance and drama
Youth orientation and counselling
Sports
Wellness
Rehabilitation
Counselling
Outreach

10
VYGEKRAAL ROAD

16

VERTICAL
GYM

AUDITORIUM

C

11

YOUTH CENTRE/
YOUTH CLINIC

B

21

D
4

THE GREENS

B

MANENBERG AVENUE

15

C
A

UE

Possible after school/hours programmes:

MANENBERG AVEN

A. Re-aligned vehicular route, enables traffic calming and
widened sidewalks relating to the youth precinct, providing
opportunities for positive engagement with the water’s edge.
B. Retained existing trees. Proposed buildings are designed to
accommodate tree roots and tree canopies.
C. Tree lines are introduced as wind breaks, as well as to
facilitate in defining the sports field.
D. Proposed pedestrian/cycle/vehicular routes are lined with
trees. Different tree species could be utilised to identify
priority pedestrian routes.

The Precinct, being located directly along the Waterfront, has
the opportunity to expand onto the water’s edge in the future
and use the waterside space for performances, community
events and sporting activities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

MERICO PARK

12

D
1 RED RIVER PS
2 3
5-6

14

13

13
17
A

Fig.203.
YLC - Wellness Precinct
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7
RED RIVER ROAD

DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

Site development plan

SPUD

R350 000

CoCT

Community Participation

MURP/VPUU

R60 000/annum

CoCT

Safety and Stabilization

MURP/VPUU

R350 000

CoCT

PROJECT PREPARATION AND PLANNING

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES

R1.5mil / MB SNA

ECD support programmes

CoCT/WCG

Youth support / After school-hours programmes

R150 000

CoCT/WCG

Victim support / Substance abuse programmes

R100 000

CoCT/WCG

Economic development support programmes

CoCT/WCG

INFRASTRUCTURE
Short Term
R3mil

CoCT

13A Vertycal Gym indoor sport facility

SRA

R198mill

CoCT

13B Youth centre and clinic

DoH

R130mill

WCG

13C Outdoor sport facility for clubs

SRA

R120mil

CoCT

13D Manenberg Auditorium

DCSSP-A

R52mil

CoCT

13E Landscaping along the waterfront

CP

R7.5mil

CoCT

13F Live-work units and housing development along the YLC promenade and Red River Rd

HS

R121mil

CoCT

13G Sport field alongside Red River PS

CP

R4mil

CoCT

13H Green space / playground

CP

R2mil

CoCT

14A Red River PS extension [forecourt]

WCED/DTPW

R2mil

WCG

14B Live-work units development onRed River Rd

HS

R58mil

CoCT

14C Small open space along Red River Rd

CP/SRA

R1.5mil

CoCT

SHORT TERM PHASE

1

13A

Medium Term

R567mil

TOTAL CB WCG

R132mil

TOTAL CB

R699mil

13D
VYGEKRAAL ROAD

TOTAL CB CoCT

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

MERICO PARK

VERTICAL
GYM

AUDITORIUM

13C

YOUTH CENTRE/
YOUTH CLINIC

SPORT FIELD

13B

UE

NMT/CP

MANENBERG AVEN

1 YLC Promenade [R2mil/km]

MANENBERG AVENUE

14
D
RED RIVER PS

13G

13E

14A

OPERATIONAL BUDGET PER PRECINCT
Public Open Space operational budget [estimated 20% capital budget / annum]

R26.5mil

Public Facilities operational budget [estimated 5% capital budget / annum]

R28mil

TOTAL OB

13F

13

1

Fig.204.
YLC - Wellness Precinct - Projects
200
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14B
RED RIVER ROAD

THE GREENS

R54.5mil

NB: All figures are preliminary high-level costing
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14C

13H

PROTECTION

COHESION

PREVENTION

THE WELLNESS PRECINCT PROJECTS AND INTERVENTIONS MATRIX
PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

ECD strategy development

Provide a 0-6 ECD programme at Red River Rd

Assessment of child welfare/social
development

?

CAP

Ensure quality of education

Ensure education is supported and monitored through financial and material resources

CAP

Provide support for out of school youth

Provide a support programme focusing on out of school youth to be involved in education,
Ex: as additional stuff for after school activities

CAP

who else?

MOD/ Sports programmes

The programme will provide sport training and outdoor activities.

WCG /
VPUU

DCAS, WCED

MOD/ Culture and heritage

The programmes will focus on culture and heritage, including oral history writing.

MOD/ Music, dance and drama

The programmes will focus on music, dance and drama

MOD / Youth orientation and counseling

The programmes will focus on youth orientation and counseling, including:
• rehabilitation,
• counseling
• outreach

Support and counseling for dysfunctional
families

Identifying vulnerable families for support and counseling

Economic development outreach

Identifying vulnerable beneficiaries for gangsterism and drug related programmes

Placemakers

Identifying beneficiaries  for placemaker programme

Youth and Wellness Precinct Community
Visioning exercises

The community visioning exercises interrogates the community on the following topic:
• location and programme of key strategic facilities and shared spaces between learners
and community
• identification of specific after school programmes,
• missing links and unsafe routes, particularly home-school routes…
• naming of existing attributes, new space and facilities, etc…

Engagement with Red River PS SGB

Engaging in conversation the schools’ SGBs with regard to the Ecological precinct - Site
development plan, detailed design and programmes.

Provide community cohesion programmes

Identifying programme enhancing community cohesion within the precinct.

Provide adequate Library Service
Management

DSECD / VPUU???

DCAS, WCED, DAC

DSECD

DSECD / VPUU???

CAP

DSD

Provide a mobile wheelie wagons library service in all schools as immediate intervention,
while the schools are on the process of being upgraded. NB: require alignment between
WCG Dept of LS and CoCT Library Service

WCG Dept
of Library
Services

DCAS LS / WCED

Public and open spaces management
programme

To identify who is responsible for O&M of public open spaces and to increase accessibility
of sport and recreational facility to community should includes:
• form partnership with WCED, SP [MoU],
• registration of community groups utilising public facilities,
• transparent booking system of facilities and
• training of facilities staff on working with community
• sports grounds open with high mask light [infra]
• maintenance of street light and lighting for all school

WCED /
CoCT /
VPUU

WCED / CP / SP

Adequate health care service

Adequate health care service should including regular visit to schools, churches and homes
by health professionals

CAP

DH [CoCT?]

Youth and Wellness precinct north - site
development plan

The Youth and Wellness Precinct will be further designed in detail involving community and
local authority.

[13-14] Subdivision and rezoning of Red
River PS sites

The Green and Red river PS site will be subjected to:
• subdivision,
• rezoning and
• change of ownership when required.
NB: part of each site will be devoted to open spaces and diverse urban development.
[ownership: shifting from provincial to municipal]

[1] YLC PROMENADE

The YLC Promenade implementation includes landscaping and lighting according to the
landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]

202

FUNDING
SOURCE

DSECD / VPUU???

CAP
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BUDGET

VPUU?

CVE/VPUU CP [Bradley Burger]
/ TCT NMT [ Greg
Hendricks]

203

SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES COMMENTS

PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY

[14A] Red River PS upgrading

Red River PS is currently under construction. The design and implementation of Red River
PS should be upgraded to include:
• school forecourt with school hall,
• school library and media lab
• ECD centre
• safe courtyard defined by school building
• adding landscaping and/or school food garden between the school and the river.
The upgrading should follow the design guideline [See Annex XXX]

WCED [Archie Lewis,
Allan Twine], DTPW

[14B] Live-work units development along
Red River Rd

The design and implementation of site 14B will include:
• live-work units development along Red River Rd and the YLC promenade,
• maintaining existing well established palm trees along Turfhall Rd.

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn]

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

[14C] Small open space along Red River Rd The design and implementation of site 14C includes:
• a kick-about open space to be shared by community and the learners,
• landscaping, lighting and benches along the small open space according to the
• landscape guideline [See Annex XXX]

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

SR [Gerrit Strydom] /
CP [Bradley Burger]

[13] Redevelopment of the The Greens

The design and implementation of site 13 should include:
•
• maintaining existing trees along Vygekraal Rd and Thames Avenue and
• landscaping and lighting on the whole site should follow the landscape guideline [See
Annex XXX] and [see projects below]

[13A] Vertycal Gym / Indoor sport facility

• a vertycal gym offering indoor sport field [13A],

DCSSP - Amenities, SR
[Gerrit Strydom],

[13B] Youth centre and clinic

• an outdoor regular size sport field catering for clubs including seating and a sport facility
[13B],

DCSSP - Amenities,
DH [Milne Van der
Leeuwen?],

[13C] Outdoor sport  field and facility

• a youth centre and clinic [13C],

DCSSP - Amenities, SR
[Gerrit Strydom],

[13D] Manenberg Auditorium

• an auditorium facility for dance, music and drama performances [13D]

DCSSP - Amenities,
DCAS?, DAC?

[13E] Landscaping the waterfront?

• introducing public spaces and landscaping along the waterfront [13E]

CP [Bradley Burger],

[13F] Live-work units and housing
development the YLC promenade and Red
River Rd

• live-work units development along the YLC promenade and Red River Rd [13F]

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn], DSD,
DTEED???

Substance abuse programme

Provide a alcohol harms reduction programme to reduce substances abuse, including:
• increase drug and alcohol counseling sites,
• professional service provided for implementation,
• awareness programmes on abstinence and prevention

CAP

DSD ???

Gangsterism outreach

Provide a programme to vulnerable beneficiaries involved in gangsterism.

CAP

DSD ???

Monitoring and assessment of NGOs by
DoCS and DoSD

CAP

M&E of education quality

CAP

M&E of after school programmes
HIV AIDS TB awareness programme

Provide a programme to reduce HIV AIDS TB, including:
• support system for families affected and infected,
• counseling fo patients,
• training of counsellors at clinics and schools,
• ongoing awareness and testing ad treatment campaigns,
• ongoing treatment of OTP patients after treatment to prevent reoccurrence and
• incentives for voluntary testing of HIV for youth

Teenage pregnancy programme

Provide a programme to reduce teenage pregnancy, including:
• use of condom awareness,
• training for parents,
• support initiative to spread more geographically in MB, ?
• education around abortion and support system in place.
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SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES COMMENTS

Social Innovation and Highroad
Precinct

1. Rio Grande PS
2. Downville PS
3. School safe playground
4. School hall
5. School forecourt
6. School library
7. Media Lab
8. Sport fields
9. Art & Craft Centre
10.House of Learning South
11. Community Day Clinic
12.Yethu Centre
13. Live-Work unit development
14. Housing development

This precinct focuses on social innovation, craft-making, health
and socio-economic development at the intersection of the
YLC and the local high road; The Downs Road. The precinct
provides trading space for new and existing businesses through
live-work units and mixed use development parcels. In addition,
training in craft-making and business support is provided at
the proposed Art & Crafts Centre at the intersection of the
Waterfront edge and The Downs Road. The DoH currently
plans to locate a CDC along The Downs Road on Rio Grande
PS land. This is a medium to long term vision. At this stage, a
Social Innovation Hub is proposed on the school land to house
a variety of NGO’s and public sector organisations. In the form
of a temporary building, it will be made up of living containers
from the CRU programme, combined with a multipurpose hard
sporting court. From this facility, a variety of services can be
provided from relevant CoCT and WCG line departments. This
facility is also proposed to house the Neighbourhood Safety
Officer, as a starting point for the move of the Metro Police Area
South Headquarters, at the intersection of The Downs Road
and Duinefontein Road.

Connecting the precinct with the following existing attributes:
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Located along the Downs road, the Precinct takes advantage of
its proximity to Nyanga station, which could further encourage
economic activities by the influx of pedestrians from the
transport interchange.

SHORT TERM PHASE

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

A

17

18

LANDSCAPE:
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VYGEKRAAL

13
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B

20

RIO GRANDE PS

1

3

11

13

C

5

4

12
C
A

15

AVENUE

Art and Craft training and support
Business training and support
Healthy lifestyle
Counselling
Literacy classes
NGO offerings
Sports

19

D

MANENBERG

A. Pedestrian prioritised street, facilitating safe movement and
opportunities for play. Traffic calming measures are required
B. Tree lines are introduced as wind breaks, as well as to
facilitate in defining the sports field.
C. Pedestrian routes are shaded with large trees and
well lit with pedestrian scaled lighting.
D. Tree Lined vehicular/cycle and pedestrian routes

Possible after school/hours programmes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community food garden
Moravian Church
Salvation Army ECD centre
Zion Life Community Church
Philadelphia Pentacostal Church
AFM Church
The Green Church
7 Day Adventures Church
The Down Community Centre and Bees Day Care [ECD]
Church of Nazareth
Chruch
NG Kerk
God’s People Church and Sanzaf Organisation

C

14

24
13
27 DOWNS
THE

13

26

13
D

23

22

24

B

D
25

Fig.205.
YLC - Social Innovation and Highroad Precinct
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DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

Site development plan

SPUD

R350 000

CoCT

Community Participation / annum

MURP/VPUU

R60 000

CoCT

Safety and Stabilization

MURP/VPUU

R350 000

CoCT

PROJECT PREPARATION AND PLANNING

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES

R1.5mil / MB SNA

ECD support programmes

CoCT/WCG

Youth support / After school-hours programmes

R150 000

CoCT/WCG

Victim support / Substance abuse programmes

R100 000

CoCT/WCG

Economic development support programmes

CoCT/WCG

INFRASTRUCTURE
Short Term
1 YLC Promenade [R2mil/km]

NMT/CP

R3mil

CoCT

1B YLC Promenade extensions

NMT/CP

R500 000

CoCT

1C YLC Promenade extensions

NMT/CP

R1mil

CoCT

17 House of Learning

Community Service

R45mil

CoCT

15E Community Daily Clinic along the Downs Rd

DoH

R40mil

WCG

SHORT TERM PHASE

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

1

WCED

R72mil

WCG

15C Sport field along Plate Rd

CP/SRA

R2mil

CoCT

15D Live-work units development on Plate Rd

HS

R32mil

CoCT

15F Green courtyard space

CP

R500 000

CoCT

16A Downville PS upgrading

WCED

R55mil

WCG

16B Mixed-use development along the South side of The Downs Rd

HS

R105mil

CoCT

16C Open space on Vygekraal Rd

CP/SRA

R1.5mil

CoCT

16D Live-work units development along Vygekraal Rd and Tagus Rd

HS

R40.5mil

CoCT

16E Art and Craft Centre

Community Service

R52mil

TOTAL CB CoCT

R283mil

TOTAL CB WCG

R222mil

TOTAL CB

R505mil

CoCT

15D

15A

15C RIO GRANDE PS
1B
15E

15F

15B

17
1D
THE DOWNS ROAD

16B

16E

16B

DOWNVILLE PS

16C

1C

16A

16D

TAGUS ROAD

1

OPERATIONAL BUDGET PER PRECINCT
Public Open Space operational budget [estimated 20% capital budget / annum]

R1.6mil

Public Facilities operational budget [estimated 5% capital budget / annum]

R16mil

TOTAL OB

R17.6mil
Fig.206.
YLC - Social Innovation and Highroad Precinct - Projects

NB: All figures are preliminary high-level costing
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PECOS ROAD

15B YLC Out of The Box / Yethu Centre

PLATE ROAD

WCG

AVENUE

R55mil

ROAD

WCED

VYGEKRAAL

15A Rio Grande PS upgrading

MANENBERG

RENOSTER ROAD

Medium Term
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1

209

THE SOCIAL INNOVATION AND HIGH ROAD PRECINCT PROJECTS AND INTERVENTIONS MATRIX

PREVENTION

PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

ECD strategy development

Provide a 0-6 ECD programme at Rio Grande PS and Downville PS

Assessment of child welfare/social
development

?

CAP

Ensure quality of education

Ensure education is supported and monitored through financial and material resources

CAP

Provide support for out of school youth

Provide a support programme focusing on out of school youth to be involved in education,
Ex: as additional stuff for after school activities

CAP

who else?

MOD/ Sports programmes

The programme will provide sport training and outdoor activities.

WCG /
VPUU

DCAS, WCED

MOD/ Art and Craft

The programmes will focus on art and craft.

DCAS, WCED, DAC

MOD / Business training and support

The programmes will focus on business training and support

DCAS, DSD, DEDT,

MOD / Youth orientation and counseling

The programmes will focus on youth orientation and counseling, including:
• rehabilitation,
• counseling
• outreach

Support and counseling for dysfunctional
families

Identifying vulnerable families for support and counseling

Economic development outreach

Identifying vulnerable beneficiaries for gangsterism and drug related programmes

Placemakers

Identifying beneficiaries  for placemaker programme

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

DSECD / VPUU???
DSECD / VPUU???

DSECD

CAP

DSECD / VPUU???

CAP

DSD

Art and Craft Precinct Community Visioning The community visioning exercises interrogates the community on the following topic:
exercises
• location and programme of key strategic facilities and shared spaces between learners
and community
• identification of specific after school programmes,
• missing links and unsafe routes, particularly home-school routes…
• naming of existing attributes, new space and facilities, etc…

PROTECTION

COHESION

Engagement with Rio Grande and Downville Engaging in conversation the schools’ SGBs with regard to the Ecological precinct - Site
SGBs
development plan, detailed design and programmes.
Provide community cohesion programmes

Identifying programme enhancing community cohesion within the precinct.

Provide adequate Library Service
Management

Provide a mobile wheelie wagons library service in all schools as immediate intervention,
while the schools are on the process of being upgraded. NB: require alignment between
WCG Dept of LS and CoCT Library Service

WCG Dept
of Library
Services

DCAS LS / WCED

Public and open spaces management
programme

To identify who is responsible for O&M of public open spaces and to increase accessibility
of sport and recreational facility to community should includes:
• form partnership with WCED, SP [MoU],
• registration of community groups utilising public facilities,
• transparent booking system of facilities and
• training of facilities staff on working with community
• sports grounds open with high mask light [infra]
maintenance of street light and lighting for all school

WCED /
CoCT /
VPUU

WCED / CP / SP

Adequate health care service

Adequate health care service should including regular visit to schools, churches and homes
by health professionals

CAP

DH [CoCT?]

Art and Craft precinct - site development
plan

The Art and Craft Precinct will be further designed in detail involving community and local
authority.

[15-16] Subdivision and rezoning of
Manenberg PS and Edendale PS sites

The Rio Grande and Downville PS sites will be subjected to:
• subdivision,
• rezoning and
• change of ownership when required.
NB: part of each site will be devoted to open spaces and diverse urban development.
[ownership: shifting from provincial to municipal]

[1] YLC PROMENADE

The YLC Promenade implementation includes landscaping and lighting according to the
landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]

CVE/VPUU CP [Bradley Burger]
/ TCT NMT [ Greg
Hendricks]

[1B-1C-1D] YLC PROMENADE

Completion of the YLC Promenade across the Rio Grande PS site, across Downville PS
site and along the Downs Rd up to the Nyanga station includes landscaping and lighting
according to the landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]

CVE/VPUU CP [Bradley Burger]
/ TCT NMT [ Greg
Hendricks]
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VPUU?
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SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES COMMENTS

PROTECTION

PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

[15A] Rio Grande PS upgrading

The design and implementation of Rio Grande PS should include:
• school forecourt with school hall,
• school library and media lab
• ECD centre
• safe courtyard defined by school building
• adding landscaping and/or school food garden between the school and the river.
The upgrading should follow the design guideline [See Annex XXX]

WCED [Archie Lewis,
Allan Twine], DTPW

[15B] Mixed-use development between Rio
Grande PS and The Down Rd

The design and implementation of site 15B will include:
• mixed-use development along The Downs Rd,
• a kick-about open space to be shared by community and the learners.

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn], CP
[Bradley Burger]

[15C] Sport field  along Plate Rd

The design and implementation of site 15C includes:
• sports fields such as soccer field
• landscaping and lighting according to the landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]

[15D] Housing development along Plate Rd

The design and implementation of site 15D will include:
• housing development along Plate Rd and
• maintaining existing well established trees along Renoster Rd

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn]

[15E] Community Daily Clinic along the
Downs Rd

The design and development of a CDC on site 15E.

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn]

[16A] Downville PS upgrading

The design and implementation of Downvillle PS should include:
• school forecourt with school hall,
• school library and media lab
• ECD centre
• safe courtyard defined by school building
• adding landscaping and/or school food garden between the school and the river.
The upgrading should follow the design guideline [See Annex XXX]

WCED [Archie Lewis,
Allan Twine], DTPW

[16B] Mixed-use development along the
South side of The Down Rd

The design and implementation of site 16B will include:
mixed-use development along The Downs Rd,
business hubs, space for economic development [SMMEs]?

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn], DSD,
DTEED

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

[16C] Housing development along Vygekraal The design and implementation of site 16C will include:
Rd and Tagus Rd
• housing development along Cathedral Rd, Venster Rd and the Vygekraal
• a small neighbourhood park and
• live-work units development

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

CVE/VPUU SR [Gerrit Strydom] /
CP [Bradley Burger]

CVE/VPUU DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn], CP
[Bradley Burger]

[16D] Art and Craft Centre

The design and implementation of an Art and Craft Centre on site 16D including:
• space for skill training
• exhibition and trading of products
• S-M workshops

[17] House of Learning south along the
Downs Rd

The design and implementation of a House of Learning on site 17 [to be defined?]

Substance abuse programme

Provide a alcohol harms reduction programme to reduce substances abuse, including:
• increase drug and alcohol counseling sites,
• professional service provided for implementation,
• awareness programmes on abstinence and prevention

CAP

DSD ???

Gangsterism outreach

Provide a programme to vulnerable beneficiaries involved in gangsterism.

CAP

DSD ???

DCSSP-Amenities ???,
DCAS, DAC???

CVE/VPUU DCSSP - Amenities and
Library and Information
Services [ ?]

Monitoring and assessment of NGOs by
DoCS and DoSD

CAP

M&E of education quality

CAP

M&E of after school programmes
HIV AIDS TB awareness programme

Provide a programme to reduce HIV AIDS TB, including:
• support system for families affected and infected,
• counseling fo patients,
• training of counsellors at clinics and schools,
• ongoing awareness and testing ad treatment campaigns,
• ongoing treatment of OTP patients after treatment to prevent reoccurrence and incentives
for voluntary testing of HIV for youth

Teenage pregnancy programme

Provide a programme to reduce teenage pregnancy, including:
• use of condom awareness,
• training for parents,
• support initiative to spread more geographically in MB, and
• education around abortion and support system in place.
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SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES COMMENTS

Sport Precinct

1. Manenberg HS
2. School safe playground
3. School hall
4. School forecourt
5. School library
6. Media Lab
7. Existing school food garden
8. Sport fields  L [soccer, rugby]
9. Sport fields M [netball,…]
10. Swimming pool
11. Sport facility
12. Housing development
13. Live-Work unit development

The Sport Precinct offers a good amount of space for sport
activities, where it includes a range of sports fields as well as a
swimming pool facility. This precinct is seen as a sport activity
precinct on school land. A hall facility for the neighbourhood
and Manenberg High School is envisaged to become an activity
point for a number of community-building activities.
The Sport Precinct takes advantage of its location, being in
close proximity to the waterfront edge and the Edith Stevens
wetland. Once the Consol Glass mine has ceased operations
and the land is rehabilitated, the waterfront space is envisioned
to be developed into a flourishing water-side public space with
safe access to the lake for swimming and other public activities.
This provides a great opportunity for the Sports Precinct to have
water-sport activities and sports days along the waterfront.

Connecting the precinct with the following existing attributes:
14.
15.
16.
17.

Furthermore, the Precincts close proximity to the Edith
Stevens wetland makes it possible for school excursions and
educational trips to the wetland; where learners can learn about
the ecological characteristics of this area that forms a great part
of their surrounding neighbourhood.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

On the south, the YLC promenade reaches the Lotus River,
connecting it to the Vygekraal River at the northern end of the
promenade. In this way; the promenade will offer the future
opportunity to cycle and walk from False Bay, along the Lotus
River, through Manenberg and then along the Vygekraal River
to Table Bay.

SHORT TERM PHASE

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

25
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LANDSCAPE:
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Fig.207.
YLC - Sport Precinct
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EDITH STEVENS WETLAND
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ERG AVE
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5

MANENB

3 B4 A
2 1

ROAD

Sports and water-related activities
Ecology and sustainable lifestyle
Literacy classes
Business training and support

VYGEKRAAL

A. Existing vegetable garden, retained and integrated into the
entrance threshold
B. School forecourt is developed around existing, established
trees
C. Tree lines introduced as wind breaks as well as to
facilitate in defining the sports field.
D. Pedestrian routes shaded with large trees and well lit with
pedestrian scaled lighting.
E. Tree Lined vehicular/cycle and pedestrian routes.

Possible after school/hours programmes:
•
•
•
•

Downs Community Centre and Bees Day Care [ECD]
Church of Nazareth
Church
Fusion Rehabilitation Centre, Jou Ma Se Kombuis and
Church
Shop since Manenbeg was established
New Rental Office
Lilies Ministry Church
Possible site for Manenberg Waterfront development
Bumble Bee ECD centre
Edith Stevens Wetland Reserve
AOG Church
7 Day Adventure Church

24

DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

Site development plan

SPUD

R350 000

CoCT

Community Participation / annum

MURP/VPUU

R60 000

CoCT

Safety and Stabilization

MURP/VPUU

R350 000

CoCT

PROJECT PREPARATION AND PLANNING

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES

R1.5mil / MB SNA

ECD support programmes

CoCT/WCG

Youth support / After school-hours programmes

R150 000

CoCT/WCG

Victim support / Substance abuse programmes

R100 000

CoCT/WCG

Economic development support programmes

CoCT/WCG

INFRASTRUCTURE
Short Term
1 YLC Promenade [R2mil/km]

NMT/CP

R3mil

CoCT

1E YLC Promenade extension

NMT/CP

R100 000

CoCT

18A Manenberg HS extension

WCED

R25mil

WCG

18B Sport fields and facility on Tugela St

CP/SRA

R13mil

CoCT

18C Sport fields and facility on Magalies St

CP/SRA

R2mil

CoCT

18D Live-work units development on Tugela Rd

HS

R89mil

CoCT

18E Housing development along Tiber Rd and Magalies Rd

HS

R55mil

CoCT

18F Swimming pool

CP/SRA

R40mil

CoCT

SHORT TERM PHASE

MEDIUM TERM PHASE

Medium Term

R249mil

18E

18F

MAGALIES ROAD

1E

OPERATIONAL BUDGET PER PRECINCT
Public Open Space operational budget [estimated 20% capital budget / annum]

R4mil

Public Facilities operational budget [estimated 5% capital budget / annum]

R4mil

MANENBERG AVENUE

Housing - Privatised

Total OB

R8mil

NB: All figures are preliminary high-level costing

Fig.208.
YLC - Sport Precinct - Projects
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EDITH STEVENS WETLAND
217

NUE

TOTAL CB

18C

ERG AVE

R25mil

18B

MANENB

TOTAL CB WCG

18D

MANENBERG HS

STREET

R224mil

18G

18A

TUGELA

TOTAL CB CoCT

CoCT

TUGELA STREET
TIBER ROAD

R20.5mil

ROAD

CP/SRA

VYGEKRAAL

18G Sport facility

1

COHESION

PREVENTION

THE SPORT PRECINCT PROJECTS AND INTERVENTIONS MATRIX
PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

ECD strategy development

Provide a 0-6 ECD programme at Manenberg HS

Assessment of child welfare/social
development

?

CAP

Ensure quality of education

Ensure education is supported and monitored through financial and material resources

CAP

Provide support for out of school youth

Provide a support programme focusing on out of school youth to be involved in education,
Ex: as additional stuff for after school activities

CAP

who else?

MOD/ Sports programmes

The programme will provide sport training and outdoor activities.

WCG /
VPUU

DCAS, WCED

MOD/ Film and Media

The programmes will focus on film and media

MOD/ Documentary development [About
Manenberg identity]

The programmes will focus on development of documentary, particularly focusing on
Manenberg identity.

MOD/ Literacy classes

The programmes will focus on overcoming illiteracy, particularly for adult and out of school
youth.

MOD / Business training and support

The programmes will focus on business training and support

Support and counseling for dysfunctional
families

Identifying vulnerable families for support and counseling

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

Economic development outreach

Identifying vulnerable beneficiaries for gangsterism and drug related programmes

Placemakers

Identifying beneficiaries  for placemaker programme

Sport Precinct South Community Visioning
exercises

The community visioning exercises interrogates the community on the following topic:
• location and programme of key strategic facilities and shared spaces between learners
and community
• identification of specific after school programmes,
• missing links and unsafe routes, particularly home-school routes…
• naming of existing attributes, new space and facilities, etc…

Engagement with Manenberg HS

Engaging in conversation the schools’ SGBs with regard to the Ecological precinct - Site
development plan, detailed design and programmes.

Provide community cohesion programmes

Identifying programme enhancing community cohesion within the precinct.

Provide adequate Library Service
Management

DCAS, WCED, DAC

DCAS, DSD, DEDT,

CAP

DSD

Provide a mobile wheelie wagons library service in all schools as immediate intervention,
while the schools are on the process of being upgraded. NB: require alignment between
WCG Dept of LS and CoCT Library Service

WCG Dept
of Library
Services

DCAS LS / WCED

Public and open spaces management
programme

To identify who is responsible for O&M of public open spaces and to increase accessibility
of sport and recreational facility to community should includes:
• form partnership with WCED, SP [MoU],
• registration of community groups utilising public facilities,
• transparent booking system of facilities and
• training of facilities staff on working with community
• sports grounds open with high mask light [infra]
• maintenance of street light and lighting for all school

WCED /
CoCT /
VPUU

WCED / CP / SP

Adequate health care service

Adequate health care service should including regular visit to schools, churches and homes
by health professionals

CAP

DH [CoCT?]
VPUU?

[8] Subdivision and rezoning of manenberg
HS site

Manenberg HS site will be subjected to:
• subdivision,
• rezoning and
• change of ownership when required.
NB: part of each site will be devoted to open spaces and diverse urban development.
[ownership: shifting from provincial to municipal]

[1] YLC PROMENADE

The YLC Promenade implementation includes landscaping and lighting according to the
landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]
Part of the promenade will be developed in the following phase [see 1E]

CVE/VPUU CP [Bradley Burger]
/ TCT NMT [ Greg
Hendricks]

[1E] YLC PROMENADE

Completion of the YLC Promenade across the MANENBERG HS PS site [17] includes
landscaping and lighting according to the landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]

CVE/VPUU CP [Bradley Burger]
/ TCT NMT [ Greg
Hendricks]

218

FUNDING
SOURCE

DSECD / VPUU???

DSECD / VPUU???
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BUDGET

DSECD / VPUU???

CAP

Sport precinct South - site development plan The Sport Precinct North will be further designed in detail involving community and local
authority.

PROTECTION

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY
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SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES/ COMMENTS

PROTECTION
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT NAME

SCOPE / ELEMENTS

CAP
SOURCE
PRIORITY

RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES

[18A] Manenberg HS upgrading

The design and implementation of Manenberg HS should include:
• school forecourt with school hall,
• school library and media lab
• ECD centre
• safe courtyard defined by school building
• maintaining the existing school food garden and well established trees
• adding landscaping and/or school food garden between the school and the river.
The upgrading should follow the design guideline [See Annex XXX]

[18B] Sport fields on Tugela St

The design and implementation of site 18B includes:
• sports fields such as soccer fields and netball fields, etc..
• pedestrian routes, new trees,
• landscaping and lighting according to the landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]

CVE/VPUU SR [Gerrit Strydom] /
CP [Bradley Burger]

[18C] Sport fields  and a swimming pool
facility on Magalies Rd

The design and implementation of site 18C includes:
• sports fields such netball fields, etc..
• a swimming pool facility,
• pedestrian routes, new trees,
• landscaping and lighting according to the landscape guidelines. [See Annex XXX]

CVE/VPUU SR [Gerrit Strydom] /
CP [Bradley Burger]

[18E-18D] Housing development along
Magalies Rd and Tugela St

The design and implementation of site 18D-18E will include:
• housing development along Tugela St and Magalies Rd
• a public facility [sport facility?] acting as active box, of which the program will be
identified during the site development plan by the community.

Substance abuse programme

Provide a alcohol harms reduction programme to reduce substances abuse, including:
• increase drug and alcohol counseling sites,
• professional service provided for implementation,
• awareness programmes on abstinence and prevention

CAP

DSD ???

Gangsterism outreach

Provide a programme to vulnerable beneficiaries involved in gangsterism.

CAP

DSD ???

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

WCED [Archie Lewis,
Allan Twine], DTPW

DNS [Norah Walker,
Herman Steyn], CP
[Bradley Burger]

Monitoring and assessment of NGOs by
DoCS and DoSD

CAP

M&E of education quality

CAP

M&E of after school programmes
HIV AIDS TB awareness programme

Provide a programme to reduce HIV AIDS TB, including:
• support system for families affected and infected,
• counseling fo patients,
• training of counsellors at clinics and schools,
• ongoing awareness and testing ad treatment campaigns,
• ongoing treatment of OTP patients after treatment to prevent reoccurrence and
incentives for voluntary testing of HIV for youth

Teenage pregnancy programme

Provide a programme to reduce teenage pregnancy, including:
• use of condom awareness,
• training for parents,
• support initiative to spread more geographically in MB,
• education around abortion and support system in place.
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SHORT
TERM

MEDIUM
TERM

LONG
TERM

CHALLENGES COMMENTS

9.1

What is an urban hub?

The role of an urban hub is:
• To be a service point for local and neighbouring residents
• To be a point of attraction to neighbouring residents by
offering key housing and work destinations
• To connect the community to the broader city/urban area.

The Neighbourhood Development Programme [NDP], initiated
and implemented by National Treasury, focuses on the
development of town centres within sensitive and marginalised
areas; such as the townships, where the townships could
function as primary nodes. Nyanga Junction Station and other
surrounding areas in Manenberg and Gugulethu have the
potential to become an important urban hub, if strategic public
investments occur.

9. Urban hub possible
scenarios

To ensure the success of an urban hub that is able to address
the daily challenges of a community and retain a vibrant, mixeduse environment; the following needs should be included and
remain central to all the stages of the development of the urban
hub:

An urban hub has the potential to address the following social
problems (not exclusively): unemployment, crime, a degraded
environment, the lack of necessary infrastructure, bad local and
metro connectivity, low private sector confidence levels and
social and economic integration. The City is structured around
two independent, distinct networks. The primary network is
centred on the CBD and functions as a dominant access point.
The secondary networks are centred on a set of significant
urban hubs. These urban hubs can be seen as portals between
secondary networks in townships or a group of townships
and the primary network. This provides access to the primary
network through a combination of high order transport links,
predominantly that of the railway. The railway is understood as
the spine of the public transport system. Overall, urban hubs
become the townships’ connection to the neighbouring areas as
well as the broader City. The hub is recognised as the highest
order node within the township.

• A response to the cultural, climatic, topographical and
functional characteristics - generating a sense of place
• Prioritisation of pedestrian movement and access
• To develop a network structured around comfortability,
convenience and safety; supporting mixed-use facilities and
activities. Important public facilities, activities and spaces
should be directly associated around this network in order to
maximise activity along the network.
Key features:
• To be highly accessible and connected to the broader City
• To contain facilities that service the locals as well as attract
people from neighbouring areas. This attraction of the
surrounding neighbourhoods is essential to the success of
integration between communities, geographic areas and
access networks.
• Should be structured around a transport hub/point of
high accessibility, containing a number of public services
combined with economic activity.
• Integration with existing or new residential fabric is essential.
This provides passive security throughout the day and
contributes to a vibrant, active place.

Fig.209. Urban hubs. Source: Urban Netwrok strategy by National Treasury
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9.2

Nyanga Station Urban Hub

linking the Gugulethu Meat Market with Manenberg south
area.

According to the NDP, investing in an urban hub aims
to strategically enable the long term restructuring of the
larger urban settlements. Nyanga Junction Station has the
infrastructural and social characteristics required to become
the central node of an urban hub. The following opportunities
demonstrate these characteristics:

The following on-going projects will provide key contributions
toward the making of Nyanga station into a successful, vibrant
hub:
• The development of the future IRT trunk routes along
Klipfontein Rd and Lansdowne Rd, as well as a feeder route
along Manenberg that will stop right by the station. These
public transport lines will increase the accessibility and
connectivity between the communities and to the broader
metropolitan context.
• The future development of the Youth and Lifestyle Campus
will provide cultural, educational, healthy lifestyle activities,
and stimulating components to guarantee socio-economic
development.
• The future upgrade of the hospital into a regional facility will
guarantee better health service for all in the Metro South East
Region. The pedestrian movement generated by the facility
will have a positive impact on the safety of the environment.
• The development of a safe NMT network is crucial for the
effectiveness of the urban hub.

• The location of Nyanga Junction Station is favourable as it
is the railway station for Manenberg and GUNYA, hereby
serving two communities, as well as being a point of transport
interchange.
• The proposed IRT network route will provide for a mandatory
stop at the station, increasing its function as a transport
interchange. The IRT plan foresees a feeder route connecting
the station with two major future IRT trunk routes: one within
a walking distance, along Lansdowne Road and the other
along Klipfontein Road..
• The station is in proximity to Duinefontein Road, a fast
connecter road, which links the Manenberg community to the
broader metropolitan area in a north - south direction.
• A direct vehicular connection from Manenberg to GUNYA will
be a key component for the missing east - west connection
from Claremont to Nyanga, in order to make the urban hub
effectively viable by connecting across old racial lines.
• The station, located along Duinefontein Road, can be
connected to many other important nodes by strengthening
the non-motorised network to the neighbouring areas,
drawing people in from the surrounds.
• The station is capable of accommodating a large number of
people. The under-utilised land along The Downs Road, from
the station all the way to the waterfront edge, is sufficient to
accommodate missing services and mixed used facilities.
• Currently, Nyanga Junction has two different sides to the
station – the Gugulethu side is an active neighbourhood
forecourt with growing attractiveness via investment by
VPUU and the NGO sector around youth development and
the upgrading of a well located informal settlement with
high densities. The Manenberg side is, however, mainly
inactive and affected by the location of the class 2 road Duinefontein Road - and its associated heavy, high speed
traffic. Furthermore, the areas of public life on the Manenberg
side are continuously interrupted by the gang related crime.
Nonetheless, the opportunity exists to develop an east- west
connection and a vibrant town centre.
• With regard to the north - south connection, the development
of specific nodes offer great opportunities, particularly at the
intersection between Turfhall Road and Duinefontein Road
(GF Jooste site, school sites, Silvertree site).
• The station has sufficient public activity and pedestrian
movement in order to cater for business opportunities and
retail stores.
• Nyanga Junction contains a number of franchise stores
and is in the process of constructing a food court; hereby
attracting more people.
• Along Duinefontein Road, the Silvertree site of mostly open,
vacant land offers a great opportunity for future housing
development.
• The social housing units along the Downs Road, namely;
‘The Sevens’, are heavily compromised by gangsterism
and crime activities. The location of these flats, in proximity
to the station, is key in accommodating mixed-use future
redevelopment: substituting mono-functional housing units
with vibrant, safe and diverse development.
• A large amount of high density housing is already located
right across from the station. There is a high demand for key
public facilities. These facilities could play an important role
in the making of a safe and vibrant environment; providing
services, passive surveillance, legibility and a sense of
belonging to the town centre.
• There are currently only two pedestrian bridges connecting
GUNYA with Manenberg. The most utilised bridge is the one
located within Nyanga Junction. The other bridge is located
to the north, within Tambo Village. A third bridge is proposed,
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In order to become a viable urban hub, Nyanga station will have
to address the following:
• Diminishing the barrier-effect of the railway line and
Duinefontein Road between the two communities;
Manenberg and GUNYA, by improving the pedestrian and
vehicular connections.
• Extending the east-west link, namely; the link from
Turfhall Road into Gugulethu and Nyanga. This vehicular
connection could trigger socio-economic development in both
communities.
• Extending the vibrant and active environment currently
present on the GUNYA side of Nyanga station to the
Manenberg side and further along the Downs Road.
• Key catalytic infrastructural investment projects along
Duinefontein Road on the Silvertree site, on the school
sites and on the old GF Jooste site as well as investment in
Gugulethu, on the public land opposite the station forecourt.
• Enhancing and encouraging the sharing of facilities and
programmes between the two communities.
• Introducing community participation and cohesion
programmes, involving the two communities, to proactively
bring communities of different ethnical backgrounds closer
together.
• Introducing adequate housing and diverse activities in order
to overcome the mono-functional and sterile environment.
• Introducing safety components toward improving the safety
of the area, such as; the Metro police station, neighbourhood
watchers, etc.
• Prioritising pedestrian and cycle movements and providing
safe, vibrant public and green open spaces.
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STRATEGY:

In the making of the Nyanga urban hub; a vibrant and cohesive
environment and supporting socio-economic development that
follows infrastructure driven projects are envisaged to:

In order for Nyanga Junction station to become an effective
urban hub, the following non infrastructure projects have been
identified.

• Enhance the transportation network and accessibility of the
site, unlocking its economic potential;
• Introduce a conducive urban structure by incrementally
changing towards a hierarchy systems of spaces, through the
introduction of urban blocks of about 60 x 60meters, and;
• Enhance catalytic public sector investments.

Prevention
•
•
•
•

ECD support programmes
Youth support and after school programmes
Victim support / Substance abuse programmes
Outreach programmes for Youth at risk, in particular; those at
risk of becoming gang members
• Economic development support programmes

Cohesion
• Community Participation
• Placemaker programme for local youth to activate spaces
• Cross cultural activities

Protection
• Development of an area safety plan supported by law
enforcement agencies and community structures
• Outreach programme for Youth at risk
• Alcohol harms reduction programme
• Placemaker programme
• Security and neighbourhood watch programme

Research and development
• Leadership programmes for broader stakeholders and local
structures
• Media campaign around the programmes
• A dedicated facilitator to coordinate the implementation of
the programmes
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Nyanga Station Urban Hub
projects list

11 9

8

1. Youth and Lifestyle Campus Promenade
2. A safe, landscaped and well lit NMT network [identifying
priority routes - red dotted].
3. East-West link, extension of Turfhall Rd for vehicular and
pedestrian access
4. Pedestrian bridge connecting Manenberg with Lotus Park
and Gugulethu
5. Incremental Housing and mixed-use development along
the Downs Rd and on the Silvertree site to create an urban
centre by introducing a clear urban block structure
6. House of Learning along the Downs Rd
7. Community Day Clinic along the Downs Rd
8. New regional hospital within 600m from the station
9. Police academy on the old GF Jooste hospital site
10.Metro police Area South operational headquarter on
Nyanga Junction.
11. Techincal school on the old GF Jooste
12.Community Day Clinic in Gugulethu within 600m radius
from station
13.Further development of Station forecourt development
of Youth Centre, Neighbourhood Centre in Lotus Park by
adding mixed use development and one public facility on
the Gugulethu side,
14.Land release of Lotus Park informal settlement land by
PRASA/ Lotus Park informal settlement upgrading
15.City Parks implementation of Red River Park
16.City Parks Smart Trees project
17.Yethu Centre - aligning with the Yethu Initiative; which
is directly linked to the After School Gamechanger
programmes [WCG] and the YLC
18.Proposed IRT feeder routes and stops
19.Proposed IRT trunk route and trunk stations
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Fig.210. Nyanga Station Urban Hub - 1km radius
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DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

BUDGET

FUNDING
SOURCE

PROJECT PREPARATION AND PLANNING
Site development plan

SPUD

350,000

CoCT

Community Participation / annum

MURP/VPUU

300,000

CoCT

Safety and Stabilization

MURP/VPUU

350,000

CoCT

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES

R1.5mil / MB SNA

ECD support programmes

TBD

CoCT/WCG

Youth support / After school programmes

150,000

CoCT/WCG

Victim support / Substance abuse programmes

100,000

CoCT/WCG

Economic development support programmes

TBD

CoCT/WCG

TCT NMT/CP

CoCT

2 NMT routes [R2mil/km]

TCT NMT

CoCT

3 East-West connection [extension Turfhall Rd]

TCT

45mil

CoCT

4 Pedestrian bridge Manenberg-Lotus Park

TCT NMT

20mil

CoCT

5 Mixed-used development along Downs Rd and live-work units on Silvertree site

HS/Econ Dev

840mil

CoCT

6 House of Learning along the Downs

Community Service

45mil

CoCT

7 Community Day Clinic along the Downs

DoH

40mil

WCG

8 New regional hospital

DoH

2,8bil

WCG

9 Metro Police Academy

Safety and Security

80mil

CoCT

10 Metro Police Area South Headquarter

Safety and Security

50mil

CoCT

11 Technical School

DoE

60mil

WCG/NG

12 Community Daily Clinic in Gugulethu

DoH

40mil

WCG

13 Mixed-use development in Lotus Park

HS/Econ Dev

35mil

CoCT

14 Lotus Park informal settlement upgrading

HS

240mil

CoCT

15 City Parks: Red River Community park

CP

TBD

CoCT

16 City Parks: Smart Tree programme [tree planting]

CP

TBD

CoCT

17 Yethu Centre

WCED

TBD

WCG

TOTAL CoCT

1,36bil

TOTAL WCG

2,94bil

TOTAL

4,3bil

11 9

8

?

1

3b

15

INFRASTRUCTURE
1 YLC Promenade: 7,5km total distance [R2mil/km]

5
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5
10

R4mil

Public Facilities operational budget [estimated 5% capital budget / annum]

R156mil
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Fig.211. Nyanga Station Urban Hub - 1km radius

NB: All figures are preliminary high-level costing
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NYANGA STATION/JUNCTION
AMANDLA YOUTH CENTRE
LOTUS PARK NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE

OPERATIONAL BUDGET PER PRECINCT
Public Open Space operational budget [estimated 20% capital budget / annum]
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9.3 Future regional hospital
possible scenarios

Nyanga train station
• The Hospital may function as a barrier on the east-west
movement route
• Potential deviating from the TOD principles embraced with
the approval of the IPTN
• The Hospital will occupy the most visible and economically
viable site for private sector within the neighbourhood
• The economic potential is limited and difficult on adjacent
sites to the hospital site, along Duinefontein Road, due to the
topographical situation of level changes and the high order
street with no off-street access

The development of the Nyanga urban hub will be strongly
influenced by the location of the future Manenberg Regional
Hospital. The DoH is planning the redevelopment of the current
GF Jooste hospital into a regional facility. The new tertiary level
facility will increase the current bed count from 300 bed to a
550bed facility; requiring a site of 7ha. Via an intergovernmental
technical committee, including of HoDs, the process of
identifying the best location for the future hospital in Manenberg
has been conducted. The following three possible locations are
being taken into consideration:

Option C
Options C was tested during the selection process and would
require major land use management processes, namely; the
consolidation of the privately owned Silvertree site and the
portion of CRU courtyard flats owned by the CoCT. This option
will entail:

• The current site of the GF Jooste Hospital [Option A];
• The school grounds currently occupied by Silverstream
HS and Sonderend PS, at the corner of Turfhall Rd and
Duinefontein Rd [Option B] and;
• The cluster of erven along the Downs Road, currently
occupied by; the Sevens CRU, temporary residential
accommodation [TRA] on Silvertree site and the Silvertree
Centre [Option C].

C

• The relocation of 550 dwelling units. Approximately 9,2ha
will be required at a density of 60-80du/ha;
• The relocation of the ECD centre ‘Little Lillies’ and;
• The purchase of the Silvertree site, currently privately
owned.

Option A

PROS:
• By replacing one of the most crime prone areas with high
order social facilities; this option speaks directly to the
biggest issues in Manenberg, i.e. safety and wellbeing.
• Following Urban Design Policy objective 3: Ensure that
development contributes to the creation of safe and secure
communities
• Highly accessible, in proximity of Nyanga station, the
potential East-West link between Manenberg and Gugulethu,
the potential future taxi rank and the MyCiti stop.
• Following Urban Design Policy objective 4: Ensure
opportunities and amenities are accessible and that people
can move about easily and efficiently
• Following the TOD principles embraced with the approval of
the IPTN
• The relocation of the hospital according to option C offers
a unique opportunity to create a viable core of mixed use
activities [see section below: implication for local economy]
• Triggering socio-economic development along the Downs
Road, as well as the east-west link
• Triggering potential private investment along the Downs
Road and Turfhall Road
• Once the school replacement and rationalisation programme
is completed, excess school land can be made available for
mixed-use future development, hence; the most economically
viable site for private sector development will be kept
available
• The hospital will offer 550 new job opportunities in services

The site of the current GF Jooste Hospital is about 4.2ha
in size. Due to its small size in comparison to the land
requirements, this site is no longer an available option. In July
2015, the site was handed to the CoCT for the development of
the Metro Police Academy.

Option B
The two provincial school grounds are the current preferred
option for the future regional hospital, for the following reasons:
• Silverstream HS and Sonderend PS sites is big enough to
accommodate the hospital
• The sites are owned by WCG
• The process of relocating the schools and consolidating and
prepare the site will take less time than what is required to
make the site available in option C.
PROS:
• Land owned by WCG
• In proximity of the potential link between Manenberg and
Gugulethu and the MyCiti stop
• The hospital will offer 550 new job opportunities in services
• It will potentially trigger socio-economic development along
the East-West link [Turfhall Rd]
• It is located at the intersection between Duinefontein Rd
[Class II road] and Turfhall road [Class III road]

CONS:

CONS:

•
•
•
•
•

Land use management process
Community processes
Land acquisition [private: Silvertree]
Consolidation of several erfs
Relocation of: 550du [CRU], Little Lillies [crèche] and the
Silvertree centre [partially crèche, partially under-utilised]
• Abortive spending on CRU upgrade

• Land-use management process
• Consolidation of 2 erfs
• High potential of community conflict, since the relocation of
two schools and potential rationalisation of schools in the
area could be perceived as school closure
• The cost of the building of 3 schools [3xR55mil=R165mil], in
order to accommodate Silverstream HS and Sonderend PS
within the neighbourhood
• Potential budget constraints for school replacement
• Time pressure on the rationalisation of schools [synchronise
the consolidation of the two schools in order for DoH to
access the site]
• Potential contradiction of CoCT Urban Design Policy
objective 4: Ensure that opportunities and amenities are
accessible and that people can move about easily and
efficiently.
• Hospital entrance will be 650m-1km distance from the
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Relevant policies
The final decision regarding the hospitals future location will
take the following policies into consideration:
• The Councils resolution around the approval of the IPTN
supports the Transport Oriented Development [TOD]
principles to assess the location against the proximity to a
major railway station and the future IRT route; in line with
TOD principles to optimise accessibility and appropriate
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Fig.212. New regional hospital - 3 considered options
by creating a balance between urban development and
environmental protection, and; [3] promoting inclusivity
and integration across the city. Inclusivity and integration
are facilitated through the clustering of facilities at highly
accessible nodes, which supports the IPTN by maximising
utilisation of the network and minimizing the travel distance
and time.
• Urban Design Policy objective 3, ensures that the
development contributes to the creation of safe and secure
communities. The location and presence of a high order
facility, such as the hospital, can have a major impact on
such development.
• Urban Design Policy objective 4, ensures that opportunities
and amenities are accessible and that people can move
about easily and efficiently. Key facilities, such as the
hospital, should be located as proximally as possible to the
range of modes of public transport in order to maximise
accessibility, convenience and affordability.

intensification. The future sustainability of the IPTN is reliant
on bi-directional movement which would be supported by
the location of a regional healthcare facility at a significant
transport node.
• The CoCT Economic Growth Strategy notes the importance
of the rollout of Phase 2 of the IRT in the MSE [including
the Manenberg area], for improving the quality of life of
the residents and improving the productivity of the City’s
economy. IRT stops are envisaged at the intersections of
Duinefontein Road and Lansdowne Road, Duinefontein
Road and The Downs Road, Duinefontein Road and Turfhall
Road and Duinefontein Road and Klipfontein Road. The
intersection of Duinefontein Road and the Downs Road offers
the railway interchange of Nyanga Junction station.
• The Cape Town Spatial Development Framework [CTSDF],
as a guide to urban growth and to balance competing land
use demands by placing a long term logical development
path that will shape the spatial form and structure of Cape
Town. This is done through the mechanism of three key
strategies that focus on; [1] improving access to employment
and economic opportunities; [2] managing urban growth
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10.1 Urban design guidelines

business support, youth activities, computer labs, arts and
culture and lifestyle activities; such as a Jazz café.

Within the Manenberg PIF, the urban design guidelines for the
proposed future development and the upgrading of the existing
urban fabric are informed by the following principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Public facilities are multi-functional large scale public
amenities, such as; the House of Learning/ Library, Youth
Centres, Clinic, Technical School and a business hub. They
also include iconic buildings that define Manenberg’s identity,
such as; indoor sport facilities, a cultural centre, events venue
for theatre, concerts, etc.

Surveillance and visibility
Creation of clearly defined and owned spaces
Defined access and safe movement
Image and aesthetics
Either permeable or non-permeable physical barriers
Inclusive Design
A clearly defined Operation, Management and Maintenance
system

PROPOSAL
In order to fulfil the principles stated above; active rooms, active
boxes and public facilities should:
• Act as landmarks by being strategically located along
significant movement routes;
• Provide safe spaces along significant routes;
• Foster identity and pride amongst the community, through
good design;
• Be actively occupied throughout the day, in order to provide
constant passive surveillance;
• Provide active edges to ensure a vibrant environment;
• Offer specific and diverse functions, including generic
elements, e.g. a caretaker providing 24 hours occupancy;
• Involve the community in the operation, maintenance and
management;
• Offer easy and transparent access. Active rooms should
particularly offer easy access from the outside as well as from
the inside of the main building;
• Allow for a flexible use of space in order to satisfy the needs
of the learners and the surrounding community;
• Providing shared spaces.

In order to achieve the principles stated above, the following
design tools should be applied:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assemblages of activities
Integration of uses
Clustering of social facilities and activities
Visual connection
Ecologically and socially active landscaping
Defined movement network
Active and positive frontages
Robust and well-designed lighting

The Manenberg PIF aims to readdress the current spatial

10. Landscape
and urban design
guidelines

conditions by focusing on these elements:
• Introducing a system of active boxes, working at different
scales;
• Enhancing existing public facilities;
• Upgrading of existing educational facilities;
• Consolidating and intensifying open land on school grounds;
• Positively occupying vacant open land with mixed-use
development.

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
The upgrading of existing educational facilities should provide
each school with the following elements:

ACTIVE BOXES AND PUBLIC FACILITIES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The concept of the Active boxes is based on the following
specific principles:
• Providing positive occupancy of perceived dangerous
spaces;
• Providing passive surveillance by being constantly active [24
hours];
• Contributing to the vibrancy of spaces with the addition of
diverse programmes;
• Acting as landmarks, contributing to the legibility of places;
• Including community participation in the operation,
maintenance and management;
• Enhancing a sense of belonging to a place, with the specific
programmes.

PROPOSAL
Education facilities could act as active boxes if their design of
the facilities take the following tools into consideration:
• Utilising a courtyard type of building layout, where the built
form clearly defines a safe inner courtyard for the learners to
play.
• Occupying the edges of the school grounds in order to
maximise the secured open space for the learners.
• Providing positive and active edges to ensure passive
surveillance on the spaces surrounding the school.
• Externalising and strategically locating special spaces, such
as; a school library, a media lad and a school hall; in order for
these spaces to act as active rooms.
• Ensuring that the shared active rooms are easily accessible
from the outside and occupied throughout the day with
special programmes for the learners and the community. This
done in order to achieve passive surveillance, to service the
community and to enhance the sense of belonging.
• Ensuring that school spaces are flexible and available for
other functions during non-school hours.
• Locating entry points in proximity of an active room and/or the
school forecourt.

The active boxes can differ according to various dimensions
and programmes. Within the Manenberg PIF, three levels have
been identified:
• Active rooms are specific shared spaces within existing and
future facilities, rooms or additions. Examples are; school
halls, media labs and school libraries within school premises.
These spaces should be accessible 24 hours a day, even
while the main building is not operative, in order to provide
constant passive surveillance and contribute to the activation
of spaces.
• Active boxes are small to medium, multi-functional facilities
that are existing or new and are operational throughout the
day. Examples such as; Neighbourhood Centres and specialactivity buildings on key sites/corners along the promenade
and within school grounds that guarantee safety through
passive surveillance and regular activity. New active boxes
should provide space for new partnerships with NGO’s and
the private sector, after school activities, entrepreneurs,
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School forecourt
School hall
School library
Media lab
School kitchen
School food garden
Safe homework areas
Internet broadband
Safe inner playground/ courtyard areas
Ideally, special outdoor teaching places should also be
included [e.g. enclosed outside classrooms]
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Particular programmatic needs
Need for resilience/robustness
Diversity/adaptability
Environmental concerns
Heritage informants
Facilitation for skill transference
Development of a family of street furniture associated with
the school network
• Water runoff efficiency
• Low maintenance

The future development should focus on providing a welldefined environment, enhancing the sense of safety and
belonging. The future urban fabric should cater for different
users, according to the community’s need, by offering a variety
of spatial conditions. It should focus its efforts on shifting from
mono-functional residential land-use to diverse and vibrant
urban fabric. The future urban fabric should vary, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Residential development [minimising where it is necessary]
Live-work unit development
Mixed-use development
Development that caters for small-medium enterprises
Training centres and workshop areas, partially integrated with
small residential units

HARD LANDSCAPING
Surface Treatment
Selection of a palette of paving materials to reinforce the
legibility and identity of the school campus network.
The heritage routes could be paved in a different colour,
material or texture from that of the school network; as a way of
demarcating and differentiating them from one another.

In taking shape, the future development should start by
identifying important pedestrian and vehicular movement
routes as well as green and open public spaces. The definition
of these voids should occur prior to the building form, which
will help to define them. In other words, soft and hard open
public spaces should not be the result of leftover space after
the building design, but rather; these open spaces should be
the guiding elements. The built form should clearly define open
public spaces and enhance the important pedestrian routes.

Resilience/safety:
• Requirement for safe, obstacle free, slip proof (in wet
weather), free of storm water, firm surfaces along the
pedestrian/cycle network of the
• Facilitate ease of access as well as the inclusion of places for
gathering and sitting outside
• Enable a variety of users, pedestrians, cyclists, prams,
wheelchairs, etc.
• Play areas to be appropriately surfaced. Surfaces under play
equipment and kick about areas should be impact absorbent.

PROPOSAL
The future development occurring either on school grounds or
on other available sites should take the following guidelines into
account:

Sustainability informants:
•
•
•
•

• Important movement routes and access points, in order
to maintain the continuity of the street network and further
define open spaces.
• Provision of legible built form, well-defining open spaces and
movement routes; which enhance the sense of safety.
• Promote the integration of different and comparable uses in
order to guarantee a vibrant and synergic space.
• Clustering facilities along strategic and important routes and
in proximity to public transport nodes.
• Provide positive and active edges in order to guarantee
passive surveillance.
• Concentrate a variety of activities and services, particularly
along the external building edges.
• Avoid blank walls, high walls and overgrown vegetation along
street edges.
• Provide street parking and avoid the frontage occupancy by
parking within the first 2 floors.

Locally sourced materials
Recycled materials (from demolished structures on site)
Readily accessible materials
Ease of maintenance

PROPOSAL
The selected palette of materials for the school network should
comply with the following specifications:
• Materials should be suitable for pedestrian and vehicular use
• Materials should be readily available
• Paving units that can be easily replaced in areas that might
be disturbed - i.e. service upgrades, renewals etc.
• Insitu materials, namely; concrete surfaces and tarmac
surfaces, where minimal disturbance is expected
• Compacted laterite surfaces on frequently used kick-about
areas, parking areas and overflow spaces

10.2 Landscape materials and
elements

COMPONENTS
Steps and Ramps

•

The location and use of steps is to be planned in conjunction
with ramps in order to enable a choice of level change
typologies. Ease of access should determine the location of the
steps.

•

PROPOSAL

•

Steps, when used in generous proportions, can facilitate multiuse functions such as sociable spaces, terraced seating as well
as access between level changes.

•
•
•

The proposed copings/edge of stair treads require careful
consideration as they are vulnerable to damage and are not
easily repaired/replaced. Tougher resilient detailing is required
in areas that are frequently utilised.

Tree Surrounds
Edging is required around tree holes to retain paved surfaces
and prevent collapse into tree holes.

• Maximum height of a riser: 150mm with a minimum of 3 steps
in a group
• The nose of each tread should be easily identifiable in the
interest of safety
• Stairs should meet building regulations with regard to hand
railings, landings, width of stairs and length of flights
• Adequate lighting at the change in levels is essential
• Ramps are required to ensure universal access. They can be
used in combination with steps.
• Minimum gradient of 1:15 for ramps
• Ensure that surfaces are non-slip and that surface water is
shed across the slope of the ramp
• Adequate lighting in the ramped area is essential

PROPOSAL
• The tree surround-unit could be procured or manufactured
on site as part of a skills training initiative. The tree surrounds
require well-constructed, integrated concrete footings.
• The tree surround-unit, as a repetitive element within the
surface treatment, can facilitate in creating visual coherence
within the pedestrian system.
• The shape and size of the tree grid should follow the broader
design theme in order to enhance the surface treatment,
continuity and pattern.
• Minimum of 1m square to allow for sufficient aeration of the
soil
• Size of the tree surround/hole is dependent on the size of the
tree

Seating
Integrated seating within the public and private realms facilitate
opportunities for waiting, resting and recreation. Seating is
preferable within a variety of bioclimatic areas in order to
facilitate various users.

Lighting
Well-lit areas at night are critical to ensuring a perception of
safety; provision of sufficient lighting to illuminate areas at night
is therefore required.

PROPOSAL
• All vertical surfaces between the height of 180 mm and
1m high are considered as potential seating surfaces. Low
boundary walls should therefore be built with a coping of a
minimum of 300 mm wide and optimally 450mm high.
• Seats are to be located in close proximity to trees, kick-about

Lights to be locally available and resilient to vandalism. Height
of fitting to be above 5m; positioned so as to provide clear sight
lines.

Fig.213. Paving detail

Fig.214. NMT route

Surfaces within play areas need to facilitate particular play
requirements, such as:
• Play equipment will require a soft, impact absorbent surface
[Masterfibre]
• Compacted laterite/astro turf for frequently used kick-abouts
• Managed fields could have lawn surfaces
• Bike pathways and skate boarding routes require smooth,
regular, continuous surfaces - i.e. concrete/tarmac

The landscape interventions are intended as safe, pedestrian
friendly, public external environments; facilitating the ease of
access within Manenberg and simultaneously accommodating
both passive and active recreation.
The schools, access routes, roadways, storm water routes, play
areas, recreational fields and public forecourts have particular
requirements in terms of security, accessibility and the type
of landscape elements required. The overriding principle is to
accommodate various forms of non-motorised transport with the
proposals, these include; bicycles, wheel chairs, walkers, skate
boards, roller-skates, etc.

Surfaces within non-motorized transport zones need to be:
•
•
•
•
•

The choice of materials, character and role of the external
environments is informed by:

Non slip
Easily trafficable with a variety of forms of movement
Well drained
Trafficable gradients at a maximum of 1:15 slopes
The design of the paving details can facilitate an integration
of the various materials to improve the legibility of the route
as one system, i.e.; through the use of the same edging
material throughout and the repetition of patterns, colours,
textures, etc.

• Safety informants
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play areas, along routes and within entrance forecourts in
order to facilitate recreation and surveillance.
Consideration needs to be given to various seating
configurations in order to allow for group gatherings and
individual seating.
The seat coping design needs to be resilient, easily fixable
and replicable. In-situ cast concrete seats, with a minimum
of 100mm thick, have proven to be most effective (lessons
learnt, VPUU).
Seats should be located in areas that are protected from the
elements, particularly the wind.
Low maintenance materials
Materials that are tolerant to climatic extremities should be
utilised
Seating in areas vulnerable to vandalism should be fixed into
the ground or attached to built elements
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PROPOSAL

Litter bins

PROPOSAL

Tree cages & tree staking

• A standard system of light posts should be used and coordinated with bin and signage supports.
• Where less vertical elements are desired (for example, in
narrow alley ways) - lights can be mounted onto buildings,
walls and columns
• Fixing details should be adaptable to allow for single or
clustered light fittings
• Various zones require particular responses. The pedestrian/
vehicular routes are linear systems, light poles to be
placed at maximum of 10m centres to ensure optimum light
coverage.
• The minimum recommended height for the pedestrian light
poles is 5m. Post-top lights are recommended, not bollard
lights, as these can be easily tampered with.
• To ensure that the school network route reads coherently as
an integrated environment, lighting of the various precincts
needs to be co-ordinated as one integrated system; with an
agreed variety of lights that cater for specific requirements such as pedestrian lights, street lighting, spot lights etc.

Litter bins would be installed by the CoCT cleansing department
who are responsible for the maintenance and management of
the litter in public open spaces.

The low walls should be a minimum of 450mm and a maximum
of 1m high and have a minimum width of 300mm; as they can
be used as both boundary defining elements and as seating
walls.

Tree cages and stakes can serve the dual purpose of
supporting and protecting trees against climatic conditions
and vandalism. Also to protect newly planted trees in high-use
pedestrian areas; inclusive of pedestrian routes and parking
areas.

To ensure minimum littering of the public environment the
frequent placement of litter bins within public spaces is
essential.
PROPOSAL
If it is possible to co-ordinate the positions of the litter bins with
the CoCT, this is preferable; so as to ensure they do not conflict
with the design intent of the street scape.
Fencing
The fence typologies require specialist recommendations.
Property Boundary security fence required around schools, play
parks etc.

Bollards

PROPOSAL

Bollards are required where control of vehicular traffic access is
required. Both fixed and removable bollards are recommended;
dependent on their location.

The variety of fence typologies could result in a variety of
fence types. However, the fences can contribute to the visual
coherence of the project through the use of one fence type. The
height of the fences could vary. To facilitate continuity the colour
and type of fence should stay consistent throughout the project.
A visually permeable fence is recommended as a means to
enhancing safety inside and outside of the fenced precincts. If
a visually impermeable barrier is required for privacy purposes,
the use of hedge planting or the application of an impermeable
material onto the fence structure is preferable. These should
be used selectively so as not to compromise visibility within the
system.

Bollards can be used as a substitute or in combination with
kerbs. Lower bollards can also be used for seating and lighting.
PROPOSAL
The material and finish of the bollards is dependent on the
palette of materials utilised within the landscape. Bollards
should be placed at a maximum of 1.8 m centres or 1.5m
between bollards. Where vehicular access is required,
removable bollards should be specified.
The use of bollards should be kept to a minimum as they are
vulnerable to being knocked over by vehicles. The alternative
use of seats, trees and lights as obstructions is preferred as
they are more visible to drivers.

Low walls
As a response to the need to clearly define the boundary
between the public and private realms, the low wall is a useful
design element ensuring no ambiguity in terms of private public
relationships. Low walls serve as a tool for defining the public
open spaces.

• In vehicular areas bollards should not be lower than 0.9m to
allow for visibility from within vehicles
• Bollards can be used to identify pedestrian crossing points,
pinch points in roads and were kerb/pedestrian zone
reinforcement is required

Fig.215. Seating walls
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Fig.216. Seat planter
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They can be integrated with other hard landscaping elements
i.e. changes in levels, raised planters, seating and shelters.
•
•
•
•
•

PROPOSAL

The materiality of the walls is dependent on their location
The walls could form part of the signage system
Walls can be treated as art work
Integrated into play system
Integrated into the street furniture language of elements

It is recommended that the design of the tree cages is
considered as part of the design palette for the hard
landscaping elements, as they have the potential to enhance
the aesthetic character of the environment. In addition to
providing protection for the trees, ensure:

Walls should be designed and constructed with materials that
complement the surrounding hard landscaping and architecture
(urban scape).

• All tree surrounds should be fabricated in two or more pieces
so that these may be fitted after tree planting
• Preferred height between 1,2 and 1,6 m high - and should not
interfere with the branching of the tree

Retaining Walls

Gateways

Retaining walls could be required within some of the wetland
areas/reshaping of proposed construction areas or sports
precincts.

Gateways have the opportunity to define thresholds and
celebrate entrances into areas and create a sense of arrival and
orientation.

It is recommended that a select palette of retaining walls are
utilised to ensure a homogenous aesthetic environment.

PROPOSAL
Gateways present the opportunity to announce and advertise
spaces, as well as assist in controlling entry.

PROPOSAL
Proposed construction methods for the retaining walls include;
gabions filled with a combination of imported stone and clean
rubble from site for watercourse areas.

• Pedestrian gateways should be a minimum of 0.9 m wide
• Waiting/collection/arrival points should include shelter and
places to sit
• Open gates should not obstruct any adjacent walkways

The use of gabions is cost effective if the stone is available
on site. If stone material is not available on site alternative fill
options should be considered.

Art
Art expression when used in the public realm can contribute
positively to the communities experience of the environment
through:

• Masonry retaining walls plastered and painted to tie into the
aesthetic and palette of materials utilised for walls, seating
and steps succeeds in integrating the various landscape
components
• Terraforce is not recommended as it requires extensive
maintenance to ensure that it is aesthetically and functionally
successful.

•
•
•
•
•

Fig.217. Seat walls

The visual expression of the communities aspirations
Adding delight and humour to the street scape
Encouraging positive interaction
Conveying educational information
Celebrating the communities artistic talent

Fig.218. Seating area
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PROPOSAL

• Painted lines
• Rumble strips
• Bollards
Signs can also be avoided through careful planning and design.

The art initiatives provide the opportunity for various
stake holders to participate in creating friendly welcoming
environments. In addition, there are the opportunities of skills
transfer to the participants. These art projects can be included
in a variety of the Street Scape elements, for example as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shelter & canopies
Shelters are proposed as elements that provide for pedestrian
refuge and protection from the elements. They could be
permanent, long term or temporary structures.

Sculpture
Mosaic
Paintings
Play equipment
Fences
Signage
Surface treatment etc.

PROPOSAL
Shelters should either respond to the surrounding architectural
qualities or be part of an overall street furniture theme.

The design and materials of the drinking fountains should be
coordinated with the street furniture.
Considerations specify that:
• The units should be located out of the mainstream movement
routes
• They should be workable for handicapped persons and
children
• Fountains should have a protected nozzle for hygiene
purposes
• Located adjacent to a drainage system
• A drinking fountain can include other water related facilities
like tap points

The trees selected for the project are required to perform a
number of objectives, namely:

Plant Material

An integrated rationalised signage system is recommended in
order to reduce clutter of poles in the public environment. The
signage system has the potential to express the imageability of
the precinct.

• Integration with gateways, lighting systems or attached to
buildings
• Creating a sense of place
• Acting as a linking element
• Forming gateways
• Signal specific nodes or activities
They can be used as structures such as bandstands, gazebos,
pavilions, information kiosks, toilets, entrances, exhibition
spaces, bicycle storage, etc. It is critical that structures are
stable in high winds and capable of withstanding temperature
fluctuations.

Plant material when utilised appropriately has the potential
to provide climate amelioration, way-finding, visual delight,
education and a sense of place. A sense of place can be
achieve within a variety of place types, namely: street scape,
public areas, recreational areas, educational precincts,
economic zones, potential vegetable gardens and natural
systems.

Water Features & drinking fountains

PROPOSAL

Water elements introduce movement, noise (white noise),
cooling effects, opportunities for interaction with water (play)
and an opportunity to pause within the public environment.

The choice of plant material is informed by:

The height, size and shape of the signage should be
rationalised to maximise legibility and contribute to the particular
character of the area.
The materials and graphics (font, colour etc.) should be
rationalised for the entire pedestrian network; with the potential
to express individuality of each precinct within the signage
system. Logos and emblems can be included into the signage
system, further reinforcing the imageability of the area.

PROPOSAL
Considerations when introducing water features are:

Practicality of the size of the font; with respect to viewing
distances and angles; is to be carefully considered.

• The selected positions and ongoing maintenance of the
elements
• Edges of the water features should be well defined
• Deep pools avoided in civic areas
• Windy areas should be avoided to prevent water wastage
• Maintenance features may also include the incorporation of
water treatment systems and natural oxygenating systems in
informal ponds

Vehicular and safety signage must adhere to international and
local building regulation standards. However, the use of signage
should be limited to essential signage, in order to prevent a
proliferation of signs. These can be minimised through the use
of alternative non-graphic systems, such as:

Fig.219. Concrete bollards

Fig.220. Steel bollards
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Fig.221. Removable bollards

Irrigation of trees is essential. Maintenance teams need to
ensure that the trees always receive water. If irrigation is not
operable, manual systems need to be put in place.
Trees

Considerations include:

It is recommended that a signage manual is developed for the
school precinct in order to inform all signage within the project
area.

Tree planting, if possible, should occur in winter or spring to
enable trees to acclimatise before they are exposed to the
harsh SE winds.

SOFT LANDSCAPING

Signage

PROPOSAL

In extremely exposed conditions the decision might be taken
to hold back the tree planting until there is more effective
screening in place, i.e. built infrastructure. If planted in exposed
conditions trees need to be installed with shade-clothe wind
breaks.

• To develop into large shade trees
• To serve as wind screens/hedges/wind breaks
• Provide fruit (in select areas)
As visual and spatially recognisable elements that contribute to
the sense of place
Particular tree species could be used as markers in the
landscape; for example, as pedestrian route definers or certain
types used only as wind screens. This could help with enabling
clarity in the reading of the landscape

The strategy in terms of the soft landscaping is to maintain
and reinforce existing green infrastructure. Introducing new
planting to enable the creation of positive, interactive external
environments.

PROPOSAL
Selected tree species list:
• Brachylaena discolor
• Erythrina lysistemon
• Ficus rubignosa
• Syzigium cordatum
• Olea africa (select areas)
• Rhus viminalus (select areas)
• Celtis senencis (select area)
Fruit trees:

• Climatic and habitat informants
• Safety informants
• Particular programmatic needs
• Need for resilience/robustness
• Diversity/adaptability
• Environmental concerns
• Heritage informants
• Skill transference facilitation
• Maintenance consideration
The extreme climatic variations from one site to another need
to be taken into account. Considerations of exposure to SE and
NW winds requires careful understanding before placing and
specifying the tree species.

• Lemon trees
• Bay leaf Tree (not near walls)
The minimum recommended tree-hole size is: 1.2 x 1.2m x 1m
deep.
The soil specification is 25% in-situ soil, 25% compost and 50%

Fig.223. Low wall

Fig.222. Retaining wall
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Grass

imported top soil mix - with Fertilisers and bone meal added to
the planting mix.

The value of grass is recognised within the project. Cognisance
of the maintenance and irrigation requirements need to be
carefully considered when specifying lawn areas; as manicured
lawn areas are maintenance-intensive and should therefore be
limited to where they are most required.

All trees are to be tied to tree stakes or tree cages to help
manage the winds.
Existing trees on site:
• Retained trees - trees that are retained on site within
construction areas require protection during the construction
works. A tree protection strategy would be required.
• Transplanted Trees - to be transplanted by an accredited
horticulturalist. A transplanting and maintenance strategy
would be required.

There are several types of grass areas that can occur within the
project:

Shrubs & Ground covers
Shrubs and ground covers have the potential to introduce
variations in colour, texture and scale into the environment.
The use of ground covers in the project is recognised as
another means of introducing soft landscaping which could
enhance the biodiversity of the area, possibly provide a
food and medicinal source and visually soften the aesthetic
experience of the environment.

Considerations with respect to vegetable gardens are:

Storm water from the hardened street surfaces will either be
accommodated into the existing piped systems or be diverted
into storm water overland swales where space allows for these
to occur. Hereby, ultimately draining into the canal systems.
A refurbishment of the canal systems into natural wetland
systems is proposed as part of the project.

A strategy is required in the location of grass, play and sports
areas; recognising that grass is not resilient to very high use
and high impact and that it requires maintenance and irrigation.
Considerations are:

The irrigation methodology to be adopted for the projects
requires an understanding of the specific constraints and
contextual circumstances.

The open channels and swales enable an immediate
awareness of the presence of water within the built areas of the
site.

The principle applied when commencing this project was to
endeavour to implement sustainable irrigations methods.

The detention basins and wetlands create opportunities for wild
life habitat and a variety of landscape experiential opportunities.
This would require an additional investigation and further
design.

• Climatic conditions
• Availability of water
• Safety concerns
• Pedestrian and vehicular movement
• Maintenance strategies
A list of plant material would need to be developed for the
variety of conditions existing within the broader site area.

•
•
•
•
•

Storm water amelioration
Specification of endemic plant material
Creation of habitat diversity
Access and safety
Maintenance systems

Need for a responsible agent
Community participation/engagement
Access to water and dedicated area for propagation
Avenue for distribution of potential produce

Bore Hole and Well-Point extraction would require investigation.
These seem probable as Manenberg is situated over a portion
of the Cape Flats Aquifer.

A sustainable maintenance strategy for the site is required as
the site area is extensive. The various components of the site
will require different degrees of maintenance and potentially
different strategies.

An automated moisture-sensor controlled irrigation system
would be required to ensure establishment of the plant material.
• Trees require a separate system to shrubs, grass and ground
covers
• Water wise plants should be specified to ensure a reduction
in irrigation as the plants become established
• Location of storage tanks for Well-Point & boreholes is
required
Storm water system

The variety of wetland species that can be used within the
swales, detention basins and seasonal wetlands will require
further investigation by a fresh-water botanist.

An integrated storm water system is proposed as part of the
Frame-work plan. To enable the collection and filtration of water
on-site before it enters the rivers.

Vegetable gardens & Urban agriculture

A detailed study of the existing system of overland, piped,
detention basins and canals storm water system, is required.

Fig.225. Public art in Johannesburg

Maintenance

PROPOSAL

Wetland Plant Material

The existing vegetable gardens positive contribution to
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PROPOSAL

Irrigation

Consultancy would be required in the location and design
of these systems to ensure they comply with storm water
management regulations. Considerations would be:
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The intention is to encourage that storm water runoff within the
various school precincts be detained and absorbed within the
sports field areas.

PROPOSAL

Careful consideration is required in the selection and location
of shrubs and ground covers. In order to ensure that the
appropriate plant material is chosen, considerations are:

Fig.224. Tree cage

PROPOSAL

The intention within the framework plan is to reinforce their
importance and encourage investment in vegetable gardens.

•
•
•
•

PROPOSAL

Plant groupings could be used as part of the information
system, identifying the different areas as well as a way of
uniting the various precincts with common plant palettes.

In order to develop an integrated storm water system for
Manenberg.

• Manicured passive recreational lawn
• Sports field/kick-about grassed area
• Wetland grasses associated with flood plains

• Intensity of use
• Maintenance strategies
Wetland grasses would be located within the river/canal and
flood plain areas. These have the potential to contribute to
storm water amelioration, biodiversity habitat creation and
educational programs.

Ground covers have the potential to add seasonal colour and
variation within the landscape.

Manenberg is recognised. They have been included as an
integral part of the frame-work plan, informing the location of
entrance thresholds and linkages.

PROPOSAL
There are opportunities inherent in the delivery of the
maintenance of the site (inclusive of plant material/irrigation
care, hard surface maintenance and garbage removal).
Enabling both skills-transfer and the venue for income
generation.

Fig.226. Mosaic on walkway

Fig.227. Paint on tar road
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